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Abstract
As worldwide energy consumption increases, the world is facing the possibility of
an energy shortage problem. While several approaches have been proposed to slow
down this process, which include the improvement of the combustion efficiency of
fossil fuels and the introduction of nuclear energy and renewable energy, such as
solar, wind, and geothermal energy, a replacement for fossil fuels will eventually
be needed. The energy that comes from a nuclear reaction, which includes nuclear
fission and nuclear fusion, has a high energy production density (rate of energy
produced divided by the area of the land needed to produce it) and produces no
air pollution or greenhouse gases, which makes it a strong and attractive candidate.
Compared with nuclear fission, the radioactive waste from nuclear fusion can be more
easily disposed, the reactants in a nuclear fusion reaction are abundantly available in
nature, and nuclear fusion poses no risk of a nuclear accident. For all these reasons,
nuclear fusion is a potential solution for the energy shortage problem.
However, there are many challenges that need to be conquered to achieve nuclear
fusion. The primary challenge is to confine the hot reactants, whose temperatures
are about one hundred million degrees Kelvin. At these temperatures, the reactants
are in the plasma state and have enough kinetic energy to overcome the repelling
electrostatic forces and fuse. One of the most promising approaches to confine the
fusion plasma is magnetic confinement, where magnetic fields are used to confine
the plasma through the Lorentz force. The tokamak is one of the fusion devices
that exploit magnetic confinement. To demonstrate the viability of a nuclear fu-
sion power plant, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
tokamak project is aimed at producing 500 megawatts power with 50 megawatts of
input power, which will make it the first tokamak with net energy output.
1
To be able to obtain the desired fusion gain, the ITER tokamak will need to
operate at a temperature and a pressure so high that the plasma has a good chance of
becoming unstable and difficult to confine. To address this issue, extensive research
has been conducted on different fusion tokamaks around the world to find high
performance operating scenarios characterized by a high fusion gain, good plasma
confinement, plasma stability, and a dominant self-generated plasma current with
the goal of developing candidate scenarios for ITER. The shape of the toroidal
current density profile, or the safety factor profile (q-profile), impacts steady-state
operation, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability, and plasma performance. The
plasma β, which is the ratio of the kinetic pressure of the plasma to the magnetic
pressure (pressure exerted on plasma by the magnetic field), acts as an important
economic factor in fusion power generation. Therefore, active control of the toroidal
current density profile and plasma β is one path towards advanced scenarios.
This dissertation focuses on developing control solutions for regulating the cur-
rent density profile, and to some extent the normalized plasma β (denoted as βN),
on the Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST) located at the
Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ASIPP), in Hefei, China.
Towards this goal, a control-oriented, physics-based model has been developed for
the current density profile evolution in EAST in response to available heating and
current-drive (H&CD) systems. The feasibility of reconstructing the internal plasma
states, which may be crucial for feedback control, from measurements at the mag-
netic axis and at the plasma edge has been studied by using experimental data and
exploiting the response model. Target scenarios (characterized by desired q-profile
and βN) have been developed by following a model-based finite-time optimization ap-
proach. Feedback controllers ranging from simpler Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) controllers to more complex model-based optimal controllers, derived from
Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (LQR), H∞, and Model Predictive Control (MPC) the-
ories, have been synthesized to counteract deviations from the desired target sce-
nario. The overall control solution has been implemented in the Plasma Control
System (PCS) and closed-loop q-profile regulation has been demonstrated for the
first time ever in EAST in disturbance rejection and target tracking experiments.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
Fossil fuels, such as oil, coal, and natural gas, are currently the world’s primary
energy source and are predicted to continue to be the dominant energy source for
some time in the near future, as can be seen from Figure 1.1. Fossil fuels are limited
resources, while the world energy demand keeps increasing with the growth of indus-
trialization and urbanization in developing countries. Therefore, an energy shortfall
is predicted to occur [1]. Moreover, fossil fuels are responsible for greenhouse gas
emissions, which in turn could cause climate change and global warming. While
technologies have been developed to burn fossil fuels more efficiently and cleanly,
scientists around the world are trying to find alternative energy sources. As the only
energy source before the emergence of coal in the mid 19th century, renewable energy
has regained attention in recent years as a result of increasing ecological awareness.
However, the harness of renewable energy, which is constrained by its intermittent
nature, remains a challenge. Moreover, a large deployment of power generators is
usually needed for an adequate supply due to the relatively low energy production
density. Therefore, despite the abundant fuel supply, compensation of a potential
energy shortfall and substitution of fossil fuels with renewable energy alone is very
unlikely. On the other hand, nuclear energy, which has energy production density
comparable to fossil fuel and at the same time produces barely any carbon dioxide,
is an alternative energy source. Nuclear energy is nowadays generated by splitting a
heavy nucleus through nuclear fission. However, there are two major drawbacks of
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Figure 1.1: World energy consumption by energy source (quadrillion Btu) [3].
nuclear fission. One is a possible nuclear meltdown caused by a large, uncontrolled
release of energy, and the other is the need for specialized storage and handling of
the fission by-products for thousands of years [2]. In contrast to nuclear fission, a
fusion reactor poses no risk of a nuclear accident and most radioactive products from
a fusion reactor can be safely and easily disposed of within a few decades. Because
of these characteristics, nuclear fusion is a promising way to replace the diminishing
supplies of fossil fuels in a world with increasing energy consumption.
1.1 Nuclear Fusion and Plasma
Nuclear fusion is the process by which two light nuclei fuse together to form one
heavier nucleus. There is a mass fraction ∆m that is converted into energy according
to Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence,
∆E = ∆mc2, ∆m = mr −mp, (1.1)
where ∆E is the energy release, c is the speed of light in vacuum, mr and mp refer
to the mass of reactants and products, respectively. The main fusion reactions and
their corresponding energy releases per reaction, which involve the hydrogen isotopes
deuterium (D) and tritium (T), are
D + D→ 3He(0.8MeV ) + n(2.5MeV ), (1.2)
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Figure 1.2: Maxwellian reaction rate parameters using the results from [4].
D + D→ T(1.0MeV ) + p(3.0MeV ), (1.3)
D + T→ 4He(3.5MeV ) + n(14.1MeV ), (1.4)
D + 3He→ 4He(3.6MeV ) + p(14.7MeV ), (1.5)
whereMeV 1 stands for mega electron volts, p denotes a proton, n denotes a neutron,
3He denotes a helium nucleus that has 2 protons and 1 neutron, and 4He, which is
also known as an α particle, denotes a helium nucleus that has 2 protons and 2
neutrons. The energy carried by each product is inversely proportional to the mass
of the corresponding product, which is determined by applying conservation of linear
momentum and conservation of energy.
Since the reactants are positively charged, they need sufficient kinetic energy to
overcome the Coulomb barrier2 to have a chance of fusing together. However, kinetic
energy well below the Coulomb barrier is indeed needed for the fusion reaction to
take place due to the mechanics of quantum tunneling where particles with less
energy have a very small probability to tunnel through a potential barrier [5]. For
11 electron volt (eV ) ≈ 1.60217646× 10−19Joules (J)
2An estimation of D-T Coulomb barrier is 0.36MeV .
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a binary nuclear reaction, the reaction rate R1,2 and power density Pfus are
Pfus = R1,2E1,2, (1.6)
R1,2 = n1n2〈σv〉1,2, (1.7)
〈σv〉1,2 =
∫∞
0
f(v)σ(v)vdv∫∞
0
f(v)dv
, (1.8)
where E1,2 denotes the energy release per reaction between two reactants, n1 and n2
are number densities of two reactants respectively, σ is the reaction probabilities or
cross section, v denotes the relative speed between two reactants, and f(v) repre-
sents a probability distribution of speed. Number density is used in the context of
this work to represent particle density unless stated otherwise. The reaction rate pa-
rameter 〈σv〉 of typical fusion reactions with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution f(v)
is shown in Figure 1.2. Note that for the D-D fusion reaction, the reaction rate pa-
rameter shown in the figure is the sum of the two possible reactions (1.2) and (1.3).
The D-T fusion reaction is by far the most attractive and the easiest to achieve due
to the fact that it has the largest 〈σv〉 value and its maximum value is achieved
at the lowest temperature, which makes it the only nuclear reaction considered in
this dissertation. For the fusion reaction to occur frequently enough, it needs to
beat the main competing process, Coulomb scattering, whose cross section is in-
versely proportional to the temperature square. Thus, the nuclei must be heated to
temperatures of about 100 million degrees Kelvin or equivalently 10 keV . At these
temperatures, the reactants are in the plasma state, which is a quasi-neutral gas
of charged and neutral particles that exhibit collective behavior [6]. Quasineutral
means that the charge of a plasma is balanced, i.e., the number of protons equals
the number of electrons, but electromagnetic forces can still act on a plasma. By
“collective behavior” we mean plasma motions that depend not only on local con-
ditions but also on the state of the plasma in remote regions as well. Most of the
active research in nuclear fusion nowadays is focused on finding ways to heat and
contain such a hot plasma.
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Figure 1.3: Movement of the charged particles in a uniform magnetic field. The charged
particle is free to move along the direction parallel to the magnetic field lines
while gyrating around the magnetic field lines. The radius of gyration is
called Larmor radius rL = mv⊥/(|q|B), where m is the particle mass, v⊥
is the perpendicular particle velocity, q is the particle charge, and B is the
magnetic field.
1.2 Magnetic Confinement and Tokamak
Confinement of the fuel plasma is essential to initiate and sustain the fusion reaction.
There are three known ways to confine the plasma [7], which are listed below:
1. Gravitational confinement: the plasma is confined through large gravitational
forces, such as those generated by massive stars.
2. Inertial confinement: a frozen capsule made of the fusion fuel is compressed
through a controlled implosion, the inertia of the fuel mass is used to hold
the hydrogen gases together long enough to reach the required density and
temperature for fusion reactions to occur.
3. Magnetic confinement: the hydrogen plasma is confined by magnetic fields
through the Lorentz force in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field
lines but is free to move in the direction parallel to the magnetic field lines as
shown in Figure 1.3.
Among these three confinement methods, magnetic confinement is the most promis-
ing one to achieve controlled fusion on Earth. The tokamak is presently the leading
candidate to become the world’s first magnetic-confinement fusion reactor [8].
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Figure 1.4: Simplified tokamak configuration.
Since the movement of the charged particles in a uniform magnetic field is not
constrained along the parallel direction of the magnetic field lines, the particles will
escape through the ends of a cylindrical configuration as the one in Figure 1.3. One
of the early approaches to address this problem is to apply a stronger magnetic
field at the ends at the cylinder, which is used to reflect the charged particles based
on the invariance of magnetic moment and conservation of energy. The idea is
known as a magnetic mirror. The confinement in a magnetic mirror highly depends
on the mirror ratio, which is the ratio between the magnetic field strength of the
stronger field (at the ends) and the magnetic field strength of the weaker field (at
the center). However, the mirror ratio is limited by magnet technology. Therefore,
the magnetic mirror could not provide so far the adequate confinement required for
a fusion reactor.
Another approach is to create an infinitely long cylinder by bending the magnetic
field into a torus, which leads to a magnetic-confinement device known as tokamak,
a Russian acronym for “toroidal chamber with magnetic coil.” A schematic diagram
of the various coil systems in a tokamak is shown in Figure 1.4. The main component
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Figure 1.5: (a) Section view of the magnetic flux surfaces in a tokamak, (b) Definition
of poloidal magnetic flux in a tokamak. The poloidal flux Ψ at a point P in
the (R,Z) cross section of the plasma is the total flux through the horizontal
surface bounded by the toroidal ring passing through P which is shown in
green, i.e., Ψ =
∫
B · dS.
of the magnetic field is the toroidal magnetic field, which is generated by the currents
in the D shaped toroidal field coils. Based on Ampère’s law, the toroidal magnetic
field decreases as the distance to the torus axis increases. This radial gradient in
the toroidal field leads to a vertical drift of the charged particles. The particles
drift in opposite directions depending on whether they are positively or negatively
charged. This results in a separation of ions and electrons which in turn creates
a vertical electric field E. The combined effect of the vertical electric field and
the toroidal magnetic field is a horizontal drift outward the torus for both the ions
and electrons, which means loss of confinement. The E × B drift can be removed
by preventing the charge separation. This is achieved by introducing a poloidal
magnetic field, which in turn creates a helical total magnetic field. This technique
is referred to as “rotational transform”. Following any magnetic field line a number
of times around the torus a closed flux tube is mapped, a so-called magnetic-flux
surface (Figure 1.5(a)), which marks points of constant poloidal magnetic flux, Ψ
(Figure 1.5(b)). With rotational transform, a charged particle drifts away from
its original magnetic-flux surface in either the top half or bottom half of the torus
and drifts back to its original magnetic-flux surface in the other half of the torus,
which results in an almost zero net vertical drift. As a result, there is no buildup
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of charged particles, there is no induced vertical electric field, and the plasma is
effectively confined by the helical magnetic field. In the tokamak, the poloidal
magnetic field is mainly generated by the toroidal plasma current, which can be
induced through transformer action. The poloidal field coils at the center of the
torus act as the primary winding of the transformer while the plasma itself acts as a
single turn secondary winding. Additional poloidal field coils on the outside of the
torus are used to adjust the position and the shape of the plasma.
An important plasma parameter associated with confinement efficiency is called
β, which is defined as the ratio between the plasma kinetic pressure and the magnetic
pressure generated by the confining magnetic field, i.e.
β =
p
B2/2µ0
, (1.9)
p =
∑
j∈ all ion species
njkTj + nekTe, (1.10)
where p denotes the kinetic plasma pressure, µ0 = 4pi × 10−7 Henry/m is the per-
meability of free space, nj and kTj respectively represent the density and the kinetic
temperature of the ion species j, k is the Boltzmann constant, and ne and kTe respec-
tively represent the density and the kinetic temperature of the electron. For a plasma
with a given temperature, by applying charge neutrality (
∑
j∈ all ion species njZj = ne,
where Zj represents the atomic number of the ion species j) and neglecting impu-
rities, it is possible to show from Eq. (1.6) that Pfus ∝ β2B4. Therefore, high β
and high magnetic field are desirable for a cost-effective reactor. However, tokamaks
have inherently low β values and the strength of the magnetic field is limited by
magnet technology. Several techniques have been developed to achieve higher β in
tokamaks, which include modifying the shape of the plasma poloidal cross section
(elongated plasma, bean-shaped plasma) and using a torus with a low aspect ratio,
which is the ratio between the major radius (distance from the center of the torus to
the center of the “cylinder") and the minor radius (radius of the “cylinder"). On the
other hand, a high β is difficult to achieve because of various magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instabilities, which set a limit on the maximum β of a fusion plasma that
can be stably confined [8]. Therefore, current research focuses on achieving high-β
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Figure 1.6: Electricity generation by tokamak reactor
MHD-stable modes of operation to make the tokamak concept cost-effective.
A typical electricity generation process by the tokamak reactor can be shown
in Figure 1.6. The blanket in the figure has three main functions, which are listed
below:
1. It should be able to absorb the energy-rich neutrons and transform the kinetic
energy into heat, which is then removed by a liquid or gas coolant to provide
most of the reactor power output.
2. It should protect the external coils and other outer components by shielding
the neutrons.
3. It should provide tritium to the reactor. Tritium is a radioactive isotope of
hydrogen and has a half-life of only 12.3 years. Therefore it is extremely rare on
Earth. However, tritium can be bred from lithium using the neutron-induced
fission reactions,
6Li + n→ T + 4He + 4.8MeV, (1.11)
7Li + n→ T + 4He + n− 2.5MeV. (1.12)
For this reason, the blanket should be composed of a compound of lithium
such as Li2O [9].
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1.3 Auxiliary Heating and Current Drive
Tokamak plasma continuously loses energy through radiation and thermal conduc-
tion. Heating is hence required to sustain and raise the temperature of the plasma
to a point called ignition where the reaction rate is sufficiently high such that energy
carried by the α particles, which stay in the plasma due to their positive charge, can
balance the energy loss. One effective heating approach when the plasma tempera-
ture is relatively low is ohmic heating via I2pRp, where Ip is the total plasma current,
and Rp is the plasma resistivity. However, since the plasma resistivity decreases as
the plasma temperature rises, ohmic heating becomes less and less effective. Thus,
it appears unlikely that ohmic heating in tokamaks will be sufficient to raise the
temperature to the ignition point and tokamaks will require auxiliary heating.
Also, a tokamak is expected to operate in a steady state, which will require a
continuous toroidal plasma current to generate the necessary poloidal magnetic field.
However, the plasma current induced by transformer action has a limited duration.
A self-generated current called bootstrap current, which arises within the plasma
whenever certain conditions are satisfied, could be exploited instead to generate
the plasma current in a non-inductively driven fashion. However, the magnitude
of the bootstrap current is proportional to the radial pressure gradient profile and
to the inverse of the toroidal plasma current. Thus, non-inductively driven current
from other means may be needed to provide the necessary current to sustain the
poloidal field until the bootstrap current becomes dominant (non-inductively driven
current may also be needed to control the toroidal current density profile to suppress
magnetohydrodynamic instabilities).
Two well-know heating and current-drive (H&CD) mechanisms are injection of
energetic beams of neutral particles (neutral beam injection (NBI)) and introduc-
tion of radio-frequency electromagnetic waves (radio-frequency heating and current
drive). The available power and energy of these external heating systems are usually
limited. Thus a combination of different auxiliary H&CD systems is needed for most
current tokamaks.
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Figure 1.7: NBI injection direction
1.3.1 Neutral Beam Injection
Neutral atoms become ionized through collisions with the plasma particles. These
injected ions will then transfer the energy gradually to the plasma electrons and ions
through Coulomb collisions. The beam can be injected along the major radius of a
tokamak or can be tangentially injected as shown in Figure 1.7. It can be seen that
the tangential injection is constrained by the limited access between the toroidal
field coils. Therefore, the chosen injection direction may not be exactly tangential
to the toroidal magnetic field. Neutral beams that pointed mostly in the tangential
direction could be used to deliver torque and current to the plasma. NBI can be
classified into co-current NBI if the injection is in the same direction of the total
plasma current and counter-current NBI if the injection is in the opposite direction
of the total plasma current. The NBI-driven current density is determined by the
beam energy, deposition profile, and injection angle [10]. The main advantage of
neutral beam injection devices is that they can be developed and tested separately
from the tokamak since the injected neutral atoms are not affected by the magnetic
field initially.
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1.3.2 Radiofrequency Heating and Current Drive
Radiofrequency heating transfers energy into the plasma through electromagnetic
waves, which are tuned to some natural resonant frequency of certain species of the
plasma. The wave-particle resonance leads to a collisionless absorption [9]. The
electromagnetic waves used for heating can be classified into four main frequency
ranges. The lowest in frequency is the Alfvén wave, involving waves at a frequency
of a few MegaHertz (MHz). The frequency range of ion cyclotron (IC), which is at
a few tens of MHz, comes next. Ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) has been
widely used to heat large tokamaks; the JET (Joint European Torus), for example,
has around 16 MegaWatts (MW ) of power available in this frequency range [11].
Then comes the lower hybrid waves (LHWs), which have a few GigaHertz (GHz).
The highest in frequency is electron cyclotron (EC), which is typically over 30 GHz.
Figure 1.8 shows the different devices on tokamak that are used to launch the waves
into the plasma. The wave-particle resonance of the lower hybrid wave is known as
Landau damping, where the wave exchanges energy with particles whose velocities
are approximately equal to the phase velocity of the wave without collisions. A direct
visual effect of the Landau damping is a distortion in the Maxwellian distribution
around the phase velocity. The current deposition of the lower hybrid wave is closely
related to the phasing of the grill antenna and the electron density. The theoretical
model for calculating the current deposition profile of the lower hybrid wave usually
consists of a ray-tracing code and Fokker-Planck analysis [12–15]. Yet, inconsistency
between current deposition from the model prediction and from the experiment
analysis is not uncommon. Recent studies show that the current deposition profile
of lower hybrid wave can be determined through direct measurement of high energy
x-ray emission from superthermal plasma electrons [16–19].
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Figure 1.8: Devices used to inject waves into tokamak [20].
1.4 The EAST Tokamak
The Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST), as shown in Fig-
ure 1.9(a), is a Chinese national fusion project with the goal of developing an ad-
vanced superconducting tokamak. As the first tokamak with both superconduct-
ing toroidal and poloidal coils, it aims at exploring steady-state high-performance
(improved confinement, non-inductive current drive, high β) plasma scenarios. To-
gether with the LHD, KSTAR, JT-60SA, and WEST tokamaks, EAST will be an
important experimental testbed for conducting ITER-related steady-state advanced
plasma science and technology research [21]. Since its first commissioning in March
2006 [22], EAST received several significant upgrades. Major upgrades include a
more powerful and versatile H&CD system capable of providing 32 MW long-pulse
power output, an actively cooled ITER-like tungsten (W) divertor (the region where
impurities and excess heat are removed from the vacuum chamber through pump-
ing), and 80 installed diagnostics. Some updated parameters of EAST are listed in
Table 1.1. The auxiliary H&CD systems of the EAST tokamak are listed below [23]:
• One 4 MW , 2.45 GHz, continuous wave (CW) (wave of constant amplitude
and frequency) LHW launcher, which consists of a multijunction waveguide
array of 5 rows and 4 columns fed by 20 klystrons, each capable of delivering
200 kW for 1000 s [15]
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Figure 1.9: (a) The EAST tokamak, (b) top view of H&CD systems on EAST [24].
• One 6MW , 4.6GHz, CW LH wave launcher, which consists of a multijunction
waveguide array of 12 rows and 6 columns fed by 24 klystrons, each is in charge
of power supply to 3 row waveguide arrays from the same column and capable
of delivering 250 kW for 1000 s [15]
• Two 6 MW , CW ion cyclotron resonance heating systems with wide band
frequency of 26-70 MHz
• One 2 MW electron cyclotron resonance heating system of 140 GHz, which
contains four gyrotrons
• One 4 MW , co-current NBI line, which contains two ion sources
• One 4 MW , counter-current NBI line, which contains two ion sources
In this dissertation, the main radio-frequency wave considered is the lower hybrid
wave due to its availability and its highly-efficient current-drive ability. The configu-
ration of the auxiliary H&CD systems on EAST is shown in Figure 1.9(b). Available
diagnostics on EAST for measurement of critical plasma parameters include:
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Table 1.1: Some EAST parameters
Major Radius 1.85[m]
Minor Radius 0.45[m]
Toroidal Magnetic Field 3.5[T ]
Plasma Current 1[MA]
H&CD Power 32[MW ]
• An 11-channel POlarimeter INTerferometer (POINT), which provides the mea-
surements of the electron density profile, the toroidal current density profile,
the safety factor profile, and the poloidal magnetic field profile
• Core and edge Thomson Scattering (TS), which is used to measure the electron
density profile and the electron temperature profile
• Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS), which provides the
ion temperature profile
1.5 Current Density Profile Control
Based on the discussion in the previous sections, a tokamak needs to operate at
high-temperature and high-pressure conditions to be a feasible fusion reactor. On
the other hand, plasma becomes more vulnerable to disturbances with increased
pressure and temperature, which results in instabilities of different kinds. In some
cases, the instabilities could evolve to disruptions that lead to a complete loss of
plasma. To achieve and maintain a desired plasma state, the concept of advanced
tokamak (AT) operation scenario [25] has been proposed and investigated on several
experimental tokamaks. The AT plasma regime is characterized by a high fusion
gain, good plasma energy confinement (long energy confinement time, which is the
rate at which the plasma loses energy), plasma stability, and a noninductively driven
plasma current with a dominant fraction coming from the self-generated bootstrap
current in steady-state operation. It can be seen from [21], EAST also aims to
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explore its own steady-state AT operation scenario. The current density profile or
equivalently the safety factor profile, i.e the q-profile (the rate of change of toroidal
flux with poloidal flux, which is in turn related to the pitch angle of the helical
magnetic field), are closely related to particle transport, plasma stability, and steady-
state tokamak operation [26–31]. The design of control algorithms for the regulation
of the current density profile has recently attracted a great deal of attraction [32–45].
Control approaches applied in this field are classified according to the use of a model.
Non-model-based control mainly focuses on scalar parameters, such as feedback
control of q0(t), the safety factor profile at the magnetic axis, qmin(t), the minimum
value of the safety factor profile, or the internal inductance, li(t), a measure of the
q-profile shape [46]. On the contrary, a model-based approach is needed to control
the entire profile to achieve specific advanced tokamak operating scenarios. In this
dissertation work, a feedforward and feedback control design has been proposed to
regulate both the q-profile and the normalized β (denoted as βN) or plasma stored
energy on EAST by following a model-based approach. The design is based on a first-
principles-driven (FPD) dynamic model of the poloidal magnetic profile evolution,
which is governed by the magnetic-flux diffusion equation (MDE), and the plasma
energy evolution, which is governed by a balance equation. The MDE has been
combined with physics-based correlations obtained from EAST experimental data
for the plasma density, temperature, resistivity, and non-inductive current drives
to develop a control-oriented nonlinear partial-differential-equation (PDE) model.
Different control algorithms have been then designed based on this model. The
proposed controllers have been partially tested in EAST experiments. Successful q-
profile closed-loop control in disturbance rejection and target tracking experiments,
as well as initial integration with βN control, have been demonstrated for the first
time ever in EAST.
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The dissertation is organized as follows:
- Chapter 2: First-principles-driven Control-oriented Modeling for Cur-
rent Profile and βN Response in EAST
A first-principles-driven (FPD) control-oriented model has been proposed to
describe the safety factor profile and plasma stored energy evolution in EAST
in response to the different actuators. The FPD model is based on the evolu-
tion of the poloidal magnetic flux, whose dynamics is modeled by a nonlinear
partial differential equation (PDE) referred to as the magnetic-flux diffusion
equation (MDE), together with physics-based models for the electron density,
electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and non-inductively driven current
density deposition. The TRANSP simulation code has been employed to tai-
lor the FPD model to the EAST tokamak geometry and operating scenario.
The FPD model’s prediction capabilities have been demonstrated by com-
paring predictions by the Control-Oriented Transport SIMulator (COTSIM)
developed by the Lehigh University Plasma Control Group with experimental
data from EAST. A linear model has been then deduced from the FPD model
and used for subsequent control design. The steady-state solution of the MDE
has also been studied.
This work was presented at the 58th Annual Meeting of the American Physics
Society (APS) Division of Plasma Physics [47] in 2016.
- Chapter 3: Poloidal Flux Profile Reconstruction From Pointwise Mea-
surements via Extended Kalman Filtering in EAST
A closed-loop observer for the estimation of the poloidal magnetic flux profile
has been proposed for EAST. The observer has been synthesized by applying
extended Kalman filtering theory and using a discrete lumped-parameter non-
linear model based on the magnetic diffusion equation. The observer makes
use of measurements of the total plasma current and the poloidal magnetic
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flux at both the magnetic axis and the plasma boundary to estimate the full
magnetic flux profile. The observability of the system has been studied. Com-
parisons between estimated (by the observer) and reconstructed (by the equi-
librium code) magnetic flux profiles have been carried out for EAST discharges,
demonstrating the observer’s potential.
Similar work was done for the DIII-D tokamak and was presented at the 57th
Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Plasma Physics [48] in 2015 and the
2015 IEEE Conference on Control Applications (CCA) [49].
- Chapter 4: Model-based Optimal Scenario Planning in EAST
A model-based numerical optimization approach has been followed to com-
plement the experimental effort on actuator trajectory planning in the EAST
tokamak. The optimization objective is to design feedforward trajectories for
the plasma current, electron density, electron cyclotron heating power, neu-
tral beam injection power, and lower hybrid current drive power to steer the
plasma to desired q profile and βN such that the achieved state is stationary in
time. The optimization is subject to the plasma dynamics (described by the
physics-based PDE model) and plasma state and actuator constraints, such
as the maximum available amount of H&CD power and MHD stability limits.
This defines a nonlinear, constrained optimization problem that is solved by
employing sequential quadratic programming. The optimized actuator trajec-
tories have been assessed in nonlinear transport simulations.
This work was presented at the 29th Symposium on Fusion Technology (SOFT)
[50] in 2016 and published in Fusion Engineering and Design [51] in 2017.
- Chapter 5: Proportional-Integral-Derivate (PID) Controller Design
and Simulation Testing for q-profile and βN Regulation in EAST
A Proportional-Integral-Derivate (PID) controller has been designed by ex-
ploiting the FPD model of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored
energy to regulate the q-profile at the plasma edge and core, and βN . An
anti-windup compensator also has been developed to counteract the integral
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windup effect. The proposed controller has been then tested in nonlinear sim-
ulations. The simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the controller.
This work was presented at the 60th Annual Meeting of the APS Division of
Plasma Physics [52] in 2018.
- Chapter 6: Linear-Quadratic-Integral (LQI) Controller Design and
Simulation Testing for q-profile and Plasma Energy Regulation in
EAST
A linear-Quadratic-Integral (LQI) controller has been designed for q-profile
and plasma-stored-energy regulation. The LQI controller has been designed
by minimizing an objective function that balances the tracking error and the
control effort subject to the FPD model for the evolutions of the gradient of
the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored energy. The controller has
been designed to control the q profile at the plasma edge and in the core, and
the plasma stored energy simultaneously by using the total plasma current, the
power of the 4.6 GHz lower hybrid wave launcher, and the power of the neutral
beam injectors. The proposed controller has been tested through nonlinear
simulations. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the controller.
Part of this work was presented at the 60th Annual Meeting of the APS
Division of Plasma Physics [52] in 2018.
- Chapter 7: Robust Controller Design for q-profile and Plasma Energy
Regulation in EAST
A control-oriented nonlinear PDE model has been developed by combining the
MDE with the uncertainty-based model for the electron temperature, plasma
resistivity, and non-inductive current drives. The model has been then lin-
earized around the to-be-tracked trajectory to obtain a linear model. A singu-
lar value decomposition has been applied to the linearized model to identify
the most effective control channels and to decouple the model at steady state.
A mixed sensitivity H∞ control problem has been then defined to synthesize a
controller with the capability of tracking the desired trajectory with minimum
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control energy in the presence of arbitrary initial conditions and disturbances.
The robust stability of the closed-loop system has been verified through the
computation of the structured singular values based on the modeled uncer-
tainty. The effectiveness of the controller has been demonstrated through
nonlinear simulations.
This work was presented at the 30th Symposium on Fusion Technology (SOFT)
[53] in 2018 and published in Fusion Engineering and Design [54] in 2019.
- Chapter 8: Model Predictive Controller (MPC) Design for q-profile
and Plasma Energy Regulation in EAST
The FPD model for the poloidal magnetic flux profile and plasma stored energy
evolutions presented in Chapter 2 has been used to design a feedback controller
via model predictive control (MPC). The control synthesis takes into account
the constraints on the control inputs directly. The MPC problem is formulated
as a linear constrained quadratic optimization problem. An offset-free MPC
has also been developed by adding integral action. Both controllers have been
tested through nonlinear simulations with different prediction horizon lengths
and sampling times. The performance of a dedicated quadratic programming
(QP) solver has been evaluated in these simulations. The results prove the
effectiveness of the controllers and the QP solver.
This work was presented at the 59th Annual Meeting of the APS Division
of Plasma Physics [55] in 2017 and the 26th Mediterranean Conference on
Control and Automation (MED) [56] in 2018.
- Chapter 9: Control Implementation in the EAST PCS and Experi-
mental Testing of the Feedback Controllers for q-profile and βN Reg-
ulation
The implementation of the Profile Control category in the EAST Plasma Con-
trol System (PCS) is described in this chapter. The Profile Control category
has been developed to control magnetic and kinetic profiles and scalars in
EAST. The q-profile computed by the equilibrium reconstruction code and
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the power commands for the H&CD systems computed by the control algo-
rithms have been successfully passed in and out of the Profile Control category,
respectively. Due to the constraints on the minimum on/off time of the NBI
systems, the command of the NBI power is achieved through pulse width
modulation, which is also part of the Profile Control category. A simserver
simulation code, which is used to test the implemented controllers in the PCS
before the experiments, also has been developed for EAST. The PID controller
proposed in Chapter 5 and the LQI controller proposed in Chapter 6 have been
implemented in the Profile Control category as linear controllers. Successful
q-profile closed-loop control in disturbance rejection and reference tracking ex-
periments, as well as initial integration with βN closed-loop control, have been
demonstrated for the first time in EAST with these two controllers.
Part of this work was presented at the 60th Annual Meeting of the APS
Division of Plasma Physics [52] in 2018.
- Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, the contributions of the dissertation are summarized, and some
possible directions for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 2
First-principles-driven Control-
oriented Modeling for Current
Profile and βN Response in EAST
2.1 Introduction
A key component of the EAST research program is the exploration of noninduc-
tively driven steady-state plasmas with the recently upgraded heating and current
drive capabilities that include lower hybrid wave and neutral beam injection. An-
ticipating the need for tight regulation of the safety factor profile in these plasma
scenarios, a first-principles-driven (FPD) control-oriented model has been developed
to describe the safety factor profile and plasma store energy evolution in EAST
in response to the different actuators. The modeling approach is inspired by the
strategies presented in [57–60]. The model is based on a nonlinear parabolic par-
tial differential equation called the magnetic-flux diffusion equation (MDE) [61, 62]
and an energy-balance ordinary differential equation. The core of the MDE is the
frozen-flux theorem [63] which will be introduced in Section 2.2. Plasma parame-
ters, which include electron density, electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and
noninductively driven current density deposition, enter the FPD model through the
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MDE. Physics-based models have been developed to model the dynamics of these
plasma parameters. The TRANSP simulation code is employed to tailor the FPD
model to the EAST tokamak geometry. The FPD control-oriented model’s predic-
tion capabilities are illustrated by comparing predictions with experimental data
from EAST. A linearized model that depicts the dynamics of the deviation from the
target profile is derived based on the FPD model and is used in subsequent chapters
for control design. The steady state of the MDE provides an equilibrium of the
system, which is usually taken as the reference profile for linearization. A quick way
to determine the steady-state of the MDE is thus convenient and therefore discussed
in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the derivation of the MDE is given
together with the definition of the safety factor profile, current density profile, ro-
tational transform profile, and their relation to the poloidal magnetic flux in Sec-
tion 2.2. Physics-based modeling of the plasma parameters is provided in Section 2.3.
The FPD control-oriented model is then deduced in Section 2.4. The steady-state
solution of the MDE is given in Section 2.5. The model linearization process is
explained in Section 2.6. Tailoring of the FPD control-oriented model to EAST
by using TRANSP simulations, as well as comparisons between the predictions us-
ing the Control-Oriented Transport SIMulator (COTSIM) based on this developed
model and experimental data, are provided in Section 2.7.
2.2 Current Density Profile and Plasma Beta Evo-
lution Models
We begin the derivation of the MDE by defining cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, Z).
A magnetic field B on this coordinates can be represented as B = (BR, Bφ, BZ).
From Figure 1.5(b), the poloidal magnetic flux can be shown as
Ψ(R,Z) =
∫
B · dS =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ R
0
rBZ(r, Z)dr = 2piψ, (2.1)
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B
θB
Z
R
ρ
ρbB
Φ Magnetic axisMagnetic flux
surfaces
Figure 2.1: Section view of the magnetic flux surfaces in a tokamak. The helical magnetic
field B is composed by the poloidal (Bθ) and toroidal (Bφ) components.
The limiting flux surface at the center of the plasma is called the magnetic
axis. The coordinates (R,Z) define the radial and vertical dimensions in
the poloidal plane of the tokamak. The coordinate ρ is used to index the
magnetic flux surfaces.
where ψ is the poloidal stream function. By differentiating Eq. (2.1) with respect
to R and rearranging the resulting equation, we get
BZ =
1
R
∂ψ
∂R
. (2.2)
From Gauss’s law for magnetism, the divergence of a magnetic field is zero, i.e.,
∇ ·B = 1
R
∂(RBR)
∂R
+
1
R
∂Bφ
∂φ
+
∂BZ
∂Z
= 0. Assuming an axisymmetric configuration,
i.e., ∂/∂φ = 0, and using Eq. (2.2), it can be shown that
BR = − 1
R
∂ψ
∂Z
. (2.3)
By defining the poloidal magnetic field Bθ as
Bθ = BRi+BZk, i = (1, 0, 0), k = (0, 0, 1), (2.4)
the magnetic field B is represented as
B = Bφj +Bθ, j = (0, 1, 0). (2.5)
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The Alfvén’s theorem (frozen-flux theorem) states that in a perfectly conducting
plasma, magnetic field lines are frozen into the plasma and move along with it.
From the frozen-flux theorem, we define the magnetic surface ψ = constant, is such
that all magnetic lines of force lie upon on that surface, i.e., ∇ψ ·B = 0. We let ρ
be an arbitrary coordinate indexing the magnetic surfaces. Any quantity constant
on each magnetic surface could be chosen as the variable ρ. We choose the mean
effective minor radius of the magnetic surface as the variable ρ, i.e., piBφ,0ρ2 = Φ,
where Φ is the toroidal magnetic flux and Bφ,0 is the toroidal magnetic field at the
major radius of the device, R0. The normalized effective minor radius ρˆ is defined
as ρˆ = ρ/ρb, where ρb is the mean effective minor radius of the outermost closed
magnetic flux surface. The configuration of typical tokamak magnetic flux surfaces
is shown in Figure 2.1 with a section view. The cross-section of the magnetic flux
surfaces is not necessarily circular. A typical geometry of magnetic-flux surface cross
sections in the EAST tokamak is shown in Figure 2.2.
1.2 1.6 2 2.4
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
Figure 2.2: Magnetic flux surface cross-section in the EAST tokamak (computer by equi-
librium reconstruction code EFIT). Black line: the first wall of the tokamak;
red line: plasma boundary; blue line: individual flux surfaces.
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2.2.1 Magnetic Diffusion Equation
From Ampere’s law, ∇ × B = µ0J , where J is the current density and µ0 is the
vacuum magnetic permeability. We could relate the current density to the poloidal
flux through
∇×B =
( 1
R
∂BZ
∂φ
− ∂Bφ
∂Z
,
∂BR
∂Z
− ∂BZ
∂R
,
1
R
∂(RBφ)
∂R
− 1
R
∂BR
∂φ
)
, (2.6)
J =
(
− 1
µ0R
∂f
∂Z
,∆∗ψ,
1
µ0R
∂f
∂R
)
, (2.7)
∆∗ψ =− 1
µ0
[ ∂
∂R
( 1
R
∂ψ
∂R
)
+
1
R
∂2ψ
∂Z2
]
, (2.8)
where f = RBφ. By defining the average of any arbitrary quantity A on a magnetic
surface S by 〈A〉 = (∂/∂V ) ∫
V
AdV , where V is the volume enclosed by a magnetic
flux surface, and considering that
〈∇ · A〉 = ∂
∂V
〈A · ∇V 〉 = ∂ρ
∂V
∂
∂ρ
〈A · ∂V
∂ρ
∇ρ〉 = 1
V ′
∂(V ′〈A · ∇ρ〉)
∂ρ
, (2.9)
where V ′ = ∂V/∂ρ is a flux-surface quantity, which can be taken out of the 〈〉
bracket, we can write
〈J ·B〉 = − f
2
µ0V ′
{ ∂
∂ρ
[V ′
f
〈 |∇ρ|2
R2
〉∂ψ
∂ρ
]}
. (2.10)
From Faraday’s law, ∇×E = −dB/dt, where E is the electric field, it can be shown
that [61,62]
∂ψ
∂t
= −〈E ·B〉〈R−2〉f . (2.11)
The inductive component of the current density satisfies Ohm’s law
E + v ×B = η(J − JNI), (2.12)
where v is the mean velocity of the particles, η is the plasma resistivity, and JNI is
the noninductive current density. By combining Eqs. (2.10) to (2.12), we have
∂ψ
∂t
=
fη
µ0〈R−2〉V ′
{ ∂
∂ρ
[V ′
f
〈 |∇ρ|2
R2
〉∂ψ
∂ρ
]}
+
η
f〈R−2〉〈JNI ·B〉. (2.13)
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From the definition of the toroidal magnetic flux,
Φ =
∫
BφdSφ =
1
2pi
∫ ( f
R2
)
dV, (2.14)
and the definition of the mean effective minor radius Φ = piBφ,0ρ2, we have
V ′ =
∂V
∂Φ
∂Φ
∂ρ
=
4pi2ρBφ,0
f〈R−2〉 . (2.15)
By defining
F =
R0Bφ,0
f
, G =
〈R20
R2
|∇ρ|2
〉
, H =
F
〈R20/R2〉
, (2.16)
we could rewrite Eq. (2.13) on ρˆ as
∂ψ
∂t
=
η
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
1
ρˆ
∂
∂ρˆ
(
ρˆDψ
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)
+R0Hˆη
〈JNI ·B〉
Bφ,0
, (2.17)
where Fˆ = F (ρˆ), Gˆ = G(ρˆ), and Hˆ = H(ρˆ) are the geometric factors and Dψ(ρˆ) =
Fˆ (ρˆ)Gˆ(ρˆ)Hˆ(ρˆ).
The boundary conditions are given by
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
= 0
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
= −µ0
2pi
R0
Gˆ(1)Hˆ(1)
Ip(t), (2.18)
where Ip(t) is the total plasma current. The boundary condition at the plasma
boundary is obtained through the surface integral of the toroidal current density
profile jtor, i.e., Ip =
∫
jtordS.
The geometric factors associated with the different experimental magnetic con-
figurations in EAST could be retrieved from equilibrium reconstruction. For control
design purpose, the geometric factors are usually assumed to be fixed in time, which
excludes two potential sources of flux. One is a change in ρb either by a change in
the shape of the last closed flux surface or Bφ,0. The other is a change in location
of the geometric center of the interior flux surfaces relative to that of the last closed
flux surface. Changes in ρb are usually small by experiment design (vacuum toroidal
field usually constant in practice and plasma boundary regulated by controller at a
constant reference). Changes in the relative positions of the flux surfaces do occur,
but for cases of interest, they are probably too slow to impact control performance.
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2.2.2 Other Plasma Magnetic Profiles
Here we define several magnetic profiles that are of control interest. These magnetic
profiles are the critical components for the high-performance plasma regime and
are closely related to the gradient profile of the poloidal magnetic flux profile. We
first define the spatial gradient profile of the poloidal magnetic flux profile as θ, i.e.,
θ = ∂ψ/∂ρˆ.
The safety factor profile, or the q-profile, is defined as
q(ρˆ, t) = −dΦ
dΨ
= −dΦ/dρ
dΨ/dρ
= − 2piBφ,0ρ
2pi∂ψ/∂ρ
= −Bφ,0ρ
2
b ρˆ
∂ψ/∂ρˆ
. (2.19)
The toroidal current density profile can be shown from [57,59] as
jtor(ρˆ, t) = − 1
µ0R0ρ2b
1
Hˆρˆ
∂
∂ρˆ
(
ρˆGˆHˆ
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)
. (2.20)
The rotational transform profile ι is given as ι = 2pi/q. The current density profile
can be uniquely determined from any of θ-profile, q-profile, or ι-profile. Therefore,
we could control the current density profile by regulating any of the three profiles.
Finally, the plasma loop-voltage profile is related to the temporal derivative of the
poloidal magnetic flux profile and is defined as
Up(ρˆ, t) = −2pi∂ψ
∂t
. (2.21)
2.3 Control-oriented Physics-based Modeling of
Plasma Parameters
The objective in developing the control-oriented physics-based models of the elec-
tron density profile, the electron temperature profile, the plasma resistivity, and
the noninductive current drives is to capture the dominant physics that describe
how the control actuators affect these plasma parameters and hence the magnetic
profile evolution. Physics-based models of these plasma parameters are proposed in
this section. The main characteristic of these models is that they separate spatial
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dependence and temporal dependence, which is favorable for control design. We
emphasize that the models developed are not designed for physical understanding,
rather they are meant to capture the dominant physics that affects the overall system
dynamics and is relevant for control design. This implies that a controller synthe-
sized by employing control-oriented models only needs to know about the physics
that is relevant to its design objective, which is in this case to control the magnetic
profile evolution in combination with the plasma β.
2.3.1 Actuators for Magnetic Profile Control in Tokamaks
Several actuators can be used to manipulate the plasma magnetic profile evolution
in the tokamak. The first actuator is the total plasma current, which is controlled
by the poloidal field (PF) coil system. By controlling the total current inside the
last closed magnetic flux surface, the internal magnetic profile can be modified
through resistive diffusion. Also, since the plasma is slightly resistive, some of the
plasma current is dissipated into heat. The plasma resistivity scales inversely with
the plasma electron temperature (∝ T−3/2e ); therefore, at high temperature, the
resistive diffusion is low, which tends to freeze the magnetic profile evolution. The
second actuator is NBI. Injecting beams of highly energetic neutral particles into
the plasma provides a source of noninductive current as well as plasma heating
through collisions. The third actuator is radio-frequency heating/current-drive. On
EAST, the frequency can be tuned to excite electrons or ions by power from electron
cyclotron, ion cyclotron, and lower hybrid launchers, and the radio frequency waves
can be injected into the plasma in a variety of ways to achieve various combinations
of heating and current drive. The final actuator is the plasma electron density,
which is controlled by gas-feed and pellet launchers. However, tight control of the
electron density in experiments may be challenging due to recycling at the walls.
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2.3.2 Electron Density Modeling
The electron density ne(ρˆ, t) is modeled as
ne(ρˆ, t) = n
prof
e (ρˆ)n¯e(t), (2.22)
where nprofe (ρˆ) is obtained by evaluating the experimental electron density at a
reference time trne , i.e., n
prof
e (ρˆ) = ne(ρˆ, trne )/n¯e(trne ), and n¯e is the line average
density. Here we assume the control action employed to regulate the electron density
only weakly affects the radial distribution of the electrons.
2.3.3 Electron Temperature Modeling
In the formulation of the model of the electron temperature Te(ρˆ, t) evolution, we
assume a tight coupling between the electron and ion species in the plasma, i.e.,
Te(ρˆ, t) = αTTi(ρˆ, t) and ne(ρˆ, t) = αnni(ρˆ, t), where αT and αn are constants and
Ti(ρˆ, t) and ni(ρˆ, t) are the ion temperature and density profiles, respectively. As
a result, we neglect the explicit electron-ion equilibration power in the develop-
ment of the model and also fuel dilution by impurities, although impurities affect
Bremsstrahlung radiation and plasma resistivity. Under these assumptions, when
αT = αn = 1 the plasma kinetic pressure p and stored energy density Wd are ex-
pressed as
p(ρˆ, t) = ne(ρˆ, t)Te(ρˆ, t) + ni(ρˆ, t)Ti(ρˆ, t) = 2ne(ρˆ, t)Te(ρˆ, t), (2.23)
Wd(ρˆ, t) =
3
2
ne(ρˆ, t)Te(ρˆ, t) +
3
2
ni(ρˆ, t)Ti(ρˆ, t) = 3ne(ρˆ, t)Te(ρˆ, t). (2.24)
The coefficient 3/2 is related to the average energy of plasma particles with three
degrees of freedom.
2.3.3.1 Electron temperature modeling by algebraic equation
We employ an approximate singular perturbation approach that exploits the fact
that the characteristic thermal diffusion time in the plasma is much faster than the
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characteristic resistive diffusion time. Therefore the temperature is always in quasi-
equilibrium on the time scale of the current evolution, and we neglect the temporal
dynamics of the electron temperature in the development of the electron temperature
evolution model as we are mainly concerned with capturing the dominant physical
effects that the electron temperature has on the plasma magnetic profile evolution.
It is noticed that under certain conditions there is a discontinuous improvement
in confinement as the heating power increases. Typically there is a factor of two
increase in the confinement time. The regime of higher confinement time is called the
high confinement mode (H-mode), and the other regime is called the low confinement
mode (L-mode). The improvement is mainly because of the formation of a region of
better confinement at the edge of the plasma which is called a transport barrier. As
a result of the internal energy transport barrier that develops in H-mode plasmas,
the plasma temperature may exhibit different behavior in the plasma core (inside
of the transport barrier) and near the plasma boundary (outside of the transport
barrier) in this regime. The fast evolving (on the resistive current diffusion time
scale) electron temperature profile evolution Te(ρˆ, t) is modeled as a static map of
the control actuators as
Te(ρˆ, t) = kTe,1(ρˆ)[T
prof
e (ρˆ)− T profe (ρˆtb)]Ip(t)γPtot(t)εne(ρˆ, t)ζ
+kTe,2(ρˆtb)
ωT profe (ρˆtb)Ip(t)
λPtot(t)
νne(ρˆtb, t)
ξ, (2.25)
in the plasma core (0 ≤ ρˆ ≤ ρˆtb) and as
Te(ρˆ, t) = kTe,2(ρˆ)
ωT profe (ρˆ)Ip(t)
λPtot(t)
νne(ρˆ, t)
ξ, (2.26)
outside of the plasma internal energy transport barrier (ρˆtb ≤ ρˆ ≤ 1), where kTe,1(ρˆ)
and kTe,2(ρˆ) are spatial constants, T profe (ρˆ) is the experimental electron temperature
profile evaluated at a reference time trTe , i.e. T
prof
e (ρˆ) = Te(ρˆ, trTe ), Ptot is the total
power injected into the plasma, and ρˆtb is the spatial location of the internal energy
transport barrier in the plasma.
One way to arrive at the proposed model is through the steady-state solution of
a zero-dimensional plasma energy balance equation, which is related to the energy
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Table 2.1: Empirical scaling law for confinement time [10], [64]
IPB98(y) τW ∝ I0.97p P−0.63tot n0.41e
IPB98(y, 1) τW ∝ I0.91p P−0.65tot n0.44e
IPB98(y, 2) τW ∝ I0.93p P−0.69tot n0.41e
IPB98(y, 3) τW ∝ I0.88p P−0.69tot n0.40e
IPB98(y, 4) τW ∝ I0.85p P−0.70tot n0.39e
INTOR τOHW ∝ ne
Goldston τAUXW ∝ IpP−1/2tot
confinement in the plasma. Together with Eq. (2.24), the energy balance equation
is
dW
dt
= −W
τW
+ Ptot, (2.27)
W (t) =
∫
Wd(ρˆ, t)dV ≈ 3〈ne〉V 〈Te〉V Vp, (2.28)
where W is the total plasma stored energy, τW is the energy confinement time, 〈·〉V
denotes the volume-average operation 1/Vp
∫
V
(·)dV , and Vp is the total plasma vol-
ume. Many energy confinement scaling laws have been developed over the years,
and typically these scaling laws are functions of the actuators used for plasma con-
trol, i.e., τW ∝ Iγsp P εstot〈ne〉ζsV , where γs, εs, and ζs depend on the particular scaling
law used. Some of the scaling laws are shown in Table 2.1.
The scaling in the electron temperature model shown in Eq. (2.25), where Te ∝
IγpP
ε
tot〈ne〉ζV , is inspired by the steady-state solution of Eq. (2.27), i.e., W/τW ≈
3〈ne〉V 〈Te〉V /τW = Ptot, from which we get γ = γs, ε = 1 + εs, and ζ = ζs − 1.
The same principle applies to the scaling outside of the internal energy transport
barrier in Eq. (2.26). Modeling the electron temperature evolution in this manner
provides the ability to incorporate the potential different plasma response inside
and outside of the internal energy transport barrier. The constant ω is one if the
temperature outside of the plasma internal transport barrier scales with the various
parameters, i.e., λ, ν, and ξ are not all equal to zero, and the constant ω is zero if
the temperature outside of the plasma internal transport barrier does not scale with
the various parameters, i.e., λ, ν, and ξ are all equal to zero. The constants kTe,1(ρˆ)
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and kTe,2(ρˆ) are also evaluated at a reference time trTe and are expressed as
kTe,1(ρˆ) =
[
Ip(trTe )
γPtot(trTe )
εne(ρˆ, trTe )
ζ
]−1
, (2.29)
kTe,2(ρˆ) =
[
Ip(trTe )
λPtot(trTe )
νne(ρˆ, trTe )
ξ
]−1
, (2.30)
where kTe,1 is defined on the interval 0 ≤ ρˆ ≤ ρˆtb and kTe,2 is defined on the interval
ρˆtb ≤ ρˆ ≤ 1.
The total power injected into the plasma Ptot(t) is expressed as,
Ptot(t) = Pohm(t)− Prad(t) + Paux(t), (2.31)
where Pohm(t) is the ohmic power, Prad(t) is the radiated power, and Paux(t) is the
total auxiliary power.
The ohmic power is modeled as
Pohm(t) =
∫
ρˆ
jtor(ρˆ, t)
2η(ρˆ, t)
dV
dρˆ
dρˆ ≈ R(t)Ip(t)2, (2.32)
where jtor is the total toroidal current density defined in Eq. (2.20), and R(t) is the
global plasma resistance, which is expressed as
R(t) ≈ 2piR0
/∫ 1
0
[
1
η(ρˆ, t)
dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
]
. (2.33)
S denotes the poloidal cross-sectional area enclosed by a magnetic flux surface within
the plasma.
The radiative power density is modeled as
Qrad = kbremZeffne(ρˆ, t)
2
√
Te(ρˆ, t), (2.34)
where kbrem = 5.5 × 10−37Wm3/
√
keV is the Bremsstrahlung radiation coefficient
and Zeff is the effective atomic number of the ion species in the plasma, which is
defined as
Zeff =
1
ne
∑
all ions
njZ
2
j , (2.35)
where nj and Zj are the density and atomic number of the j-th ion species. In
this project, we assume Zeff to be constant in space and time, however, a spatial
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dependence could straightforwardly be incorporated in this approach. The radiated
power is then expressed as
Prad(t) =
∫
V
Qrad(ρˆ, t)dV. (2.36)
Other sources of radiation besides Bremsstrahlung can be incorporated into the
model as needed.
The total auxiliary heating and current-drive (H&CD) power in EAST tokamak
is expressed as
Paux(t) =
nnbi∑
i=1
ηnbiiPnbii(t) +
nlh∑
i=1
ηlhiPlhi(t) +
nic∑
i=1
ηiciPici(t) +
nec∑
i=1
ηeciPeci(t), (2.37)
where Pnbii(t) is the power of the individual neutral beam injectors, Plhi(t) is the
power of the individual lower hybrid launchers, Pici(t) is the power of the individual
ion cyclotron launchers, Peci(t) is the power of the individual electron cyclotron
launchers and nnbi, nlh, nic and nec are the total number of neutral beam, low hybrid,
ion cyclotron and electron cyclotron launchers, respectively. The efficiency factor of
each heating source is ηnbii , ηlhi , ηici , and ηeci respectively.
Since the plasma resistivity is inversely proportional to the electron tempera-
ture, the ohmic power is related to the electron temperature through Eq. (2.32)
and Eq. (2.33). By taking into account the electron density model Eq. (2.22), the
electron temperature model Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26), and the plasma resistivity model
Eq. (2.53), we could write Eq. (2.33) as
R(t) ≈ 2piR0∫ 1
0
1
η(ρˆ,t)
dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
=
2piR0∫ 1
0
Te(ρˆ,t)3/2
ksp(ρˆ)Zeff
dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
(2.38)
=
2piR0Zeff[ ∫ ρˆtb
0
1
ksp(ρˆ)
(
kTe,1(ρˆ)[T
prof
e (ρˆ)− T profe (ρˆtb)]nprofe (ρˆ)ζ
)3/2 dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
]
Ip(t)
3γ/2Ptot(t)
3ε/2n¯e(t)
3ζ/2 +
[ ∫ ρˆtb
0
1
ksp(ρˆ)
(
kTe,2(ρˆtb)
ω
T profe (ρˆtb)n
prof
e (ρˆtb)
ξ
)3/2 dS
dρˆ
dρˆ+
∫ 1
ρˆtb
1
ksp(ρˆ)
(
kTe,2(ρˆ)
ω
T profe (ρˆ)n
prof
e (ρˆ)
ξ
)3/2 dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
]
Ip(t)
3λ/2Ptot(t)
3ν/2n¯e(t)
3ξ/2
(2.39)
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Similarly, the radiated power is also a function of the electron temperature as
shown in Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.36). We could write Eq. (2.36) as
Prad(t) =
∫
V
Qrad(ρˆ, t)dV =
∫ 1
0
kbremZeffne(ρˆ, t)
2
√
Te(ρˆ, t)
dV
dρˆ
dρˆ (2.40)
= kbremZeff
{[∫ ρˆtb
0
nprofe (ρˆ)
2+ζ/2
√
kTe,1(ρˆ)[T
prof
e (ρˆ)− T profe (ρˆtb)]dV
dρˆ
dρˆ
]
Ip(t)
γ/2Ptot(t)
ε/2n¯e(t)
2+ζ/2+
[ ∫ ρˆtb
0
nprofe (ρˆ)
2+ξ/2
√
kTe,2(ρˆtb)
ωT profe (ρˆtb)
dV
dρˆ
dρˆ+∫ 1
ρˆtb
nprofe (ρˆ)
2+ξ/2
√
kTe,2(ρˆ)
ωT profe (ρˆ)
dV
dρˆ
dρˆ
]
Ip(t)
λ/2Ptot(t)
ν/2n¯e(t)
2+ξ/2
}
(2.41)
Therefore, Eq. (2.31) is a nonlinear equation in Ptot. For L-mode plasma, we
have kTe,2(ρˆ) = kTe,1(ρˆ), λ = γ, ν = ε, and ξ = ζ. By substituting Eq. (2.39) into
Eq. (2.32) and taking into account the resulting equation and Eq. (2.41), we are
able to write
Ptot(t) =Paux(t) + CohmIp(t)
2−1.5γPtot(t)−1.5εn¯e(t)−1.5ζ−
CradIp(t)
0.5γPtot(t)
0.5εn¯e(t)
2+0.5ζ , (2.42)
Cohm =
2piR0∫ 1
0
kTe,1(ρˆ)
1.5T profe (ρˆ)1.5n
prof
e (ρˆ)1.5
ksp(ρˆ)Zeff
dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
, (2.43)
Crad =
∫ 1
0
kbremZeffn
prof
e (ρˆ)
2+0.5ζ
√
kTe,1(ρˆ)T
prof
e (ρˆ)
dV
dρˆ
dρˆ. (2.44)
2.3.3.2 Temperature modeling by transport equation
While temperature transport modeling is still quite challenging, the development
of a temperature transport model with the limited range of validity needed for
control design may be feasible. When the heat diffusion is the dominant transport
mechanism (heat transfer via convection or particle transport can also be modeled
if necessary), the electron heat diffusion equation can be expressed as [65]
3
2
∂
∂t
[neTe] =
1
ρ2bHˆ
1
ρˆ
∂
∂ρˆ
[
ρˆ
GˆHˆ2
Fˆ
(
χene
∂Te
∂ρˆ
)]
+Qe, (2.45)
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∂Te
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
= 0 Te(1, t) = Te,bdry(t), (2.46)
where χe denotes the electron thermal conductivity and Qe is the electron heat
source, which includes the ohmic power density Qohm, the radiation power density
Qrad and the auxiliary power density Qaux = Qnbi +Qlh +Qic +Qec =
∑nnbi
i=1 Qnbii +∑nlh
i=1Qlhi +
∑nic
i=1Qici +
∑nec
i=1Qeci .
All current drives, particle sources, and heating sources are modeled in this work
in a separation of variables form, i.e., a time-varying nonlinear function multiplied by
a time-constant deposition profile in space. For a given actuator configuration, this
modeling approach has been proven accurate enough for control design by the LU
Plasma Control Group [35] and other research groups [41,66,67]. Heating by neutral
beam injection, lower hybrid, ion cyclotron, and electron cyclotron are modeled as
Qnbi(ρˆ, t) =
nnbi∑
i=1
Qnbii(ρˆ, t) =
nnbi∑
i=1
Qdepnbii(ρˆ)Pnbii(t), (2.47)
Qlh(ρˆ, t) =
nlh∑
i=1
Qlhi(ρˆ, t) =
nlh∑
i=1
Qdeplhi (ρˆ)Plhi(t), (2.48)
Qic(ρˆ, t) =
nic∑
i=1
Qici(ρˆ, t) =
nic∑
i=1
Qdepici (ρˆ)Pici(t), (2.49)
Qec(ρˆ, t) =
nec∑
i=1
Qeci(ρˆ, t) =
nec∑
i=1
Qdepeci (ρˆ)Peci(t), (2.50)
where Qdepnbii(ρˆ), Q
dep
lhi
(ρˆ), Qdepici (ρˆ), and Q
dep
eci
(ρˆ) are the reference deposition profiles for
each neutral beam injection, lower hybrid wave launcher, ion cyclotron and electron
cyclotron groups respectively.
First, it is important to note that by exploiting the time-scale separation between
magnetic and kinetic variables, and using (asymptotic) perturbation methods [68],
it is possible to reduce the transport PDE, Eq. (2.45) to an ordinary differential
equation in space (the kinetic dynamics is infinitely fast in the magnetic timescale).
After integrating in space, an algebraic equation for the temperature similar to
Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) for the temperature, with further approximation of the solu-
tion for the spatial ordinary differential equation by separating temporal and spatial
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variables, can be seen as a direct consequence of the existence of two timescales in
the magneto-kinetic plasma system.
Second, it is crucial to recognize that most of the challenge in the development of
the transport model (2.45)-(2.46) resides on the determination of the thermal con-
ductivity coefficient. Since available theoretical and experimental transport models
are not tractable for control design, a system-oriented approach is being followed in
which control-oriented transport models are fitted to experimental data. For exam-
ple, the thermal conductivity χe can be modeled as a function of the plasma states,
i.e.,
χe = f(Te, ne, q, s) = kχeT
γ
e n
ν
eq
µspi, (2.51)
where q denotes the safety factor and s is the magnetic shear. The fitting parameters
θ = [γ ν µ pi] can be obtained by solving a nonlinear optimization problem defined
by
min
θ
J, J =
∫ tf
t0
{ N∑
i=1
α(ρˆi)[q
exp(ρˆi, t)− q(ρˆi, t)]2+
β(ρˆi)[T
exp
e (ρˆi, t)− Te(ρˆi, t)]2
}
dt. (2.52)
where ρˆi denotes the i-th point in space, N represent the number of spatial points, α
and β are weighting functions, qexp and T expe denote experimental safety factor and
electron temperature profiles, while q and Te denote the safety factor and electron
temperature profiles predicted by the model. Alternatively, the fitting parameters
θ = [γ ν µ pi] can be obtained by solving a multi-linear regression problem if χe is
computed by physics-oriented transport codes. The a-priori determination of the
structure of the thermal conductivity model in (2.51) plays a crucial role in the
quality of the fitting. Work by following this approach has been reported in [69].
A Neural Network (NN) structure has also been proposed to model the thermal
conductivity [70].
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2.3.4 Plasma Resistivity Modeling
Following Spitzer resistivity model, the plasma resistivity η(Te) scales with the elec-
tron temperature as
η(ρˆ, t) =
ksp(ρˆ)Zeff
Te(ρˆ, t)3/2
, (2.53)
where ksp is a spatial constant evaluated at a reference time trη, which is expressed
as
ksp(ρˆ) =
η(ρˆ, trη)Te(ρˆ, trη)
3/2
Zeff
Ωm(keV )3/2. (2.54)
2.3.5 Noninductive Current-drive Modeling
The total noninductive current-drive is produced by the neutral beam injectors,
lower hybrid wave launchers, ion cyclotron launchers, electron cyclotron launchers,
and bootstrap current.
It is expressed as
〈JNI ·B〉
Bφ,0
=
nnbi∑
i=1
〈jnbii ·B〉
Bφ,0
+
nlh∑
i=1
〈jlhi ·B〉
Bφ,0
+
nic∑
i=1
〈jici ·B〉
Bφ,0
+
nec∑
i=1
〈jeci ·B〉
Bφ,0
+
〈jbs ·B〉
Bφ,0
, (2.55)
where jnbii is the noninductive current generated by the individual neutral beam
injectors, jlhi is the noninductive current generated by the individual lower hybrid
launchers, jici is the noninductive current generated by the individual ion cyclotron
launchers, jeci is the noninductive current generated by the individual electron cy-
clotron launchers and jbs is the noninductive current generated by the bootstrap
effect. Note that in some operation modes the launchers may be configured to
provide only heating power to the plasma.
2.3.5.1 Auxiliary current-drive
Following the separation of variables approach discussed in Section 2.3.3, we model
each auxiliary noninductive current-source as the time-varying power in each ac-
tuator multiplied by a constant deposition profile in space. The current density
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provided by each auxiliary source is modeled as
〈ji ·B〉
Bφ,0
(ρˆ, t) = ki(ρˆ)j
dep
i (ρˆ)
Te(ρˆ, t)
δ
ne(ρˆ, t)
Pi(t), (2.56)
i ∈ {nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec}
where ki(ρˆ) is a spatial constant profile, jdepi (ρˆ) is a reference deposition profile for
each current-drive source, the term T δe /ne represents the current-drive/absorption
efficiency. The exponent δ depends on the type of current drive and its injected
energy. For example, for electron cyclotron current-drive, δ = 1 [71] and for neutral
beam current-drive, δ is dependent on the energy of the injected particles [72]. Note
that jdepi is evaluated at a reference time traux , i.e. j
dep
i (ρˆ) = [〈ji ·B〉/Bφ,0](ρˆ, traux).
The constants ki are expressed as
ki(ρˆ) =
ne(ρˆ, traux)
Te(ρˆ, traux)
δPi(traux)
m−3
keV δ ·W . (2.57)
2.3.5.2 Bootstrap current-drive
The bootstrap current [73] is associated with trapped particles and arises from the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field strength produced by the external coils in the
tokamak, which falls off like 1/R. From [74,75] , we write the bootstrap current as
〈jbs ·B〉
Bφ,0
=
RBφ(ψ)
Bφ,0
pe
[
L31
{
1
pe
∂pe
∂ψ
+
1
pe
∂pi
∂ψ
}
+L32 1
Te
∂Te
∂ψ
+ L34α1−Rpe
Rpe
1
Ti
∂Ti
∂ψ
]
, (2.58)
where pe denotes the electron pressure, pi denotes the ion pressure and Rpe = pe/p
where p is the total plasma pressure. Note the opposite sign of (2.58) when compared
to the definition in [74,75] is due to the different definition of ψ. Under our working
assumption of a tight coupling between the electron and ion species in the plasma, i.e.
Te ≈ Ti and ne ≈ ni, we can write pe = neTe = niTi = pi and Rpe=pe/(pe+pi)=1/2.
Substituting these relationships in (2.58) we obtain
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〈jbs ·B〉
Bφ,0
(ρˆ, t) =
R0
Fˆ (ρˆ)
(
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)−1 [
2L31(ρˆ)Te∂ne
∂ρˆ
+
(
2L31(ρˆ) + L32(ρˆ) + α(ρˆ)L34(ρˆ)
)
ne
∂Te
∂ρˆ
]
, (2.59)
where the coefficients L31(ρˆ),L32(ρˆ),L34(ρˆ), and α(ρˆ) depend on the magnetic con-
figuration of a particular plasma equilibrium and particle collisionality in the plasma.
2.3.6 Normalized Plasma Beta Modeling
The normalized plasma beta βN is related to the plasma stored energy and is defined
as
βN = βt
aBφ,0
Ip[MA]
, βt =
〈p〉V
B2φ,0/(2µ0)
=
(2/3)W/Vp
B2φ,0/(2µ0)
, (2.60)
where a is the minor radius of the tokamak, βt is the toroidal plasma beta and we
have utilized Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24).
2.4 First-principles-driven Control-oriented Models
of the Current Density Profile and Plasma
Energy
In this section, we rewrite the MDE Eq. (2.17) and the power balance Eq. (2.27)
into a form suitable for control design. To do this, we first substitute electron
density from Eq. (2.22) and electron temperature from Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) into
Eq. (2.53), Eq. (2.56) and Eq. (2.59). Substituting the resulting equations for plasma
resistivity, auxiliary current-drive, and bootstrap current-drive into Eq. (2.17) and
defining T profe (ρˆ) = kTe(ρˆ)T profe (ρˆ)nprofe (ρˆ)ζ results in
∂ψ
∂t
=
(
Cf1
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
+ Cf2
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
)
udiff +
∑
i
Cjiuji + Cjbs
(
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)−1
ujbs , (2.61)
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where
Cf1(ρˆ) =
ksp(ρˆ)Zeffµ
−1
0 ρ
−2
b
Fˆ 2T
prof
e (ρˆ)
1.5
(
Dψ
ρˆ
+
dDψ
dρˆ
)
, (2.62)
Cf2(ρˆ) =
ksp(ρˆ)Zeffµ
−1
0 ρ
−2
b
Fˆ 2T
prof
e (ρˆ)
1.5
Dψ, (2.63)
udiff (t) =
√
Ip(t)−3γPtot(t)−3εn¯e(t)−3ζ , (2.64)
Cji(ρˆ) =
R0Hˆksp(ρˆ)Zeffki(ρˆ)j
dep
i (ρˆ)
T
prof
e (ρˆ)
(1.5−δ)nprofe (ρˆ)
, (2.65)
uji(t) = (Ip(t)
γPtot(t)
ε)(δ−1.5) n¯e(t)(ζ(δ−1.5)−1)Pi(t),
i ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec}, (2.66)
Cjbs(ρˆ) =
R20Hˆksp(ρˆ)
FˆZ−1eff
[
2L31(ρˆ)dnprofe (ρˆ)/dρˆ
T
prof
e (ρˆ)
0.5
+
(
2L31(ρˆ) + L32(ρˆ)+
α(ρˆ)L34(ρˆ)
)nprofe (ρˆ)d(T profe (ρˆ))/dρˆ
T
prof
e (ρˆ)
1.5
]
, (2.67)
ujbs(t) =Ip(t)
−0.5γPtot(t)−0.5εn¯e(t)1−0.5ζ . (2.68)
With the boundary conditions
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
= 0
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
kIp
2
Ip(t), (2.69)
where kIp = −
µ0R0
piGˆ(1)Hˆ(1)
.
Similarly, the plasma energy can be shown as
dW
dt
=CWWuW + Ptot , fW , (2.70)
uW (t) =Ip(t)
−γsPtot(t)−εsn¯e(t)−ζs . (2.71)
where CW is a constant.
Since we are interested in controlling the ψ-gradient-related magnetic profiles,
it is convenient to rewrite the MDE Eq. (2.61) in terms of θ for control design. By
differentiating both side of Eq. (2.61) with respect to ρˆ, we have
∂θ
∂t
=
[
dCf1
dρˆ
θ +
(
Cf1 +
dCf2
dρˆ
)
∂θ
∂ρˆ
+ Cf2
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
]
udiff +
∑
i
dCji
dρˆ
uji+
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dCjbs
dρˆ
1
θ
ujbs − Cjbs
1
θ2
∂θ
∂ρˆ
ujbs , (2.72)
i ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec}.
And the boundary conditions in Eq. (2.69) become
θ(0, t) = 0 θ(1, t) =
kIp
2
Ip(t). (2.73)
2.4.1 Model Reduction via Finite Difference
The PDE in Eq. (2.61) is an infinite dimensional system. We approximate it by
discretizing spatially on a uniform grid that is defined as
∆ρˆ =
1
n− 1 , ρˆi = (i− 1)∆ρˆ, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (2.74)
The variable ψ at ρˆi can be represented as ψi = ψ(ρˆi, t). Over the interior nodes
(ρˆ2, · · · , ρˆn−1), we approximate the spatial derivative of ψ with a second order Taylor
expansion to obtain
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ ψi+1 − ψi−1
2∆ρˆ
,
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ ψi+1 − 2ψi + ψi−1
(∆ρˆ)2
. (2.75)
The boundary conditions in Eq. (2.18) can be rewritten in discrete form as
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
=
−3ψ1 + 4ψ2 − ψ3
2∆ρˆ
= 0⇒ 4ψ2 − ψ3 − 3ψ1 = 0, (2.76)
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
ψn−2 − 4ψn−1 + 3ψn
2∆ρˆ
=
kIp
2
Ip(t)⇒
4ψn−1 − ψn−2 − 3ψn + kIp∆ρˆIp(t) = 0. (2.77)
By defining
z =[ψ2, · · · , ψn−1]T ∈ R(n−2)×1, (2.78)
uψ =[udiff , ujbs , ujnbi1 , · · · , ujnbinnbi , ujlh1 , · · · , ujlhnlh ,
ujic1 , · · · , ujicnic , ujec1 , · · · , ujecnec , Ip]
T ∈ R(nnbi+nlh+nic+nec+3)×1, (2.79)
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and applying Eq. (2.75) to Eq. (2.61), we could represent Eqs. (2.61), (2.76) and (2.77)
in state space form
z˙ = fψ(z,uψ). (2.80)
Similarly, we could discretize the PDE in Eq. (2.72) on the same spatial grid. We
represent the variable θ at ρˆi as θi = θ(ρˆi, t). Over the interior nodes (ρˆ2, · · · , ρˆn−1),
we approximate the spatial derivative of θ with a second order Taylor expansion to
obtain
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − θi−1
2∆ρˆ
,
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − 2θi + θi−1
(∆ρˆ)2
. (2.81)
By defining
z1 =[θ2, · · · , θn−1]T ∈ R(n−2)×1, (2.82)
and applying Eq. (2.81) to Eq. (2.72), we could represent Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73) in
state space form
z˙1 = f θ(z1,uψ). (2.83)
2.5 Steady-state Solution of Magnetic-flux Diffusion
Equation
The steady state of the MDE provides an equilibrium of the system, which is essential
for derivation of a deviation model for control design. In this section, two solvers are
developed based on the shooting method and a finite difference method to obtain
the equilibrium of the MDE. In Section 2.5.1, the first solver is developed based on
the shooting method. The finite difference method is applied to solve the steady-
state problem in Section 2.5.2. Finally, a comparison between the two developed
steady-state solvers and a transient solver are given in Section 2.5.3. The results
show that the proposed solvers can solve the steady-state MDE.
First of all, since both boundary conditions in Eq. (2.69) are of Neumann type,
which defines the slope of the profile at the ends, the shape of the profile (gradient)
instead of the magnitude can be determined in steady state by solving the boundary
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value problem defined by Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73)) with a zero time derivative, which
is given by
0 =
[
dCf1
dρˆ
θss +
(
Cf1 +
dCf2
dρˆ
)
dθss
dρˆ
+ Cf2
d2θss
dρˆ2
]
udiff+∑
i
dCji
dρˆ
uji + ujbs
(
dCjbs
dρˆ
1
θss
− Cjbs
1
θ2ss
dθss
dρˆ
)
, (2.84)
i ∈ {nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec},
θss(0) = 0, θss(1) =
kIp
2
Ip, (2.85)
where subscript (·)ss represents the steady state magnetic profile, and (·) represents
the constant input.
2.5.1 Shooting Method
The idea of shooting method is to represent a known boundary condition at one end
as a function of an unknown boundary condition at the other end. The profile is
determined by solving the function. To apply the shooting method, we first define
x = [θss,
dθss
dρˆ
]T and rewrite Eq. (2.84) in x as
dθss
dρˆ
=
dx1
dρˆ
= x2 , g1(x1, x2), (2.86)
d2θss
dρˆ2
=
dx2
dρˆ
= −dCf1
dρˆ
1
Cf2
x1 −
(
Cf1+
dCf2
dρˆ
)
1
Cf2
x2 −
∑
i
dCji
dρˆ
uji
udiffCf2
−(
dCjbs
dρˆ
1
x1
− Cjbs
x2
x21
)
ujbs
udiffCf2
, g2(x1, x2). (2.87)
From the definition of Cf1 in Eq. (2.62), it can be seen that the right-hand side
of equation (2.87) has a singularity at ρˆ = 0. To avoid this, we solve the system
(2.86) and (2.87) backwards from ρˆ = 1 to ρˆ = 0 by using the Euler’s method. The
boundary condition at ρˆ = 1 is
x1|ρˆ=1 =
kIp
2
Ip, x2|ρˆ=1 = r, (2.88)
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where r represents the unknown boundary condition. Then we have,
x1|ρˆ=0 = f(r). (2.89)
Because x1|ρˆ=0 = 0, we need to solve f(r) = 0. By using the Newton’s method, the
iterative formula is given as
rk = rk−1 − f(rk−1)
f ′(rk−1)
, f ′(r) =
∂x1
∂r
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
. (2.90)
To calculate f ′(r), we define x3 = ∂x1/∂r and x4 = ∂x2/∂r, we have
dx3
dρˆ
=
∂g1
∂x1
x3 +
∂g1
∂x2
x4, (2.91)
dx4
dρˆ
=
∂g2
∂x1
x3 +
∂g2
∂x2
x4, (2.92)
with
x3|ρˆ=1 = 0, x4|ρˆ=1 = 1. (2.93)
2.5.2 Finite Difference Method
We could also use the finite difference method (FDM) to solve the boundary value
problem in Eqs. (2.84) and (2.85). By setting the time derivative in Eq. (2.83) to
zero, we have a system of nonlinear equations
f θ(Z,uψ) = 0, (2.94)
where Z = [θ2ss , · · · , θn−1ss ]T . An iterative formula can be obtained through New-
ton’s method,
Zk = Zk−1 − J(Zk−1)−1f θ(Zk−1,uψ). (2.95)
where J = ∂f θ/∂Z is the Jacobian of f θ.
2.5.3 Comparison of Steady-state Solution from Shooting Method
and Finite Difference Method
Two sets of inputs used to test both solvers are given below:
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Case 1:
Ip = 0.75 [MA], n¯e = 7× 1019 [m−3], Pnbi1 = 2 [MW ],
Pnbi2 = 2 [MW ], Pnbi3 = 2 [MW ], Pnbi4 = 2 [MW ],
Plh1 = 0 [MW ], Plh2 = 2 [MW ], Pic = 1 [MW ]
Case 2:
Ip = 0.5 [MA], n¯e = 9× 1019 [m−3], Pnbi1 = 1 [MW ],
Pnbi2 = 1 [MW ], Pnbi3 = 1 [MW ], Pnbi4 = 1 [MW ],
Plh1 = 2 [MW ], Plh2 = 0 [MW ], Pic = 0 [MW ]
It can be seen from Figures 2.3 and 2.4 that both solvers are able to solve the
steady-state MDE. However, there is a larger difference between the transient solu-
tion and steady-state solution from the shooting method compare to the difference
between the transient solution and steady-state solution from the finite difference
method. The reason is that the Euler’s method is employed to integrate the system
(2.86), (2.87), (2.91) and (2.92) for the shooting method. Since the Euler’s method
is a first-order Taylor approximation, the accumulated truncation error will result
in a lower profile compared to the solution provided by the transient simulation. A
higher-order Taylor approximation could be used to improve the result with the cost
of deriving the ODE of higher order derivative of the original system. The finite dif-
ference method approximates the derivatives with a second order Taylor expansion;
thus the solution is closer to the solution provided by the transient simulation.
2.6 Model Linearization for Control Design
To better facilitate control design, we further reduce the model by linearizing the
plant f θ in Eq. (2.83) around a given trajectory (zFF1 ,uFFψ ) satisfying z˙
FF
1 =
f θ(z
FF
1 ,u
FF
ψ ). The subscript (·)FF indicates a feedforward trajectory. By defin-
ing the physical inputs to the plant as
u = [Ip, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4 , Plh1 , Plh2 , Pic, n¯e]
T ∈ R9×1, (2.96)
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of steady-state poloidal magnetic-flux gradient for case 1: (a) θ
profile, (b)-(f) θ at various normalized effective minor radii.
and neglecting higher-order terms, we are able to write
z˙1 ≈ f θ(zFF1 ,uFFψ )+
∂f θ
∂z1
∣∣∣∣
(zFF1 ,u
FF )
(z1−zFF1 )+
∂f θ
∂u
∣∣∣∣
(zFF1 ,u
FF )
(u−uFF ). (2.97)
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of steady-state poloidal magnetic-flux gradient for case 2: (a) θ
profile, (b)-(f) θ at various normalized effective minor radii.
By defining ∆z1 = z1 − zFF1 ,∆u = u − uFF , and discretizing the model (2.97)
on a temporal grid which is chosen as tj = j∆t, with j ∈ {0, 1, · · · }, we can write
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the error model as
∆j+1z1 −∆jz1
∆t
= A∆j+1z1 +B∆
j
u, (2.98)
where A ∈ R(n−2)×(n−2) and B ∈ R(n−2)×1 are the Jacobians ∂f θ/∂z1 and ∂f θ/∂u
evaluated at (z1FF (tj),uFF (tj)). The detail of derivation of A and B is given in
Appendix A. Finally, we have
∆j+1z1 = A1∆
j
z1 +B1∆
j
u, (2.99)
where A1 = (I − A∆t)−1, B1 = (I − A∆t)−1B∆t, and I is the identity matrix.
2.7 Model Tailored for EAST
In this section, the FPD model is tailored with the results from TRANSP, a large
comprehensive time-dependent tokamak transport analysis code developed at Prince-
ton Plasma Physics Lab (PPPL). TRANSP takes various experimental pieces of
data (electron density, electron temperature, ion temperature, total plasma current,
loop voltage, H&CD power, plasma equilibrium data, etc) as inputs or constraints
to solve particle balance, energy balance, and momentum balance equations. The
TRANSP outputs include the plasma resistivity, the current driven by different
H&CD sources, the plasma beta, etc. As the main H&CD source on EAST, the
LH wave is used in almost every EAST shot. However, the deposition profile of
the LH wave is spatially uncertain when compared to the deposition profile by NBI
or EC, which poses a challenge due to the fact a fixed spatial profile is proposed
in our model. After carefully checking the TRANSP results, it is found that the
deposition profile of the LH wave is relatively stable at the flattop phase of the dis-
charge. Therefore, we focus on reproducing the q profile at the flattop phase from
TRANSP analysis when tailoring the FPD model. The q profile can be provided
directly by the EFIT code. On the other hand, TRANSP could evolve the q profile
with plasma equilibrium data from EFIT or evolve the q profile and the equilibrium
at the same time. In this work, we choose to evolve both the q profile and the plasma
equilibrium for the following reasons. First, the POINT diagnostic on EAST which
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provides the measurement of q-profile towards the core of the plasma is still under
calibration. Also, the EFIT version on EAST that takes POINT data into account
is still in development. Therefore, the equilibrium reconstructed from EFIT may
be inaccurate. Moreover, we choose to evolve the equilibrium for LH current-drive
calculation due to the fact that the LH driven current strongly depends on the DC
electric field, which directly enters and contributes to the fast electron distribution
function. However, when using the equilibrium data from EFIT, the electric field is
not evolved self-consistently with the driven current by LH wave.1 We have 6 avail-
able reference TRANSP runs where different auxiliary H&CD sources are turned on
in each of them. The model is tailored to best represent the specific run used.
The integrated electron density un, which is defined as un(t) =
∫ 1
0
ne(ρˆ, t)dρˆ, is
used as an indicator of the change of electron density in time. In shot 73694 and shot
73697, the line average density shows a different trend as the integrated electron
density. For this reason, we model the electron density with integrated electron
density instead of line average density to better match the experimental data for
electron density. Also when checking the experimental data for electron temperature
from the reference shots, no pedestal is found at the edge of the plasma, which
indicates there is no internal transport barrier. Thus we apply the same scaling
law across the entire spatial domain for electron temperature modeling. The scaling
constants, γ, ε, and ζ, in the electron temperature model, are from the confinement
scaling law IPB98(y, 2), which provides the minimum mean difference between the
model and the experimental data among the reference shots. The current drive
coefficient is chosen as δ = 1 for LH wave [20] and as δ = 0.5 for NBI [72].
The tailored model is then tested by running simulations by the Control-Oriented
Transport SIMulator (COTSIM). COTSIM is a fast one-dimensional transport code
for predictive time evolution of tokamak plasma profiles developed by the Lehigh
University Plasma Control group. It can easily adapt to different geometries, equi-
libria, H&CD actuator configurations, and diagnostics, allowing for prediction of
the time evolution of the plasma profiles in different machines and scenarios.
1E-mail correspondence with Dr. Francesca Poli at PPPL, Princeton, NJ, USA.
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2.7.1 Reference Run 73691H12 for 2.45 GHz LH Current-
drive
In EAST shot 73691, the only auxiliary H&CD source is the 2.45 GHz LH wave
launcher. The geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of the
plasma equilibrium and the reference profiles and the spatial constants for the var-
ious models are shown in Figure 2.5.
2.7.1.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73691H12
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73691H12.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, 2.45 GHz
LH wave launcher power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.6. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73691H12 is shown in Figure 2.7. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73691H12 is shown in Figure 2.8. The
comparison of noninductive current driven by 2.45 GHz LH wave between the FPD
model prediction and TRANSP run 73691H12 is shown in Figure 2.9. We can see
that the shape and location of current deposition profile of the 2.45 GHz LH wave
from TRANSP prediction become stable around 2.5 s. Thus, the proposed model
based on scaling a fixed profile appears appropriate. The comparison of bootstrap
current between FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73691H12 is shown in
Figure 2.10.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt be-
tween FPD model predictions and the TRANSP results. Since we are only interested
in the shape of the poloidal magnetic flux, when comparing the poloidal magnetic
flux, we show the difference between the poloidal magnetic flux profile and its value
at the magnetic axis, i.e. Ψa−Ψ, for the rest of this chapter. Figures 2.11 and 2.12
show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.13
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and 2.14 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. It can be seen
from Figure 2.14 that there are some differences in the initial condition of q-profile
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. The reason for this is that
the FPD model adopts a constant toroidal magnetic field on the magnetic axis Bφ,0,
a constant mean effective minor radius of the outermost closed magnetic flux sur-
face ρb, and constant geometric factors when calculating the q-profile, whereas the
corresponding quantities are time-varying in TRANSP calculation. Comparison of
the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.15. As shown in the figures, the
FPD model predictions show acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for
plasma magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase. There are two reasons for
the differences between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results during the
ramp-up phase. One reason is that more current is driven by the LH wave with
the FPD model. The other reason is the relatively large difference in the kinetic
quantities (electron density, eletron temperature) between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results during the ramp-up phase.
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Figure 2.5: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73691H12: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant ksp,
(g) reference current deposition profile jdeplh1 , (h) spatial constant klh1 .
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Figure 2.6: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73691H12.
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Figure 2.7: Electron density comparison (73691H12): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.8: Electron temperature comparison (73691H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.9: 2.45 GHz LH wave current drive comparison (73691H12): (a) profile from
FPD model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d)
time trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.10: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73691H12): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.11: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73691H12).
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Figure 2.12: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73691H12).
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Figure 2.13: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73691H12).
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Figure 2.14: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73691H12).
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Figure 2.15: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73691H12).
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2.7.2 Reference Run 73690H14 for 4.6 GHz LH Current-drive
In EAST shot 73690, the only auxiliary H&CD source at the flattop phase is the
4.6 GHz LH wave launcher. The geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic
configuration of the plasma equilibrium and the reference profiles and the spatial
constants for the various models are shown in Figure 2.16.
2.7.2.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73690H14
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73690H14.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, 4.6 GHz
LH wave launcher power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.17. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73690H14 is shown in Figure 2.18. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73690H14 is shown in Figure 2.19. The
comparison of noninductive current driven by the 4.6 GHz LH wave between the
FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73690H14 is shown in Figure 2.20. From
Figure 2.20, we can see that the current deposition profile of the 4.6 GHz LH wave in
TRANSP is uncertain, which could not be properly captured by our proposed model.
In this work, the TRANSP module used for analyzing the LH current drive is called
Lower hybrid Simulation Code (LSC). One possible way to improve the LH current
drive model is to use a different LH module in TRANSP, such as GENRAY, for
instance. The comparison of bootstrap current between the FPD model prediction
and TRANSP run 73690H14 is shown in Figure 2.21.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show
the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between the FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.24
and 2.25 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Comparison of
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the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.26. As shown in the figures, the FPD
model prediction shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma
magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase. The reasons for the differences
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results at the ramp-up phase are
explained in Section 2.7.1.1.
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Figure 2.16: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73690H14: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant
ksp, (g) reference current deposition profile j
dep
lh2
, (h) spatial constant klh2 .
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Figure 2.17: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73690H14.
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Figure 2.18: Electron density comparison (73690H14): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.19: Electron temperature comparison (73690H14): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.20: 4.6 GHz LH wave current drive comparison (73690H14): (a) profile from
FPD model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d)
time trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.21: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73690H14): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.22: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73690H14).
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Figure 2.23: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73690H14).
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Figure 2.24: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73690H14).
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Figure 2.25: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73690H14).
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Figure 2.26: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73690H14).
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2.7.3 Reference Run 73693H12 for NBI1L Current-drive
In EAST shot 73693, we have the left source of NBI1 (NBI1L) turned on. The
geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of the plasma equilibrium
and the reference profiles and the spatial constants for the various models are shown
in Figure 2.27.
2.7.3.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73693H12
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73693H12.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, LH wave
launcher power, NBI1L power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.28. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73693H12 is shown in Figure 2.29. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73693H12 is shown in Figure 2.30.
The comparison of noninductive current driven by NBI1L between the FPD model
prediction and TRANSP run 73693H12 is shown in Figure 2.31. The comparison of
bootstrap current between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73693H12
is shown in Figure 2.32.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. Figures 2.33 and 2.34
show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.35
and 2.36 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Comparison of
the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.37. As shown in the figures, the FPD
model prediction shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma
magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase.
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Figure 2.27: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73693H12: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant
ksp, (g) reference current deposition profile j
dep
nbi1
, (h) spatial constant knbi1 .
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Figure 2.28: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73693H12.
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Figure 2.29: Electron density comparison (73693H12): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.30: Electron temperature comparison (73693H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.31: NBI1L current drive comparison (73693H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.32: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73693H12): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.33: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73693H12).
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Figure 2.34: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73693H12).
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Figure 2.35: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73693H12).
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Figure 2.36: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73693H12).
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Figure 2.37: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73693H12).
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2.7.4 Reference Run 73694H12 for NBI1R Current-drive
In EAST shot 73694, we have the right source of NBI1 (NBI1R) turned on. The
geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of the plasma equilibrium
and the reference profiles and the spatial constants for the various models are shown
in Figure 2.38.
2.7.4.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73694H12
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73694H12.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, LH wave
launcher power, NBI1R power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.39. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73694H12 is shown in Figure 2.40. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73694H12 is shown in Figure 2.41.
The comparison of noninductive current driven by NBI1R between the FPD model
prediction and TRANSP run 73694H12 is shown in Figure 2.42. The comparison of
bootstrap current between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73694H12
is shown in Figure 2.43.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. Figures 2.44 and 2.45
show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.46
and 2.47 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Comparison of
the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.48. As shown in the figures, the FPD
model prediction shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma
magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase.
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Figure 2.38: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73694H12: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant
ksp, (g) reference current deposition profile j
dep
nbi2
, (h) spatial constant knbi2 .
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Figure 2.39: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73694H12.
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Figure 2.40: Electron density comparison (73694H12): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.41: Electron temperature comparison (73694H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.42: NBI1R current drive comparison (73694H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.43: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73694H12): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.44: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73694H12).
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Figure 2.45: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73694H12).
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Figure 2.46: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73694H12).
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Figure 2.47: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73694H12).
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Figure 2.48: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73694H12).
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2.7.5 Reference Run 73696H12 for NBI2L Current-drive
In EAST shot 73696, we have the left source of NBI2 (NBI2L) turned on. The
geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of the plasma equilibrium
and the reference profiles and the spatial constants for the various models are shown
in Figure 2.49.
2.7.5.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73696H12
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73696H12.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, LH wave
launcher power, NBI2L power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.50. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73696H12 is shown in Figure 2.51. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73696H12 is shown in Figure 2.52.
The comparison of noninductive current driven by NBI2L between the FPD model
prediction and TRANSP run 73696H12 is shown in Figure 2.53. The comparison of
bootstrap current between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73696H12
is shown in Figure 2.54.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. Figures 2.55 and 2.56
show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.57
and 2.58 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Comparison of
the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.59. As shown in the figures, the FPD
model prediction shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma
magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase.
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Figure 2.49: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73696H12: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant
ksp, (g) reference current deposition profile j
dep
nbi3
, (h) spatial constant knbi3 .
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Figure 2.50: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73696H12.
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Figure 2.51: Electron density comparison (73696H12): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.52: Electron temperature comparison (73696H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.53: NBI2L current drive comparison (73696H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.54: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73696H12): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.55: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73696H12).
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Figure 2.56: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73696H12).
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Figure 2.57: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73696H12).
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Figure 2.58: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73696H12).
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Figure 2.59: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73696H12).
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2.7.6 Reference Run 73697H12 for NBI2R Current-drive
In EAST shot 73697, we have the right source of the second NBI NBI2R turned on.
The geometric factors pertaining to the magnetic configuration of the plasma equi-
librium and the reference profiles and the spatial constants for the various models
are shown in Figure 2.60.
2.7.6.1 Comparison between model prediction and TRANSP run
73697H12
We compare the evolution of different plasma parameters predicted by the FPD
model with the corresponding plasma parameters from TRANSP run 73697H12.
The physical inputs (total plasma current, line average electron density, LH wave
launcher power, NBI2R power) used in the simulation are shown in Figure 2.61. The
comparison of electron density between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run
73697H12 is shown in Figure 2.62. The comparison of electron temperature between
the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73697H12 is shown in Figure 2.63.
The comparison of noninductive current driven by NBI2R between the FPD model
prediction and TRANSP run 73697H12 is shown in Figure 2.64. The comparison of
bootstrap current between the FPD model prediction and TRANSP run 73697H12
is shown in Figure 2.65.
We now show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux, q-profile, and βt
between FPD model predictions and TRANSP results. Figures 2.66 and 2.67
show the comparison of the poloidal magnetic flux between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Figures 2.68
and 2.69 show the comparison of the safety factor between FPD model predictions
and TRANSP results at various times and various spatial location. Comparison of
the toroidal plasma beta is shown in Figure 2.70. As shown in the figures, the FPD
model prediction shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma
magnetic and kinetic states in the flattop phase.
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Figure 2.60: Model parameters tailored to EAST run 73697H12: (a) geometric factors,
(b) bootstrap coefficients, (c) reference electron density profile, (d) reference
electron temperature profile, (e) spatial constant kTe , (f) spatial constant
ksp, (g) reference current deposition profile j
dep
nbi4
, (h) spatial constant knbi4 .
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Figure 2.61: Physical inputs used in the FPD model simulation from TRANSP run
73697H12.
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Figure 2.62: Electron density comparison (73697H12): (a) profile from FPD model, (b)
profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace from
TRANSP.
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Figure 2.63: Electron temperature comparison (73697H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.64: NBI2R current drive comparison (73697H12): (a) profile from FPD model,
(b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time trace
from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.65: Bootstrap current drive comparison (73697H12): (a) profile from FPD
model, (b) profile from TRANSP, (c) time trace from FPD model, (d) time
trace from TRANSP.
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Figure 2.66: Poloidal magnetic flux profile comparison at various times (73697H12).
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Figure 2.67: Poloidal magnetic flux time trace comparison at various normalized effective
minor radii (73697H12).
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Figure 2.68: Safety factor profile comparison at various times (73697H12).
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Figure 2.69: Safety factor time trace comparison at various normalized effective minor
radii (73697H12).
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Figure 2.70: Toroidal plasma beta comparison (73697H12).
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2.8 Conclusion
A first-principles-driven (FPD) control-oriented model has been proposed to describe
the safety factor profile evolution in EAST in response to the different actuators.
The FPD model is based on the evolution of the poloidal magnetic flux, whose
dynamics is modeled by a nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) referred to as
the magnetic-flux diffusion equation (MDE), together with the physics-based model
of electron density, electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and non-inductively
driven current density deposition which are modeled by using geometric similarity.
The TRANSP simulation code is employed to tailor the FPD model to the EAST
tokamak geometry. The FPD model’s prediction capabilities are demonstrated by
comparing predictions from the Control-Oriented Transport SIMulator (COTSIM)
with TRANSP analyses of EAST experimental data. The FPD model prediction
shows acceptable agreement with the TRANSP results for plasma magnetic and
kinetic states in the flattop phase. However, significant modeling effort is still needed
to reduce prediction differences in the initial transient during the ramp-up phase.
An improved model for LH current deposition and the use of POINT-constrained
data for model tailoring must be part of this effort. A linear model has been deduced
from the FPD model and has been used for subsequent control design. Solvers for
the steady-state solution of the MDE have also been developed.
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Chapter 3
Poloidal Flux Profile Reconstruction
From Pointwise Measurements via
Extended Kalman Filtering in EAST
3.1 Introduction
The accuracy of the internal states of a tokamak is of crucial importance for feed-
back control of the plasma dynamics. Unfortunately, the values of several discharge
parameters, including the magnetic poloidal flux profile, are not directly measured
in tokamaks. However, these values can be reconstructed from the magnetic field
and flux measurements. Equilibrium codes, such as EFIT [76], calculate the dis-
tributions of poloidal magnetic flux and toroidal current density over the plasma
and surrounding vacuum region that best fit, in a least square sense, the external
and any available internal magnetic measurements, and that simultaneously sat-
isfy the magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium equation (Grad-Shafranov equation) [9].
Real-time versions of these equilibrium codes [77] play a crucial role in the feedback
control of the plasma position, shape and internal profiles. However, the quality of
the reconstruction depends strongly on the availability and quality of internal mea-
surements such as those provided by the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic,
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which gives a measure of the pitch angle of the plasma magnetic field, and the Po-
larimeter Interferometer (POINT) diagnostic, which provides the real-time Faraday
rotation angle. In tokamaks where internal diagnostics are not available, the plasma
equilibrium reconstruction is poorly constrained by just external measurements, and
the estimation of the internal poloidal magnetic flux profile may be inaccurate.
The first-principles-driven (FPD) plasma response model proposed in Chapter 2
could provide an estimation of the internal states given the boundary conditions
on the magnetic axis and at the plasma boundary. However, the estimation would
highly depend on initial conditions, which may not always be known, disturbances,
and non-modeled dynamics. A state observer is proposed in this chapter to overcome
this limitation. The observer is designed by following an Extended Kalman Filtering
(EKF) approach based on the FPD model of the poloidal magnetic flux profile.
At each time instant, the nonlinear state equation is linearized around the state
estimated at the previous time step. Kalman filtering has found some applications
in plasma control, such as the estimation of induced vessel currents [78] or unknown
plasma transport parameters [79]. Previous work in this area includes the estimation
of both the magnetic poloidal flux profile and the temperature profile from simulated
data [80] assuming the availability of internal profile measurements.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the FPD model of the
poloidal magnetic flux is reviewed, and a numerical discretization method that is
suitable for observer design is introduced. The observability of the discretized system
is discussed in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, an observer is designed based on the
extended Kalman filter theory. Comparisons between experimentally reconstructed
and observer-based estimated poloidal flux profiles are presented in Section 3.5 to
show the effectiveness of the observer. Conclusions are given in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Poloidal Magnetic Flux Model
From Eq. (2.61), the control-oriented magnetic-flux diffusion equation is given by
∂ψ
∂t
=
(
Cf1
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
+ Cf2
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
)
udiff +
∑
i
Cjiuji + Cjbs
(
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)−1
ujbs , (3.1)
i ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec},
with the boundary conditions
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
= 0
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
kIp
2
Ip(t). (3.2)
3.2.1 Hybrid Numerical Method
We reduce the system in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) by discretizing it spatially with the
finite difference method given in Eq. (2.75), which results in a system of Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs) (Eq. (2.80))
z˙ = fψ(z,uψ). (3.3)
where z = [ψ2, · · · , ψn−1]T ∈ R(n−2)×1, n is the number of the spatial grid, and uψ
is given in Eq. (2.79). From the definition of the components of uψ (Eqs. (2.64),
(2.66) and (2.68)), we are able to rewrite Eq. (3.3) as
z˙ = g(z,u), (3.4)
with u defined in Eq. (2.96). We then discretize Eq. (3.4) on a temporal grid defined
as
tj = j∆t j ∈ {0, 1, · · · }. (3.5)
The poloidal magnetic flux at ρˆi and tj is represented as ψi,j = ψ(ρˆi, tj). At this point
a hybrid approach is followed. While the partial derivatives of the parabolic term
are evaluated at tj+1, the partial derivative associated with the bootstrap-current
model together with all the temporal functions are evaluated at tj, i.e.
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ψi,j+1−ψi,j
∆t
=udiff (tj)
(
Cf2(ρˆi)
ψi+1,j+1+ψi−1,j+1−2ψi,j+1
∆ρˆ2
+Cf1(ρˆi)
ψi+1,j+1−ψi−1,j+1
2∆ρˆ
)
+
∑
k
Cjk(ρˆi)ujk(tj) + Cjbs(ρˆi)
(
2∆ρˆ
ψi+1,j − ψi−1,j
)−1
ujbs(tj), (3.6)
k ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbi4, lh1, lh2},
with the boundary conditions
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
=
−3ψ1,j+1+4ψ2,j+1−ψ3,j+1
2∆ρˆ
= 0⇒ 4ψ2,j+1−ψ3,j+1−3ψ1,j+1 = 0, (3.7)
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
ψn−2,j+1 − 4ψn−1,j+1 + 3ψn,j+1
2∆ρˆ
=
kIp
2
Ip(tj)⇒
4ψn−1,j+1 − ψn−2,j+1 − 3ψn,j+1 + kIp∆ρˆIp(tj) = 0. (3.8)
By defining zj = [ψ2,j, ψ3,j, · · · , ψn−2,j, ψn−1,j]T , we can write Eqs. (3.6) to (3.8) as
zj+1 = G(zj,uj). (3.9)
By evaluating the nonlinear term (last term on the RHS of Eq. (3.1)), which is
related to the bootstrap current-drive, at time tj instead of tj+1, the integration in
time of the ODE system requires the solution of the tridiagonal system (Eq. (3.9)) at
each instant of time. This hybrid approach, combining both the implicit and explicit
methods, reduces the computation complexity allowing for a faster integration while
preserving unconditionally stable properties at the expense of a reduced level of
accuracy.
3.3 Observability of the Magnetic-flux Diffusion
Equation
The observability analysis for the infinite-dimensional system Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) is
beyond the scope of this work. However, the observability analysis for the spatially
discretized system is relatively straightforward as shown below.
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3.3.1 System Outputs
Tokamaks without the capability of carrying out internal-measurement-constrained
real-time reconstructions of the poloidal magnetic flux profile still may have the
capability of providing three related measurements:
1. Poloidal flux at the boundary, ψ(1, t). From Eq. (3.8),
ψn =
4ψn−1 − ψn−2 + kIp∆ρˆIp(t)
3
. (3.10)
2. Poloidal flux on the magnetic axis, ψ(0, t). From Eq. (3.7),
ψ1 =
4ψ2 − ψ3
3
. (3.11)
3. Total plasma current, Ip(t), given by
Ip =− 1
µ0R0ρ2b
∫ 1
0
1
Hˆρˆ
∂
∂ρˆ
(
ρˆGˆHˆ
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)
dS
dρˆ
dρˆ
=− 1
µ0R0ρ2b
{∫ 1
0
[
Gˆ
dS
dρˆ
]∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
dρˆ+
∫ 1
0
[(Gˆ
ρˆ
+
dGˆ
dρˆ
+
Gˆ
Hˆ
dHˆ
dρˆ
)dS
dρˆ
]∂ψ
∂ρˆ
dρˆ
}
, (3.12)
where S denotes the magnetic flux surface.
These three measurements are chosen as the system output,
y = [ψn, ψ1, Ip]
T . (3.13)
However, the total plasma current measurement still needs to be expressed as func-
tion of the state z. First, by applying the trapezoidal rule, we can write
Ip =− 1
µ0R0ρ2b
{ [
Gˆ
dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣
ρˆ1
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ1
∆ρˆ
2
+
[(Gˆ
ρˆ
+
dGˆ
dρˆ
+
Gˆ
Hˆ
dHˆ
dρˆ
)dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣∣
ρˆ1
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ1
∆ρˆ
2
+
n−1∑
i=2
[
Gˆ
dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
∆ρˆ+
n−1∑
i=2
[(Gˆ
ρˆ
+
dGˆ
dρˆ
+
Gˆ
Hˆ
dHˆ
dρˆ
)dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
∆ρˆ
+
[
Gˆ
dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣
ρˆn
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn
∆ρˆ
2
+
[(Gˆ
ρˆ
+
dGˆ
dρˆ
+
Gˆ
Hˆ
dHˆ
dρˆ
)dS
dρˆ
]∣∣∣∣∣
ρˆn
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn
∆ρˆ
2
}
. (3.14)
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We can then represent Eq. (3.14) as a linear combination of z by substituting
the discretized spatial derivatives of ψ. Besides the finite difference method given in
Eq. (2.75) and the discretized boundary conditions in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we still
need to discretize ∂2ψ/∂ρˆ2 at the boundaries, which is
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
=
2ψ1 − 5ψ2 + 4ψ3 − ψ4
∆ρˆ2
, (3.15)
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
2ψn − 5ψn−1 + 4ψn−2 − ψn−3
∆ρˆ2
. (3.16)
By substituting Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) into Eqs. (2.75), (3.15) and (3.16) and sub-
stituting the resulting equations into Eq. (3.14), it is possible to rewrite Eqs. (3.10)
to (3.12) as
y = Cz +Dy. (3.17)
By defining
a1i = −
Gˆ(ρˆi)
µ0R0ρ2b∆ρˆ
dS
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
, (3.18)
a2i = −
1
2µ0R0ρ2b
([Gˆ
ρˆ
+
dGˆ
dρˆ
+
Gˆ
Hˆ
dHˆ
dρˆ
]dS
dρˆ
)∣∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
, (3.19)
the matrix C can expressed as
C(1, n− 3) = −1
3
, C(1, n− 2) = 4
3
, (3.20)
C(2, 1) =
4
3
, C(2, 2) = −1
3
, (3.21)
C(3, 1) =
−7a11
6
− 2a12
3
− 4a22
3
+ a13 − a23 , (3.22)
C(3, 2) =
5a11 + 2a12 + 4a22
3
− 2a13 + a14 − a24 , (3.23)
C(3, 3) = −a11
2
+ a13 + a23 − 2a14 + a15 − a25 , (3.24)
C(3, i) = a1i + a2i − 2a1(i+1) + a1(i+2) − a2(i+2) , for i ∈ {4, · · · , n− 5} (3.25)
C(3, n− 4) = −a1n/2 + a1(n−2) − a2(n−2) − 2a1(n−3) + a1(n−4) + a2(n−4) , (3.26)
C(3, n− 3) = 5a1n + 2a1(n−1) − 4a2(n−1)
3
− 2a1(n−2) + a1(n−3) + a2(n−3) , (3.27)
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C(3, n− 2) = −7a1n − 4a1(n−1) + 8a2(n−1)
6
+ a1(n−2) + a2(n−2) , (3.28)
and the matrix D is
D =

0 0
kIp∆ρˆ
3
0 0 0
0 0
(a2n
2
+
a1(n−1) + a2(n−1) + a1n
3
)
kIp∆ρˆ
 . (3.29)
By rearranging Eq. (3.17), we can write
y =C¯z , h(z), (3.30)
C¯ =(I −D)−1C,
where I denotes a 3× 3 identity matrix.
3.3.2 Observability Analysis
By combining the state equation (Eq. (3.4)) with the output equation (3.30), a non-
linear model is obtained. By following the procedure in Section 2.6 and Appendix A,
we then linearize Eqs. (3.4) and (3.30) around a nominal trajectory z∗ driven by
the nominal input u∗ to obtain
∆˙z =A(t)∆z +B(t)∆u, (3.31)
∆y =C¯∆z (3.32)
where
A(t) =
∂g
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z∗,u∗
, B(t) =
∂g
∂u
∣∣∣∣
z∗,u∗
, (3.33)
with ∆z = z − z∗ and ∆u = u−u∗. The Observability Gramian Qm(t) associated
with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.30) is defined as
Qm(t0, t1) =
∫ t1
t0
φ(τ, t0)
T C¯(τ)T C¯(τ)φ(τ, t0)dτ, (3.34)
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Figure 3.1: Observer structure.
where φ denotes the state transition matrix. The Gramian satisfies
Q˙m(t, t1) = −A(t)TQm(t, t1)−Qm(t, t1)A(t)− C¯(t)T C¯(t) (3.35)
with Qm(t1, t1) = 0.
While the observability of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.30) can be analyzed by examining the
rank of the distribution spanned by all repeated Lie derivatives [81], the observability
of Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) can be studied by examining the rank of Qm(t0, t1) obtained
either from the definition (Eq. (3.34)) or as the solution of (Eq. (3.35)). This latter
study shows that the system is detectable when the output is defined as in Eq. (3.13).
Due to the diffusive nature of the system, the unobservable states are stable.
3.4 Observer Design
By using (3.9) and (3.30), we can model our system as a nonlinear discrete lumped-
parameter system, i.e.
zj =G(zj−1,uj−1) +wj−1, (3.36)
yj =C¯zj + vj. (3.37)
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The terms wj and vj have been added to account for internal and measurement
noise, respectively. They are assumed to be uncorrelated, zero-mean, Gaussian sig-
nals, i.e. wj ∼ N(0, Qj), vj ∼ N(0, Rj), where Qj and Rj denote their respective
covariance matrices. The observer design process based on extended Kalman filter-
ing [82] includes prediction and correction steps as shown in Figure 3.1, where z˜
represents the prediction of the state z. The prediction step is given by
z˜j = G(zj−1,uj−1), (3.38)
y˜j = C¯z˜j, (3.39)
P˜j = Fj−1Pj−1F Tj−1 +Qj−1, (3.40)
where P is the covariance matrix of z, Fj−1 =
∂G
∂z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
zj−1,uj−1
.
The correction step is given by
ej = yj − y˜j, (3.41)
Kj = P˜jC¯
T (C¯P˜jC¯
T +Rj)
−1, (3.42)
zj = z˜j +Kjej, (3.43)
Pj = (I −KjC¯)P˜j. (3.44)
The Kalman filter gain K is tuned by selecting the covariance matrices Q and R,
and the initial value of the covariance matrix P1. In this work, we adopt a diagonal
structure for matrices Q, R, and P1, where a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal
elements is used for R and P1, i.e. R = c1I, P1 = c2I. I represents an identity matrix
and c1 and c2 are tuning parameters. For the matrix Q, since the uncertainty of the
model close to the magnetic axis may be greater than the uncertainty of the model
at the plasma boundary, the Q matrix has larger elements for the first part of its
diagonal.
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Figure 3.2: Actual and estimated poloidal magnetic flux (EAST shot 73690 with ψ10):
(a) initial Ψ profile, (b) Ψ profile at time t = 4s, (c) time trace of Ψ(0.15),
(d) time trace of Ψ(0.35), (e) time trace of Ψ(0.65), (f) time trace of Ψ(0.95).
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Figure 3.3: Actual and estimated poloidal magnetic flux (EAST shot 73691 with ψ20):
(a) initial Ψ profile, (b) Ψ profile at time t = 4s, (c) time trace of Ψ(0.15),
(d) time trace of Ψ(0.35), (e) time trace of Ψ(0.65), (f) time trace of Ψ(0.95).
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3.5 Observer Testing with Experimental Data
In this section, we test the observer with two arbitrary initial profiles for the poloidal
magnetic flux which are ψ10 = 0.4− 0.1ρˆ2 and ψ20 = 0.3− 0.3ρˆ2.
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 compare EFIT-reconstructed and observer-estimated
poloidal magnetic flux profiles (Ψ = 2piψ) with initial condition ψ10 for EAST shot
73690 and ψ20 for EAST shot 73691 respectively. As can be seen from the figures,
the proposed observer has the potential for reconstructing in real time the poloidal
magnetic flux profile in EAST. All figures also show the estimated profiles obtained
just by integrating the MDE equation using the arbitrary initial conditions and the
noisy inputs from EAST (dashed black). It can be appreciated from the figures that
the proposed closed-loop observer is capable of converging to the correct value of
the poloidal magnetic flux profile regardless of the initial error and the noise.
3.6 Conclusion
A closed-loop observer for the estimation of the poloidal magnetic flux profile has
been proposed for EAST. The observer has been synthesized by applying extended
Kalman filtering theory and using a discrete lumped-parameter nonlinear model of
the poloidal magnetic flux profile evolution. This control oriented model is obtained
in Chapter 2 by combining the first-principles MDE with physics-based control-
oriented models for the electron temperature, electron density, plasma resistivity,
and non-inductive current drives. The observer makes use of the total plasma cur-
rent measurement and point-wise measurements of the poloidal magnetic flux at
both the magnetic axis and the plasma boundary. Observability of the linearized sys-
tem is briefly discussed. Comparison of EFIT-reconstructed and observer-estimated
poloidal magnetic flux profiles demonstrates the potential of the proposed observer.
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Chapter 4
Model-based Optimal Scenario
Planning in EAST
4.1 Introduction
Ongoing work in the fusion community focuses on developing advanced plasma sce-
narios characterized by high plasma confinement, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
stability, and noninductively driven plasma current. The toroidal current density
profile, or alternatively the q profile, which is related to plasma stability and per-
formance, together with the normalized beta, which is a measure of plasma con-
finement [9], are often used to characterize these advanced scenarios. Traditionally,
these advanced scenarios have been developed through a trial-and-error process by
inputting specific actuator waveforms experimentally, such as the total plasma cur-
rent and the auxiliary heating and current-drive (H&CD) powers, and analyzing the
resulting plasma evolution.
One possible approach to developing an advanced operating scenario is to create
a desired q-profile during the plasma current ramp-up and early flattop stages and to
maintain the desired profile during the subsequent stages of the discharge. However,
the desired profile may not be achievable due to physical constraints, such as the
auxiliary H&CD power limit, the total plasma current ramp rate and the minimum
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value of the q-profile (to prevent MHD instabilities from happening and degrading
the plasma performance). In practice, the goal is to achieve the best possible match-
ing at a prespecified time during the early flattop phase of the total plasma current
pulse, which defines a finite-time optimal control problem. The idea of combining
predictive simulation with optimization techniques for model-based scenario plan-
ning was originally proposed in [83–86] by employing different approaches such as
extremum seeking, iterative learning control, minimal surface theory, and nonlinear
programming. These ideas were further developed in subsequent work [87,88], where
slightly different models and modified cost functions were employed.
In this chapter, a model-based numerical optimization approach is followed to
complement the experimental effort on actuator trajectory planning in the EAST
tokamak. The optimization objective is to design feedforward trajectories for the
total plasma current, plasma density, ion cyclotron heating power, neutral beam
injection power and lower hybrid current drive power that steer the plasma to desired
q profile and βN such that the achieved state is stationary in time. The optimization
is subject to the plasma dynamics (described by the physics-based PDE model
developed in Chapter 2) and plasma state and actuator constraints, such as the
maximum available amount of H&CD power and MHD stability limits. This defines
a nonlinear, constrained optimization problem that is solved by employing sequential
quadratic programming [89].
This chapter is organized as follows. The formulation of the actuator trajectory
optimization problem is given in Section 4.2. Various constraints are introduced in
Section 4.3. The approach followed to solve the optimization problem is provided
in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, the optimized actuator trajectories are assessed in
nonlinear transport simulations.
4.2 Actuator Trajectory Optimization Problem
The goal of the actuator trajectory optimization problem is to reach a target plasma
state (defined in terms of the q-profile (qtar(ρˆ)) and normalized plasma beta (βtarN ))
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at some time tf during the early flattop stage of plasma discharge in such a way
that the achieved state is as stationary in time as possible.
4.2.1 Cost Function Definition
As the poloidal flux profile evolves with the slowest time constant in the plasma, if
it reaches a stationary condition, i.e., the loop-voltage Up(ρˆ, t) defined in Eq. (2.21)
becomes constant in time and space, all of the other plasma profiles have also reached
a stationary condition. Therefore the stationarity of the plasma state can be defined
by the profile condition gss(ρˆ, t) = 0, where gss(ρˆ, t) = ∂Up/∂ρˆ = −2pi∂θ/∂t. The
proximity of the achieved plasma state to the target state at the time tf can be
described by the cost function
J(tf ) = kssJss(tf ) + kqJq(tf ) + kβNJβN (tf ), (4.1)
where kss, kq, kβN are used to weight the relative importance of the plasma state
characteristics. Jss, Jq, JβN are defined as
Jss(tf ) =
∫ 1
0
Wss(ρˆ)[gss(ρˆ, tf )]
2dρˆ, (4.2)
Jq(tf ) =
∫ 1
0
Wq(ρˆ)[q
tar(ρˆ)− q(ρˆ, tf )]2dρˆ, (4.3)
JβN (tf ) = [β
tar
N − βN(tf )]2, (4.4)
where Wq(ρˆ) and Wss(ρˆ) are positive functions used to weight the relatively more
critical portions of the respective profiles when compared to the others.
4.3 Constraints and Actuator Parameterization
In this section, we introduce the dynamic constraints, actuator constraints, and
MHD stability constraints. Also, the parameterization of the control actuator is
provided.
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4.3.1 Plant Model
From the cost function in Eq. (4.1), it can be seen that we have a dynamic op-
timization problem related to the final states of the system. Therefore, the first
constraint for the problem is an equality constraint defined by the model for the
evolution of the poloidal magnetic flux and the stored plasma energy. By defining
Z = [θ2, · · · , θn−1,W ]T , where n is the number of spatial nodes, we define the plant
model from Eqs. (2.70) and (2.83)
Z˙ =F (Z,uZ), (4.5)
F =[f θ, fW ]
T , (4.6)
where uZ = [uTψ , uW , Ptot]T . The definition of uψ and uW is given in Eq. (2.79) and
Eq. (2.71) respectively.
4.3.2 Actuator Constraints
To reduce computation effort, the actuators considered in this chapter include the
two sources of the co-current NBI, the left source of the counter-current NBI, the
4.6 GHz LH wave launcher, and the total plasma current. The line average electron
density is considered as a measurable quantity instead of as an actuator due to
its associated control challenges. The actuator magnitude and rate constraints are
given by
Iminp ≤Ip(t) ≤ Imaxp , (4.7)
Pminnbi1 ≤Pnbi1 ≤ Pmaxnbi1 , (4.8)
Pminnbi2 ≤Pnbi2 ≤ Pmaxnbi2 , (4.9)
Pminnbi3 ≤Pnbi3 ≤ Pmaxnbi3 , (4.10)
Pminlh2 ≤Plh2 ≤ Pmaxlh2 , (4.11)
−Idp,max ≤dIp/dt ≤ Iup,max, (4.12)
where (·)min and (·)max are the minimum and maximum limits, respectively, and
Idp,max and Iup,max are the maximum total plasma current ramp-down and ramp-up
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rates, respectively. The individual power input from different actuators is repre-
sented as Pi, where i ∈ {nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, lh2}.
4.3.3 Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Stability Constraints
The first MHD-related stability limit considered in this work is expressed as
qmin(t) ≥ qlimmin, (4.13)
where qmin(t) = min(q(ρˆ, t)) and qlimmin is a constant chosen to be slightly greater than
one to avoid the onset of sawtooth oscillations. The next MHD-related stability limit
considered in this work is given by
n¯e20(t) ≤ ng(t), (4.14)
where n¯e20(t) is the line-averaged electron density evaluated in units of 1020m−3
and ng(t) = Ip(t)[MA]/pia2 is referred to as the Greenwald density limit. The last
MHD-related constraint considered in this work is given by
βN(t) ≤ βlimN , (4.15)
where βN is defined in Eq. (2.60). To reduce the computational burden, these three
MHD constraints are then formulated into one integral constraint,
climMHD(Z) ≤ 0, (4.16)
where
climMHD(Z) =
∫ tf
t0
[
max{0, qlimmin − qmin(t)}+ max{0, n¯e20(t)− ng(t)}+
max{0, βN(t)− βlimN }
]
dt, (4.17)
where t0 is the start time that the feedforward trajectory becomes effective.
4.3.4 Actuator Parameterization
With a reduced control input vector u = [Pnbi1, Pnbi2, Pnbi3, Plh2 , Ip]T , we could pa-
rameterize the trajectory of the i-th control actuator (ui) by a piecewise linear
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function which is defined by a finite number (nui) of parameters at discrete points
in time (tui), i.e., tui = [t0i , t1i , · · · , tki , · · · , t(nui−2)i , t(nui−1)i = tf ] for i ∈ [1, 5], k ∈
{0, 1, 2, · · · , nui − 1}. The actuator trajectory of ui can then be written as
ui(t) =
{
uki +
(uk+1i − uki )
(tk+1i − tki )
(t− tki ), for tki ≤ t ≤ tk+1i (4.18)
By combining all of the parameters into a vector
Θ = [u11, · · · , unu11 , · · · , u1i , · · · , unuii , · · · , u15, · · · , unu55 ]T ∈ Rnp×1, (4.19)
where np = nu1 + nu2 + nu3 + nu4 + nu5 . The actuator constraints from Eq. (4.7) to
Eq. (4.12) can then be written in matrix form as
Alimu Θ ≤ blimu . (4.20)
4.4 Optimization Problem Statement and Solution
Method
By following the steps in the previous section, the actuator trajectory planning can
be formulated as an optimization problem
min
Θ
J(tf ) , J(Z(tf )), (4.21)
subject to equality in Eq. (4.5) and inequalities in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.20).
We apply sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to solve this optimization
problem [89]. The idea of SQP is to iteratively repeat a process of approximating
the system Hamiltonian by a second-order Taylor expansion and the constraints by
a first-order Taylor expansion at the current iteration, which then forms a quadratic
optimization problem and can be solved by quadratic programming to get the next
iteration until specific criteria have been met. An overview of the SQP is provided
in the next section.
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4.4.1 Sequential Quadratic Programming
In this section, we provide an overview of sequential quadratic programming [89] for
the general nonlinear programming problem
min
x
f(x) (4.22)
s.t. g1(x) = 0 (4.23)
g2(x) ≤ 0, (4.24)
where f : Rn → R, g1 : Rn → Rmeq , and g2 : Rn → Rmineq . The Lagrangian for this
problem is
L(x,λ,α) = f(x) + λTg1 +αTg2 (4.25)
where λ ∈ Rmeq×1 is the Lagrange multiplier of the equality constraints g1 and
α ∈ Rmineq×1 is the Lagrange multiplier of the inequality constraints g2. Note that
α for inequality constraints where the equality does not hold is zero. One way to
solve the nonlinear programming problem in Eqs. (4.22) to (4.24) is to assume that
there is an iteration
xk+1 = xk + ∆xk (4.26)
that is convergent to the solution (x∗,λ∗,α∗) of Eqs. (4.22) to (4.24). Assuming the
current iteration (xk,λk,αk) is close to (x∗,λ∗,α∗), we could find the next iteration
by reformulating the nonlinear programing problem (Eqs. (4.22) to (4.24)) into a
quadratic programming problem in ∆xk. This is achieved by approximating the
cost function by a quadratic function and the constraints by linear functions, i.e.
min
∆xk
f(xk) + J
T
fk
∆xk +
1
2
∆xTkHLk∆xk (4.27)
s.t. g1(xk) + Jg1k∆xk = 0 (4.28)
g2(xk) + Jg2k∆xk ≤ 0, (4.29)
where Jfk =
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
xk
is the Jacobian of f with respect to x, Jg1k =
∂g1
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
xk
is the
Jacobian of g1 with respect to x, and Jg2k =
∂g2
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
xk
is the Jacobian of g2 with
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respect to x. The Hessian matrix HLk can be shown as HLk =
∂JL
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
xk
, where JL =
∂L/∂x is the Jacobian of L with respect to x. The quadratic optimization problem
in Eqs. (4.27) to (4.29) can be solved by any quadratic programming algorithm,
such as the one given in Section 8.5.
4.4.2 Gradient of Cost Function
The critical component of the SQP is the Jacobian and the Hessian matrix of the
formulated Hamiltonian. Here we provide a brief deduction of the Jacobian of the
cost function JβN (tf ) = [βtarN − βN(tf )]2, which can be easily extrapolated to other
cost functions considered. We are trying to determine the Jacobian J¯ ∈ Rnp×1,
where the i-th component of J¯ is
J¯ i =
∂JβN (tf )
∂Θi
. (4.30)
First of all, from Eq. (2.60) we can see βN is a function of the plasma stored energy
W and the total plasma current Ip. At the same time, the evolution ofW is depicted
by an ODE (Eq. (2.70)) related to the total input power Ptot and Ip. The total input
power Ptot is a function of u and u is defined with Θ. Therefore we could represent
βN as βN(W (Θ, Ptot(u(Θ)), Ip(Θ)), Ip(Θ)). Apply chain rule, we have
∂βN
∂Θ
=
∂βN
∂W
∂W
∂Θ
+
∂βN
∂Ip
∂Ip
Θ
. (4.31)
The sensitivity function of fW with respect to i-th component of Θ, i.e., Si ,
∂W/∂Θi is
S˙i =
∂fW
∂W
Si +
5∑
k=1
∂fW
∂Ptot
∂Ptot
∂uk
∂uk
∂Θi
+
5∑
k=1
∂fW
∂Ip
∂Ip
∂uk
∂uk
∂Θi
. (4.32)
Since the initial condition of u at t0 is determined by previous operating phase, we
have Si(t0) = 0. From Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71), we could write
∂fW
∂Ptot
=− εsCW Ip(t)−γsPtot(t)−εs−1n¯e(t)−ζsW + 1, (4.33)
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Figure 4.1: Partial derivative of NBI1L power with respect to Θ.
∂fW
∂Ip
=− γsCW Ip(t)−γs−1Ptot(t)−εsn¯e(t)−ζsW + ∂Ptot
∂Ip
. (4.34)
By differentiating both sides of Eq. (2.42) with respect to ui and rearranging
the resulting equation, we have
∂Ptot
∂Pi
=
(
1 + 1.5εCohmIp(t)
2−1.5γPtot(t)−1.5ε−1n¯e(t)−1.5ζ+
0.5εCradIp(t)
0.5γPtot(t)
0.5ε−1n¯e(t)2+0.5ζ
)−1
, (4.35)
i ∈[nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, lh2],
∂Ptot
∂Ip
=
(
(2− 1.5γ)CohmIp(t)1−1.5γPtot(t)−1.5εn¯e(t)−1.5ζ−
0.5γCradIp(t)
0.5γ−1Ptot(t)0.5εn¯e(t)2+0.5ζ
)(
1+
1.5εCohmIp(t)
2−1.5γPtot(t)−1.5ε−1n¯e(t)−1.5ζ+
0.5εCradIp(t)
0.5γPtot(t)
0.5ε−1n¯e(t)2+0.5ζ
)−1
. (4.36)
Since uk is related to Θi through Eq. (4.18), we have
∂uk
∂Θi
=

t−tj−1k
tjk−tj−1k
, tj−1k ≤ t < tjk
1− t−t
j
k
tj+1k −tjk
, tjk ≤ t < tj+1k
0, otherwise
(4.37)
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where j = i−∑k−1l=1 nul . Figure 4.1 shows the derivative of NBI1L power Pnbi1 with
respect to Θ that used in simulation study in Section 4.5. Now, we are able to
integrate Eq. (4.32) together with Eq. (2.70) to obtain Si(tf ) and βN(tf ).
4.5 Simulation Tests of Optimized Actuator Trajec-
tories
The optimization is carried out over the time interval topt = [t0, tf ] = [0.5, 2] for four
cost functions characterized by different weights:
case 1: weight only the q profile mismatch
case 2: weight only the gss profile
case 3: weight only the βN mismatch
case 4: weight q-profile mismatch, gss profile, and βN mismatch simultaneously
All the actuator values at the initial time t0 are fixed. The vector of to-be-
optimized parameters is then given by
Θ =[Pnbi1(1), Pnbi1(1.25), Pnbi1(1.75), Pnbi1(2), Pnbi2(1), Pnbi2(1.25),
Pnbi2(1.75), Pnbi2(2), Pnbi3(1), Pnbi3(1.25), Pnbi3(1.75), Pnbi3(2),
Plh2(1), Plh2(1.25), Plh2(1.75), Plh2(2), Ip(1.5), Ip(2)]. (4.38)
The optimized actuator trajectories and constraints are shown in Figure 4.2. It
can be seen that the Greenwald density limit is not violated in any of the cases.
The optimized actuator trajectories are tested through simulations using the model
in Eqs. (2.70) and (2.83). The comparisons between the target q profile and model-
predicted q profile at different spatial locations are shown in Figure 4.3 for the four
cases. The vertical black dash line represents the final time of the optimization tf .
The effect of the different weights can be noted from the evolution of the q profile.
For example, for case 1, where only the mismatch in q profile is weighted, we can
see in Figure 4.3 that the q profile is close to its target at tf = 2s. However, it keeps
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Figure 4.2: Optimized actuator trajectories and Greenwald density limit: (a) total
plasma current, (b) NBI1L power, (c) NBI1R power, (d) NBI2L power, (e)
4.6 GHz LH power, (f) Greenwald density limit.
deviating from the target as it evolves in time. In case 2, where we only weight
the gss profile, the q-profile almost reaches a steady state at tf = 2s, but there is a
large difference between the q-profile and its target. There is no clear trend between
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the q-profile evolution and its target in case 3, since we only weight βN . Finally,
in case 4, where we weight both the mismatch in q-profile and the gss profile, the
q-profile not only gets close to its target at tf = 2s, but also almost reaches a steady
state. Comparisons of the difference between the q profile and its target, βN , and
the minimum q (qmin) between the four cases are shown in Figure 4.4 at different
times.
The qmin constraint is not violated for any of the cases as it can be seen from the
figure. Also, βN is well below βlimN , which is set to 2 in this optimization. Besides
weight selection, the outcome of the optimization procedure depends heavily on the
quality of the prediction model and the actuator parameterization.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a model-based actuator trajectory optimization problem has been
formulated and solved by applying sequential quadratic programming. The com-
putation of the gradient of the cost function with respect to the to-be-optimized
actuator parameters is illustrated through an example. The optimized actuator
trajectories have been successfully tested in simulations. However, the design of op-
timized feedforward trajectories does not take into account mismatches between the
plasma system and the model, which is never perfect. Moreover, unpredictable dis-
turbances can affect the plasma in real time. Therefore, in practice, the feedforward
control solution always needs to be complemented by a feedback controller.
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Figure 4.3: q profile evolution with optimized actuator trajectories at different normal-
ized effective minor radii.
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Figure 4.4: Test results with optimized actuator trajectories: (a)-(d) q profile at different
times, (e) minimum q, (f) normalized plasma beta.
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Chapter 5
Proportional-Integral-Derivate (PID)
Controller Design for q-profile and
βN Regulation in EAST
5.1 Introduction
Achieving and maintaining a desired current density profile in a reliable way is not
only a vital issue for one possible advanced tokamak operation scenario characterized
by improved confinement and possible steady-state operation, but also provides the
possibility of reproducing shots of interest for further physics analysis. The control
problem of the q-profile usually consists of two objectives. The first goal is to find a
combination of the plasma current and the powers from available heat and current
drive (H&CD) sources such that a desired q profile can be achieved at the end of
the ramp-up phase or the beginning of the flat-top phase. Once the desired q-profile
is reached, the second goal is to maintain this q profile with minimum change of
the plasma current and H&CD powers. A feedforward approach, as discussed in
Chapter 4, can in principle be used to accomplish these two goals. However, there
will always be unpredictable disturbances during the plasma discharge, which will
affect the evolution of the plasma state. Moreover, the response models used to
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synthesize a feedforward control law are always approximate. Therefore, feedback
control is always required in practice to overcome these limitations and to realize
these two goals.
Starting from this chapter, we focus on designing a feedback controller for q-
profile regulation. The available H&CD systems and diagnostics on EAST make it
a good testbed for testing algorithms developed for current profile control. In this
chapter, a Proportional-Integral-Derivate (PID) controller is designed by exploiting
the first-principles-driven (FPD) model of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma
stored energy developed in Chapter 2 to regulate the q profile at the plasma edge
and core, and βN . The effectiveness of the controller is demonstrated in nonlinear
simulations.
5.2 PID Control Design
The actuators considered in this work are the total plasma current Ip, the power
of 4.6 GHz lower hybrid wave (LHW) Plh2 , the power of individual co-current NBI
sources (Pnbi1 (NBI1L), Pnbi2 (NBI1R)), and the power of individual counter-current
NBI sources (Pnbi3 (NBI2L), Pnbi4 (NBI2R)). Due to the high current drive efficiency
of the LHW, we choose to use Ip and Plh2 for q-profile regulation, while the NBI
powers are employed to control the normalized plasma beta βN .
5.2.1 Regulation of the q Profile
Based on the prediction of the q-profile evolution from the FPD model proposed in
Chapter 2, we decide to control q(0.9) (q-profile at ρˆ = 0.9) and q(0.1) (q-profile at
ρˆ = 0.1) with the total plasma current and the 4.6 GHz lower hybrid power, which
results in a two-input, two-output system. Then, we manually decouple this system
based on the sensitivity of the outputs to the inputs, where the total plasma current
is used for the regulation of q(0.9) and the power of 4.6 GHz lower hybrid launcher
is used for the control of q(0.1). We propose PID control laws,
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Figure 5.1: Bode plots of the PID controller for q(0.1), q(0.9), and βN control: (a) input-
output channel in Eq. (5.1), (b) input-output of channel in Eq. (5.2), (c)
input-output channel in Eq. (5.4).
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P FBlh2 (t) = K
Plh2
P eq(0.1, t) +K
Plh2
I
∫
eq(0.1, t)dt+K
Plh2
D
deq(0.1, t)
dt
, (5.1)
IFBp (t) = −KIpP eq(0.9, t)−KIpI
∫
eq(0.9, t)dt−KIpD
deq(0.9, t)
dt
, (5.2)
eq = q
target − qmeasurement, (5.3)
where KIpP , K
Ip
I , K
Ip
D , K
Plh2
P , K
Plh2
I , K
Plh2
D ∈ R+ are design parameters and are tuned
by exploiting the time response of the FPD model. The Bode plots of the q-profile
controller are shown in Figure 5.1(a)-(b).
5.2.2 Regulation of βN
We decide to control βN with the NBI system. However, since the NBI system
only follows on/off command, this leaves two options for control design. One is to
design a bang-bang controller that directly outputs an on/off command signal. The
other is to develop a controller that outputs a continuous-time power request and
to add a modulation algorithm to achieve the desired power by an on/off command
signal. In this work, we choose to use Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to achieve
the requested power by employing on/off commands. The detail of the PWM
algorithm is given in Chapter 9.
The control law for the regulation of βN by NBI power is given by
P FBnbi (t) = K
Pnbi
P eβN (t) +K
Pnbi
I
∫
eβN (t)dt+K
Pnbi
D
deβN (t)
dt
, (5.4)
eβN = β
target
N − βmeasurementN , (5.5)
where KPnbiP , K
Pnbi
I , K
Pnbi
D ∈ R+ are design parameters, Pnbi represents the request
NBI power which can be distributed among the available NBIs. In this work, the
request NBI power is either delivered by the left source of the co-current beam or
split evenly between the two co-current NBI sources. The Bode plot of the βN
controller is shown in Figure 5.1(c).
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Figure 5.2: Closed-loop simulation results for q-profile regulation with the PID controller
(Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)): (a) time trace of Ip, (b) time trace of Pnbi1 , (c) time
trace of Plh2 , (d) time trace of n¯e, (e) time trace of q(0.1), (f) time trace
of q(0.9). White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
on.
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Figure 5.3: Closed-loop simulation results for the integrated control of q-profile and nor-
malized plasma beta with the PID controller (Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4)):
(a) time trace of Plh2 , (b) time trace of Ip, (c) time trace of q(0.1), (d)
time trace of q(0.9). White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, distur-
bances on.
5.2.3 Anti-windup Compensator Design
Due to the limitation of the available actuator power, the integral action of the
controller could result in an integral windup which features sluggish response and
possible loss of control. For this reason, an anti-windup compensator is designed as
uAWi (t) = K
ui
AW
∫
(sat(ui(t))− ui(t))dt, (5.6)
ui(t) = u
FF
i (t) + u
FB
i (t) + u
d
i (t) + u
AW
i (t), (5.7)
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where ui ∈ {Ip, Plh2 , Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4}, KuiAW ∈ R+ is the to-be-designed anti-
windup gain, uFFi denotes the feedforward input, uFBi denotes the feedback input,
and udi is a source of external disturbance for testing purpose. The saturation
function is defined as
sat(x) =

xmax if x > xmax
x if xmax ≥ x > xmin
xmin if xmin ≥ x
(5.8)
where xmax and xmin are the upper bound and the lower bound of x respectively.
5.3 Simulation Testing of PID Controllers
We provide testing results from closed-loop simulations with the proposed PID con-
trollers in this section. First, we test the PID controller (Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2)) for
q-profile regulation with an input disturbance ud1 introduced at t = 2.5s. The input
disturbance is given as
ud1Ip = 0.05MA, u
d
1Pnbi1
= 0.5MW, ud1Plh2
= 0.5MW. (5.9)
Figure 5.2 shows simulation results where q(0.1) and q(0.9) are controlled. For
t < 1.8s, the feedback controller is off and the q profile is driven by the feedforward
control inputs. At t = 1.8s, the feedback controller is turned on and q(0.1) and q(0.9)
immediately start tracking their respective targets in the feedforward+feedback sim-
ulation case. At t = 2.5s, the input disturbance ud1 is injected. While q(0.1) and
q(0.9) diverge even further from the targets in the feedforward-only simulation case,
tracking of the targets is recovered shortly after the transient introduced by the
perturbations in the feedforward+feedback case.
We then test the PID controller (Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4)) for the integrated
control of the q-profile and βN in closed-loop simulations. The request NBI power
is evenly split between two co-current NBI sources, NBI1L and NBI1R. An input
disturbance ud2, which starts at t = 3s, is defined as
ud2Ip = −0.05MA, ud2Pnbi1 = 0.5MW, u
d
2Pnbi2
= 0.5MW, ud2Plh2
= 0.8MW. (5.10)
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Figure 5.4: Closed-loop simulation results for the integrated control of q-profile and nor-
malized plasma beta with the PID controller (Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4)):
(a) time trace of Pnbi1 , (b) time trace of Pnbi2 , (c) time trace of n¯e, (d) time
trace of βN . White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
on.
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show simulation results where q(0.1), q(0.9), and βN are
controlled. For t < 2s, the feedback controller is off and q profile and βN are driven
by the feedforward control inputs. At t = 2s, the feedback controller is turned
on and q(0.1), q(0.9) and βN immediately start tracking their respective targets
in the feedforward+feedback simulation case. At t = 3s, the input disturbance
ud2 is injected. While q(0.1), q(0.9) and βN still diverge from the targets in the
feedforward-only simulation case, tracking of the targets is recovered shortly after
the transient introduced by the perturbations in the feedforward+feedback case.
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5.4 Conclusion
Two PID controllers are proposed in this chapter to regulate the q-profile and the
normalized plasma beta βN . The PID gains are determined by exploiting the FPD
model of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored energy. One controller
is designed to regulate q-profile (q(0.1), q(0.9)) using the total plasma current and
the power of the 4.6 GHz lower hybrid wave launcher. The other is developed for
the integrated control of q(0.1), q(0.9), and βN by adding NBI power as actuator.
Both controllers show good tracking capability in closed-loop simulations with the
presence of input disturbances. The implementation details of the proposed PID
controllers and their experimental testing results are reported in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 6
Linear-Quadratic-Integral (LQI)
Controller Design for q-profile and
Plasma Energy Regulation in EAST
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a Linear-Quadratic-Integral (LQI) control design, which
essentially combines a Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (LQR) with integral action, for
q-profile and plasma stored energy regulation. The LQI controllers are designed by
minimizing an objective function that balances the tracking error and the control
effort subject to the first-principles-driven (FPD) model for the gradient profile of
the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored energy evolutions. The inputs
to the controllers are the tracking error and its time integral. The outputs of the
controllers are the total plasma current, the power of 4.6 GHz lower hybrid wave
(LHW) launcher, and the power of the neutral beam injectors (NBIs). The proposed
controllers are tested through nonlinear simulations. The simulation results show
the effectiveness of the controllers.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, a linear model is obtained
from the FPD model proposed in Chapter 2 for control design. The LQI control
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design is then illustrated for both q-profile-only regulation and integrated q-profile
and plasma energy regulation. Simulation studies for both LQI controllers are given
in Section 6.3. Finally, the results are summarized in Section 6.4.
6.2 LQI Control Design
First, we review the discretized model for the gradient profile (θ) of the poloidal
magnetic flux, which is provided in Eq. (2.83) as
z˙1 = f θ(z1,uψ), (6.1)
where z1 = [θ2, · · · , θn−1]T ∈ R(n−2)×1, and uψ is defined in Eq. (2.79). From
Eq. (2.70), the energy balance equation for the plasma stored energy (W ) is
W˙ = fW (W,uW , Ptot), (6.2)
where uW is defined in Eq. (2.71) and Ptot is the total input power. By defining
Z = [z1
T ,W ]T ∈ R(n−1)×1, we can write
Z˙ =F (Z,u), (6.3)
F =[f θ, fW ]
T , (6.4)
where u ∈ Rnu×1 is a vector of physical inputs. We linearize F around a given tra-
jectory (ZFF ,uFF ) satisfying Z˙
FF
= F (ZFF ,uFF ). The subscript (·)FF indicates
a feedforward trajectory. By neglecting higher-order terms, we are able to write
Z˙ ≈F (ZFF ,uFFZ ) +
∂F
∂Z
∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF )
(Z −ZFF )+
∂F
∂u
∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF )
(u− uFF ). (6.5)
By defining ∆Z = Z −ZFF ,∆u = u− uFF , we can write the deviation model as
∆˙Z = A∆Z +B∆u, (6.6)
where A ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) and B ∈ R(n−1)×nu are the Jacobians ∂F /∂Z and ∂F /∂u
evaluated at (ZFF ,uFF ). The details of A and B can be found in Appendix A.
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6.2.1 Regulation of the q Profile
We first consider regulating q-profile at ρˆ = [0.1, 0.9] with the physical inputs given
as
u1 = [Ip, Plh2 ]
T , (6.7)
where Ip is the total plasma current and Plh2 is the 4.6 GHz LHW power. For
simplicity, we want the feedforward trajectory (ZFF ,uFF ) to be the same as the
target trajectory. However, since there is always a mismatch between the model
prediction and the plasma system, it is convenient to introduce integral control
action. We first define the system output ∆y1 as
∆y1 = [∆θ(0.1),∆θ(0.9)]
T = C1∆Z +D1∆u1 , (6.8)
where C1 ∈ R2×(n−1) and D1 = 0 is a zero matrix. We include integral control
action by defining x1 = [∆TZ ,−
∫ t
0
∆y1(1)dt,−
∫ t
0
∆y1(2)dt]
T . The LQI controller K1
is obtained by solving the following optimization problem,
min
K1
∫ tf
t0
(xT1Q1x1 + ∆
T
u1
R1∆u1)dt (6.9)
subject to x˙1 = A¯1x1 + B¯1∆u1 , (6.10)
∆u1 = −K1x1, (6.11)
A¯1 =
[
A1 0
−C1 0
]
, B¯1 =
[
B1
−D1
]
, (6.12)
where A1 ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) and B1 ∈ R(n−1)×4 are the Jacobians ∂F /∂Z and ∂F /∂u
evaluated at (ZFF1 ,uFF1 ). The weighting matrices Q1 and R1 are chosen to be
Q1 = diag([0, w1θ0.1 , w1θ0.9 ]) ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1), (6.13)
R1 = diag([w1Ip , w1Plh2
]) ∈ R2×2, (6.14)
where w1θ0.1 , w1θ0.9 , w1Ip , and w1Plh2 ∈ R
+ are design parameters.
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6.2.2 Integrated Control of the q Profile and Plasma Energy
In this section, besides q(0.1) and q(0.9), we also try to control q(0.5), which is the q
profile at ρˆ = 0.5, and the plasma stored energy with both co-current NBI sources.
To do this, we first define the physical inputs vector, u2, and the plant outputs,
∆y2 , as
u2 =[Ip, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Plh2 ]
T , (6.15)
∆y2 =[∆θ(0.1),∆θ(0.5),∆θ(0.9),W ]
T = C2∆Z +D2∆u2 , (6.16)
where C2 ∈ R4×(n−1), D2 = 0 is a zero matrix, and (∆Z ,∆u2) is the deviation from
a new feedforward trajectory (ZFF2 ,uFF2 ). By defining
x2 =
[
∆TZ ,−
∫ t
0
∆y2(1)dt,−
∫ t
0
∆y2(2)dt,−
∫ t
0
∆y2(3)dt,−
∫ t
0
∆y2(4)dt
]T
, (6.17)
and following the same approach as in Section 6.2.1, the LQI controller K2 is found
by solving
min
K2
∫ tf
t0
(xT2Q2x2 + ∆
T
u2
R2∆u2)dt (6.18)
subject to x˙2 = A¯2x2 + B¯2∆u2 , (6.19)
∆u2 = −K2x2, (6.20)
A¯2 =
[
A2 0
−C2 0
]
, B¯2 =
[
B2
−D2
]
, (6.21)
Q2 = diag([0, w2θ0.1 , w2θ0.5 , w2θ0.9 , w2W ]) ∈ R(n+3)×(n+3), (6.22)
R2 = diag([w2Ip , w2Pnbi1
, w2Pnbi2
, w2Plh2
]) ∈ R4×4, (6.23)
where A2 ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) and B2 ∈ R(n−1)×4 are the Jacobians ∂F /∂Z and ∂F /∂u
evaluated at (ZFF2 ,uFF2 ), w2θ0.1 , w2θ0.5 , w2θ0.9 , w2W , w2Ip , w2Pnbi1 , w2Pnbi2 ,w2Plh2 ∈ R
+
are design parameters.
6.3 Simulation Testing of LQI Controllers
We provide testing results from closed-loop simulations with the proposed LQI con-
trollers in this section. When testing the LQI controller (Eq. (6.11)) for q-profile
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Figure 6.1: Closed-loop simulation results for q-profile regulation with the LQI controller
(Eq. (6.11)): (a) time trace of Ip, (b) time trace of Pnbi1 , (c) time trace of
Plh2 , (d) time trace of n¯e, (e) time trace of q(0.1), (f) time trace of q(0.9).
White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on,
disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 6.2: Closed-loop simulation results for the integrated control of q-profile and
plasma energy with the LQI controller (Eq. (6.20)): (a) time trace of Ip,
(b) time trace of Pnbi1 , (c) time trace of Pnbi2 , (d) time trace of Plh2 . White
region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, distur-
bances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
regulation, we introduce an input disturbance beginning at t = 3s which is
ud1Ip = −0.05MA, ud1Pnbi1 = 0.5MW, u
d
1Plh2
= 0.8MW. (6.24)
Figure 6.1 shows simulation results where q(0.1) and q(0.9) are controlled. For
t < 2s, the feedback controller is off and the q profile is driven by the feedforward
control inputs. At t = 2s, the feedback controller is turned on and q(0.1) and q(0.9)
immediately start tracking their respective targets in the feedforward+feedback sim-
ulation case. At t = 3s, the input disturbance ud1 is injected. While q(0.1) and q(0.9)
still diverge from the targets in the feedforward-only simulation case, tracking of the
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Figure 6.3: Closed-loop simulation results for the integrated control of q-profile and
plasma energy with the LQI controller (Eq. (6.20)): (a) time trace of W ,
(b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of q(0.5), (d) time trace of q(0.9).
White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on,
disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
targets is recovered shortly after the transient introduced by the perturbations in
the feedforward+feedback case.
We test the LQI controller (Eq. (6.20)) for the integrated control of the q-profile
and the plasma stored energy in closed-loop simulation with an input disturbance
beginning at t = 2.5s defined as
ud2Ip = 0.05MA, u
d
2Pnbi2
= 1MW, ud2Plh2
= 1MW. (6.25)
We are using the same line average density as in the first simulation where only
q(0.1) and q(0.9) are controlled. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show simulation results where
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q(0.1), q(0.5), q(0.9), and plasma energy W are controlled. For t < 2s, the feedback
controller is off and both the q profile and the plasma energy W are driven by the
feedforward control inputs. At t = 2s, the feedback controller is turned on and
q(0.1), q(0.5), q(0.9), and W immediately start tracking their respective targets in
the feedforward+feedback simulation case. At t = 2.5s, the input disturbance ud2 is
injected. While q(0.1), q(0.5), q(0.9), and W diverge even further from the targets
in the feedforward-only simulation case, tracking of the targets is recovered shortly
after the transient introduced by the perturbations in the feedforward+feedback
case.
6.4 Conclusion
Two feedback controllers have been developed by following an LQI control design
approach in this chapter to regulate the q-profile and the plasma stored energy based
on the FPD model of the gradient profile of the poloidal magnetic flux and an energy
balance equation. One is designed to regulate the q-profile (q(0.1), q(0.9)) using the
total plasma current and the power of 4.6 GHz lower hybrid wave launcher. The
other is designed to simultaneously control the q-profile (q(0.1), q(0.5), q(0.9)) and
the plasma stored energy by adding the powers of the NBI sources as actuators.
Both controllers are successfully tested in closed-loop simulations.
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Chapter 7
Robust Controller Design for
q-profile and Plasma Energy
Regulation in EAST
7.1 Introduction
The MDE prediction depends heavily on the chosen models for the electron temper-
ature, plasma resistivity, and non-inductive current drives. To aid control synthesis,
control-oriented models for these plasma quantities are necessary to make the prob-
lem tractable. However, a relatively large deviation between the predictions by these
control-oriented models and experimental data is not uncommon. For this reason,
the electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and non-inductive current drives are
modeled for control synthesis in this chapter as the product of an “uncertain” refer-
ence profile and a nonlinear function of the different auxiliary heating and current-
drive (H&CD) source powers and the total plasma current. The uncertainties are
quantified in such a way that the family of models arising from the modeling process
is able to capture the q-profile and plasma stored energy dynamics from a typical
EAST shot. A control-oriented nonlinear PDE model is developed by combining the
MDE with the “uncertain” models for the electron temperature, plasma resistivity,
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and non-inductive current drives. A linear model that suitable for the synthesis of a
controller with tracking capabilities is obtained by reducing the dimensionality of the
system via spatial discretization and by linearizing the dynamics around the to-be-
tracked trajectory. A singular value decomposition [90] is applied to the linearized
model to identify the most effective control channels and to decouple the model at
steady state. A mixed sensitivity H∞ control problem is then defined to synthesize
a controller with the capability of tracking the desired trajectory with minimum
control energy in the presence of arbitrary initial conditions and disturbances. The
robust stability of the closed-loop system is verified through the computation of the
structured singular values based on the modeled uncertainty. The effectiveness of
the controller is demonstrated through nonlinear simulations.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, uncertainty-based models
together with a model reduction strategy are provided. Formulation of the mixed
sensitivity H∞ control problem is given in Section 7.3. The result of a simulation
study showing the effectiveness of the robust controller is presented in Section 7.4.
In Section 7.5, conclusions are stated.
7.2 Uncertainty-based Model for Robust Control
Synthesis
In this section, we provide the uncertainty models for the electron temperature,
plasma resistivity, and non-inductive current drives. The control inputs considered
in this chapter are
u = [Ip, n¯e, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4 , Plh2 , Pic]
T . (7.1)
Note that the control of the line average density n¯e is still a challenging problem;
therefore, we consider n¯e as a measurable input instead of as an actuator for feed-
back control. By defining uTe(t) = Ip(t)γPtot(t)εn¯e(t)ζ , the electron temperature
(Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26)) is re-modeled for control synthesis purposes as
Te(ρˆ, t) = T
ref
e (ρˆ)uTe(t), (7.2)
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T refe (ρˆ) = T
nom
e (ρˆ) + T
unc
e (ρˆ)δTe , |δTe| ≤ 1, (7.3)
T nome (ρˆ) =
Tmaxe + T
min
e
2
, T unce (ρˆ) =
Tmaxe − Tmine
2
, (7.4)
Tmaxe (ρˆ) = max
t
Te(ρˆ, t)
uTe(t)
, Tmine (ρˆ) = min
t
Te(ρˆ, t)
uTe(t)
. (7.5)
With udiff (t) as in Eq. (2.64), the plasma resistivity (Eq. (2.53)) is re-modeled as
η(ρˆ, t) = ηref (ρˆ)udiff (t), (7.6)
ηref (ρˆ) = ηnom(ρˆ) + ηunc(ρˆ)δη, |δη| ≤ 1, (7.7)
ηnom(ρˆ) =
ηmax + ηmin
2
, ηunc(ρˆ) =
ηmax − ηmin
2
, (7.8)
ηmax(ρˆ) = max
t
η(ρˆ, t)
udiff (t)
, ηmin(ρˆ) = min
t
η(ρˆ, t)
udiff (t)
. (7.9)
Similarly, with uji(t), i ∈ [nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, nbi4, lh2] in Eq. (2.66), the auxiliary cur-
rent drives j¯i(ρˆ, t) ,
〈ji ·B〉
Bφ,0
(ρˆ, t) (Eq. (2.56)) are modeled as
j¯i(ρˆ, t) = j¯
ref
i (ρˆ)uji(t), (7.10)
j¯refi (ρˆ) = j¯
nom
i (ρˆ) + j¯
unc
i (ρˆ)δji , |δji| ≤ 1, (7.11)
j¯nomi (ρˆ) =
j¯maxi + j¯
min
i
2
, j¯unci (ρˆ) =
j¯maxi − j¯mini
2
, (7.12)
j¯maxi (ρˆ) = max
t
j¯i(ρˆ, t)
uji(t)
, j¯mini (ρˆ) = min
t
j¯i(ρˆ, t)
uji(t)
. (7.13)
The plasma resistivity is a monotonically decreasing function of the electron tem-
perature. Therefore, the minimum plasma resistivity is defined by the maximum
electron temperature, and the maximum plasma resistivity is defined by the min-
imum electron temperature. Thus, in this work, δη = δTe is adopted, and the
definition of ηunc is pre-multiplied by a negative sign. The ranges of uncertainty of
reference profiles for the electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and lower hybrid
current drive are shown in Figure 7.1. No uncertainty is finally considered in this
work for the NBI current drives, i.e. δnbij ≡ 0, j ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].
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Figure 7.1: Reference profiles in uncertainty-based models: (a) electron tem-
perature (keV/A0.93/W 0.31(1019/m3)0.59), (b) plasma resistivity
(A1.395W 0.465Ωm/(1019/m3)0.885), (c) non-inductive current driven by
4.6GHz LH source (A0.07/m2/W 1.31/(1019/m3)−1.59). The nominal profiles
are representative EAST profiles (shot #73690).
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With the control input in Eq. (7.1), the PDE (Eq. (2.72)) can be written as
θ˙ = g(θ,
∂θ
∂ρˆ
,
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
,u, δ) (7.14)
where δ = [δTe , δjlh2 ] is the uncertainty vector. Also, since the plasma resistivity
enters the power balance equation (Eq. (2.31)) through the ohmic power (Eqs. (2.32)
and (2.33)) and the electron temperature enters the same equation through the
radiative power (Eqs. (2.34) and (2.36)), we could express Eq. (2.27) as
W˙ = gW (W,u, δ). (7.15)
However, we consider only the nominal case for Eq. (7.15) which means W˙ =
gW (W,u,0).
For control synthesis and simulation purposes, the infinite dimensionality of
Eq. (7.14) is reduced by discretizing spatially with a finite difference method. Fur-
thermore, by choosing the state Z = [θ(ρˆi, t),W ], i = [2, · · · , n − 1], where n
is the number of points in the spatial grid, an augmented system that combines
Eq. (7.14) and Eq. (7.15) is written as Z˙ = G(Z,u, δ). To facilitate the synthe-
sis of a tracking-capable controller, the model is further reduced by linearization
around a given trajectory (ZFF ,uFF ) satisfying Z˙
FF
= G(ZFF ,uFF ,0). By defin-
ing Z˜ = Z − ZFF ,uFB = u − uFF and neglecting higher-order terms, the system
can be written as
˙˜Z = AZ˜ +BuFB + d, y = CZ˜ +DuFB, (7.16)
A =
∂G
∂Z
∣∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF ,0)
, B =
∂G
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF ,0)
, (7.17)
d = G(ZFF ,uFF , δ)−G(ZFF ,uFF ,0), (7.18)
C = In−1, D = 0, (7.19)
where I is an identity matrix. It can be shown that
A = A0 + A1δTe + A2δjlh2 , B = B0 +B1δTe +B2δjlh2 , (7.20)
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where (·)0 represents the nominal system response, (·)1 and (·)2 represents the in-
fluence that the uncertain parameters δTe and δjlh2 has on the system response
respectively. The detail of derivation of A0, B0, A1, B1, A2, and B2 is given in
Appendix B.
7.3 Formulation of Mixed Sensitivity H∞ Control
Problem
Since Eq. (7.16) represents an underactuated system, a singular value decomposition
of a weighted transfer function Gss for the nominal system A0, B0, C,D at steady
state is employed, i.e.
y¯ = Gssu¯
FB, (7.21)
Gss = −CA−10 B0, (7.22)
USV T = Q1/2GssR
−1/2, (7.23)
where y¯ and u¯FB are the system output and input at steady state, and Q ∈
R(n−1)×(n−1) and R ∈ R7×7 are two positive definite weighting matrices. S =
diag(σ1, σ2, · · · , σ6, σ7), where σi, for i = 1, . . . , 7, are the singular values of Gss
in descending order. The columns of U ∈ R(n−1)×7 and V ∈ R7×7 are left and right
singular vectors respectively.
By partitioning U, S, V into [Up, Un], diag(Sp, Sn), and [Vp, Vn] respectively, where
Sp ∈ Rl×l and Sn ∈ R(7−l)×(7−l), Eqs. (7.21) to (7.23) can be rewritten as
y¯=Q−1/2USV TR1/2u¯FB=Q−1/2UpSpV Tp R
1/2u¯FB+Q−1/2UnSnV Tn R
1/2u¯FB
≈Q−1/2UpSpV Tp R1/2u¯FB. (7.24)
The notation (·)p and (·)n has been used to represent the most effective (primary)
and less effective (negligible) control directions. By defining ˆ¯y = S−1p UTp Q1/2y¯ and
ˆ¯uFB = V Tp R
1/2u¯FB, a decoupled system at steady state is obtained, i.e.
ˆ¯y = ˆ¯uFB. (7.25)
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-y
+
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Figure 7.2: H∞ control scheme.
In this work, l = 3 is chosen. More details regarding this technique can be found
in [91].
7.3.1 Mixed Sensitivity H∞ Control Problem Formulation
The basic idea of the mixed-sensitivity H∞ control synthesis procedure is to find
a controller K such that the H∞ norm of a chosen closed-loop transfer function is
minimized. By applying the singular value decomposition introduced in Eq. (7.24),
it is possible to define eˆ = rˆ − yˆ = S−1p UTp Q1/2(r − y) and uˆFB = V Tp R1/2uFB
as shown in Figure 7.2, where ud represents the input disturbance, r is the to-be-
tracked reference, ωP and ωu are weight transfer functions, and ∆ = diag(δTe , δjlh2 )
is the structured uncertainty. The model is rewritten into a general P −∆ control
configuration including model uncertainty. We obtain the P − ∆ configuration by
first representing the transfer function of the system, G(s), through a linear fraction
transformation (LFT). By defining a matrix
G1 =
[
A B
C D
]
, (7.26)
we can write
G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B +D = C 1
s
I
(
I − A1
s
I
)−1
B +D
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= G121
1
s
I
(
I −G111
1
s
I
)−1
G112 +G122 = Fu
(
G1,
1
s
I
)
, (7.27)
where I is an identity matrix and Fu denotes the upper LFT. By substituting
Eq. (7.20) into Eq. (7.26), we have
G1 =
[
A0 + A1δTe + A2δjlh2 B0 +B1δTe +B2δjlh2
C D
]
, (7.28)
By exploiting the structure of the matrix in Eq. (7.28), the uncertainty is formulated
into a LFT by achieving the smallest possible number of repeated blocks [92]. With
this purpose in mind, the matrix Ji, i ∈ {1, 2} is formed as
Ji =
[
Ai Bi
0 0
]
∈ R2(n−1)×(n+7), (7.29)
By using singular value decomposition and grouping terms, the matrix Ji is ex-
pressed as
Ji = UiΣiV
∗
i = (Ui
√
Σi)(
√
ΣiV
∗
i ) =
[
Li
Wi
]
·
[
Ri
Zi
]∗
, (7.30)
where [·]∗ denotes the complex conjugate transpose. By denoting qi as the rank of
matrix Ji, each inner matrix is given by
Li ∈ R(n−1)×qi Wi ∈ R(n−1)×qi Ri ∈ R(n−1)×qi Zi ∈ R8×qi , (7.31)
Then the uncertainty can be written as
δiJi =
[
Li
Wi
]
[δiIqi ]
[
Ri
Zi
]∗
, (7.32)
where Iqi is a qi × qi identity matrix. We can finally express the matrix G1 in
Eq. (7.26) as
G1 =
[
A0 B0
C D
]
+ δTeJ1 + δjlh2J2 = F11 + F12∆F21, (7.33)
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where
F11 =
[
A0 B0
C D
]
F12 =
[
L1 L2
W1 W2
]
,
F21 =
[
R∗1 Z
∗
1
R∗2 Z
∗
2
]
∆ =
[
δTeIq1 0
0 δjlh2Iq2
]
. (7.34)
The representation of the matrix G1 defined in Eq. (7.33), is equal to the lower LFT
G1 = Fl(F,∆) = F11 + F12∆(IqT − F22∆)−1F21
= F11 + F12∆F21, (7.35)
where
F =
[
F11 F12
F21 0
]
, (7.36)
qT = q1 + q2 is the total rank of the ∆ matrix, and Fl denotes the lower LFT.
By substituting G1 in Eq. (7.35) into Eq. (7.27), we can express the transfer
function G(s) as
G(s) = Fu
(
G1,
1
s
I
)
= Fu
(
Fl
(
F,∆
)
,
1
s
I
)
= Fl
(
Fu
(
F,
1
s
I
)
,∆
)
= Fl(P
′,∆). (7.37)
For convention purposes, it is necessary to move the uncertainty to create an upper
LFT by employing the definition
G(s) = Fl(P
′,∆) = Fu(P,∆), (7.38)
where
P ′ =
[
P22 P21
P12 P11
]
P =
[
P11 P12
P21 P22
]
. (7.39)
The overvall block diagram manipulation is shown in Figure 7.3. The same proce-
dures on how to rewrite the model into this configuration can also be found in [35].
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FBu
Δ 
F
I
s
1
y FBu
Δ 
P’ y
FBu
Δ 
P y
Figure 7.3: Block diagram manipulation to obtain plant P .
In this work, the objective is to minimize a weighted version of the tracking
error eˆ (i.e., Z1 = ωP eˆ) and a weighted version of the control effort uˆFB (i.e.,
Z2 = ωuuˆ
FB). The problem can then be formulated as
min
K
‖N(K)‖∞, where N =
[
ωPS
ωuKS
]
, (7.40)
and the H∞ norm of N is computed as ‖N‖∞ = maxω σ¯(N(jω)), where σ¯(N(jω))
represents the maximum singular value of the matrix N(jω). The closed-loop
transfer function from r to Z1 is given by ωPS while the closed-loop transfer
function from r to Z2 is given by ωuKS, where S = [I3 + S−1p UTp Q1/2C(sIn−1 −
A0)
−1B0R−1/2VpK]−1 is the closed-loop sensitivity function. Therefore, by minimiz-
ing the maximum gain over frequency of the transfer function N , both the weighted
tracking error Z1 and the weighted control effort Z2 are minimized for any arbitrary
reference r. In this work, ωP and ωu are defined as
ωP = diag(ωP1 , ωP2 , ωP3), ωu = kI3, (7.41)
ωPi =
s/Mi + ωci
s+ ωciNi
, i = 1, . . . , 3. (7.42)
where k, Mi, ωci , Ni are design parameters. The controller for the original system
(uFB , Kre) can be finally written as
Kr = R
−1/2VpKS−1p U
T
p Q
1/2. (7.43)
Once the controller is designed, the closed-loop model can be rewritten into a
M∆-structure for robust stability analysis [90]. To obtain the M∆-structure, we
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rˆ
K
Δ 
M
Δ 
N*P
Δ 
1Z 2Z, rˆ 1Z 2Z,
Figure 7.4: Block diagram manipulation to obtain plant M∆-structure.
first write the feedback system in Figure 7.2 in a ∆−P ∗−K structure as shown in
Figure 7.4. The input-output equations of the generalized plant P ∗ are
y∆
Z1
Z2
eˆ
 =

P ∗11 P
∗
12 P
∗
13
P ∗21 P
∗
22 P
∗
23
P ∗31 P
∗
32 P
∗
33
P ∗41 P
∗
42 P
∗
43


u∆
rˆ
uˆFB
 , (7.44)
where
P ∗11 = P11 P
∗
12 = 0 P
∗
13 = P12R
−1/2Vp,
P ∗21 = −ωPS−1p UTp Q1/2P21 P ∗22 = ωP P ∗23 = −ωPS−1p UTp Q1/2P22R−1/2Vp,
P ∗31 = 0 P
∗
32 = 0 P
∗
33 = ωu,
P ∗41 = −S−1p UTp Q1/2P21 P ∗42 = I P ∗43 = −S−1p UTp Q1/2P21P22R−1/2Vp.
(7.45)
Then we partition matrix P ∗ as
P ∗ =
[
Pˆ ∗11 Pˆ
∗
12
Pˆ ∗21 Pˆ
∗
22
]
, (7.46)
where
Pˆ ∗11 =

P ∗11 P
∗
12
P ∗21 P
∗
22
P ∗31 P
∗
32
 Pˆ ∗12 =

P ∗13
P ∗23
P ∗33
 ,
Pˆ ∗21 =
[
P ∗41 P
∗
42
]
Pˆ ∗22 =
[
P ∗43
]
.
(7.47)
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Figure 7.5: Actuator trajectories from closed-loop simulation results with robust con-
troller: (a) total plasma current, (b) line-average density, (c) 4.6 GHz LH
power, (d) IC power. White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-
gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on,
disturbances on.
We can then convert the ∆ − P ∗ −K structure into a N −∆ configuration by
applying a lower LFT between P ∗ and K
N = Fl(P
∗, K) = Pˆ ∗11 + Pˆ
∗
12K(I − Pˆ ∗22K)−1Pˆ ∗21. (7.48)
The transfer function N is expressed as
N =

N11 N12
N21 N22
N31 N32
 , (7.49)
where N11 = P ∗11 +P ∗13K(I−P ∗43K)−1P ∗41 is the transfer function from the output to
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Figure 7.6: Actuator trajectories from closed-loop simulation results with robust con-
troller: (a)-(d) individual NBI power. White region: feedback off, distur-
bances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances on.
the input of the perturbations. Therefore, we have M = N11 in the M∆-structure.
The block diagram manipulation to get M∆-structure is shown in Figure 7.4.
In this work, the structured singular value is confirmed to be less than 1, which
guarantee robust stability (i.e., closed-loop stability for all the family of “uncertain”
models).
7.4 Nonlinear Closed-loop Simulation Study
The proposed controller (Eq. (7.43)) has been tested through simulations based on
the nonlinear model Eqs. (2.27) and (2.80). The models used in the simulation study
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Figure 7.7: Closed-loop simulation results for robust controller: (a) W time evolution,
(b)-(d) q time evolution at different ρˆ values. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
for the electron temperature, the plasma resistivity, and the non-inductive current
driven by the 4.6 GHz LH source follow Eq. (2.25), Eq. (2.53), and Eq. (2.56)
respectively and not the uncertain model Eq. (7.2), Eq. (7.6), or Eq. (7.10) which has
only been used to design the controller. Additionally, perturbed initial conditions
in θ and input disturbances are introduced in the simulations. The disturbances are
defined as
udIp = 0.04MA, u
d
Pnbi1
= 0.5MW, udPnbi3
= 0.5MW,
udPnbi4
= 0.8MW, udPlh2
= −0.5MW, udPich = 0.5MW.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 compare the q profile and W obtained in feedforward-only and
feedforward+feedback simulations. The corresponding control inputs are shown in
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Figure 7.8: Closed-loop simulation results for robust controller: (a)-(b) q time evolution
at different ρˆ values, (c)-(d) q profile at different time. White region: feedback
off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-
gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6. For t < 2s, the feedback controller is off and both q and W
evolve from the perturbed initial conditions driven by the feedforward control inputs.
At t = 2s, the feedback controller is turned on and both q and W immediately
starts tracking their respective targets in the feedforward+feedback simulation case.
At t = 2.5s, the input disturbances are injected. While q and W diverge even
further from the targets in the feedforward-only simulation case, tracking of the
targets is recovered shortly after the transient introduced by the perturbations in
the feedforward+feedback case.
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7.5 Conclusion
A model-based controller for the gradient profile of the poloidal magnetic flux and
the plasma stored energy has been proposed by employing a mixed sensitivity H∞
control design approach. The controller is designed to track any set of achievable
target trajectories in the presence of model uncertainties, initial state perturbations,
and input disturbances. A novel way of modeling the electron temperature, plasma
resistivity, and non-inductive current drives has been introduced for the purpose of
robust control synthesis. The approach explicitly takes into account uncertainties
in the profiles while respecting widely accepted physics-based correlations for these
models. Nonlinear simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the controller.
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Chapter 8
Model Predictive Controller (MPC)
Design for q-profile and Plasma
Energy Regulation in EAST
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the first-principles-driven, control-oriented model of the gradient
profile of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored energy evolution is used to
design a feedback controller via model predictive control (MPC). The feedback con-
troller aims to track a desired profile for the gradient of the poloidal magnetic flux by
solving an optimal control problem in the presence of disturbances, non-modeled dy-
namics, and arbitrary initial conditions. The MPC is essentially a receding-horizon
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) with constrained inputs. Besides the physical con-
trol inputs, nonlinear combinations of the total plasma current, the non-inductive
current-drive power, and the line-average plasma density are introduced for control
design. The advantage of MPC is that it takes into account the constraints on
the control inputs during the design process, which saves the work of designing an
anti-windup compensator to deal with the input constraints.
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Plasma Stored Energy
On the other hand, in order to balance computational demand and control per-
formance, efforts to tune design parameters such as horizon length, step size, and
weights in the objective function are needed. The primary challenge of MPC is the
implementation of the algorithm due to its substantial computational burden. To
address this problem, first, longer sampling time is used to relax the computational
demand. Its effect on performance is then analyzed. Finally, a dedicated quadratic
programming (QP) solver is developed to solve the MPC-formulated optimization
problem in real time.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, the first-principles-driven
(FPD) control-oriented model based on the magnetic-flux diffusion equation and an
energy balance equation is used to deduce the prediction model of the MPC. In
Section 8.3, the profile tracking problem is rewritten into an optimization problem
for MPC design. In Section 8.4, an offset-free MPC is synthesized by rewriting the
prediction model in velocity form to incorporate integral action which is suitable for
disturbance rejection and offset-free tracking. A dedicated QP solver is developed
in Section 8.5. Testing results for the proposed MPCs and the QP solver are given
in Section 8.6. In Section 8.7, conclusions are stated.
8.2 Prediction Model based on the Poloidal Magnetic-
flux and the Plasma Stored Energy
The core of MPC is the model-based prediction of future states. In this section,
we utilize the same FPD model derived in Chapter 2 for the gradient profile of the
poloidal magnetic flux (Eq. (2.83)) and the plasma stored energy (Eq. (2.70)). By
defining Z = [θ2, · · · , θn−1,W ]T ∈ R(n−1)×1, and u = [udiff , ujbs , ujnbi1 , ujnbi2 , ujnbi3 ,
ujnbi4 , ujlh1 , ujlh2 , uW , Ptot]
T ∈ R10×1, the plant model can be written as
Z˙ =F (Z,u), (8.1)
F =[f θ, fW ]
T , (8.2)
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The physical actuators considered in this chapter are
uphy =[Ip, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4 , Plh1 , Plh2 , Pic]
T ∈ R8×1.
Control of the electron density is challenging in practice, so we consider the line-
average electron density as a measurable quantity instead of as an actuator. From
the definition of each component in u (Eqs. (2.42), (2.64), (2.66), (2.68) and (2.71)),
it is possible to write the control inputs as a nonlinear function of the physical inputs,
i.e.,
u = g(uphy). (8.3)
We further reduce the model through linearization. The benefit of using a linearized
prediction model at the cost of losing some accuracy is to significantly reduce the
computation effort in i) prediction, ii) solving the formulated optimization problem.
By following the approach described in Section 2.6 and defining ∆Z = Z − ZFF ,
∆u = u − uFF , where (ZFF ,uFF ) represents a given trajectory which satisfies
Eq. (8.1), the prediction model can be written as
∆j+1Z = A1∆
j
Z +B1∆
j
u, (8.4)
where j is the index of a temporal grid, i.e., tj = j∆t. Details of A1 and B1 are
given in Section 2.6.
8.3 Model Predictive Control
8.3.1 Principles of MPC
At every time t, the system model is used to predict the states up to time t + hl,
where hl is the horizon length, based on measurements of the states at time t and
a designed control sequence. A cost function weighting the feedback control effort
and the tracking error between predicted states and desired states is minimized
with respect to the control sequence. This defines an optimization problem in which
input constraints can be added. The optimal control sequence is applied to the
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Figure 8.1: Model predictive control concept.
plant only until time t + ∆t, when new state measurements are obtained and the
optimization problem is solved again by moving the prediction horizon up to time
t + ∆t + hl [93] and a new control sequence is obtained. The concept of MPC is
illustrated in Figure 8.1.
8.3.2 Control Input Constraints
Feedback control inputs ∆uphy need to satisfy the actuator limits, which are
Iminp − uFFphy(1) ≤∆uphy(1) ≤ Imaxp − uFFphy(1), (8.5)
PminNBI1 − uFFphy(2) ≤∆uphy(2) ≤ PmaxNBI1 − uFFphy(2), (8.6)
PminNBI2 − uFFphy(3) ≤∆uphy(3) ≤ PmaxNBI2 − uFFphy(3), (8.7)
PminNBI3 − uFFphy(4) ≤∆uphy(4) ≤ PmaxNBI3 − uFFphy(4), (8.8)
PminNBI4 − uFFphy(5) ≤∆uphy(5) ≤ PmaxNBI4 − uFFphy(5), (8.9)
PminLH1 − uFFphy(6) ≤∆uphy(6) ≤ PmaxLH1 − uFFphy(6), (8.10)
PminLH2 − uFFphy(7) ≤∆uphy(7) ≤ PmaxLH2 − uFFphy(7), (8.11)
PminIC − uFFphy(8) ≤∆uphy(8) ≤ PmaxIC − uFFphy(8), (8.12)
−Idp,max−
duFFphy(1)
dt
≤d∆uphy(1)
dt
≤Iup,max−
duFFphy(1)
dt
. (8.13)
where (·)min indicates the minimum value of the corresponding inputs and (·)max
denotes the maximum value of the corresponding inputs. Idp,max and Iup,max represent
the maximum Ip ramp-down and ramp-up rates, respectively. Additionally, ∆u
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should satisfy
∆u = H∆uphy , H =
∂g
∂uphy
∣∣∣∣∣∣
uFFphy
. (8.14)
8.3.3 MPC Problem Formulation
By defining ∆tar = Ztar − ZFF , where Ztar is the target we are trying to follow,
the tracking error at time tj is then ∆jZ − ∆jtar. Since we want to minimize the
tracking error and the feedback control effort over a receding horizon, we define the
cost function as
JQP =
j+nhl−1∑
k=j
0.5
[
(∆k+1Z −∆k+1tar )TQk(∆k+1Z −∆k+1tar ) + (∆kuphy)TRk∆kuphy
]
, (8.15)
where hl = nhl∆t, Qk and Rk are positive definite weighting matrices. Note the
initial condition at k = j is given as ∆jZ = ∆Z(tj). By combining the deviation
states with control inputs, we define
Xj =
[
(∆juphy)
T , (∆j+1Z )
T
]
∈ R1×(n+7). (8.16)
We choose the variables for the optimization problem at t = tj as
XQP = [Xj,Xj+1, · · · ,Xj+nhl−2,Xj+nhl−1]T ∈ R(n+7)nhl×1. (8.17)
We can then write the system model in Eqs. (8.4) and (8.14)
PXQP = N. (8.18)
The matrix P , which is a band matrix, can be shown as
P =

D1 0 · · · · · · 0
D2 D1
. . . . . . ...
0 D2
. . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . D1 0
0 · · · 0 D2 D1

, (8.19)
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where
D1 =
[
−B1H I
]
, D2 =
[
0 −A1
]
, (8.20)
and I is an identity matrix. The vector N is given by
N = [A1∆
j
Z ,0, · · · ,0]T . (8.21)
At each time step, we have n−1 equations for ∆Z which gives P ∈ R(n−1)nhl×(n+7)nhl ,
N ∈ R(n−1)nhl×1. Also, each of the inequalities in Eq. (8.5)-Eq. (8.13) has an upper
bound and a lower bound, thus we have altogether 18 inequalities at each time step.
They can be written as
PIXQP ≤ NI , (8.22)
where PI ∈ R18nhl×(n+7)nhl , NI ∈ R18nhl×1. The matrix PI and the vector NI can be
shown as
PI = [(P
m1
I )
T , (Pm2I )
T , (P r1I )
T , (P r2I )
T ]T , (8.23)
NI = [(N
m1
I )
T , (Nm2I )
T , (N r1I )
T , (N r2I )
T ]T , (8.24)
where Pm1I ∈ R8nhl×(n+7)nhl and Nm1I ∈ R8nhl×1 are used to represent the inequalities
related to the upper bounds of the actuators in Eq. (8.5) to Eq. (8.12), Pm2I ∈
R8nhl×(n+7)nhl and Nm2I ∈ R8nhl×1 are used to represent the inequalities related to
the lower bounds of the actuators in Eq. (8.5) to Eq. (8.12), P r1I ∈ Rnhl×(n+7)nhl
and N r1I ∈ Rnhl×1 are used to represent the inequality related to the maximum Ip
ramp up rate in Eq. (8.13), and P r2I ∈ Rnhl×(n+7)nhl and N r2I ∈ Rnhl×1 are used to
represent the inequality related to the maximum Ip ramp down rate in Eq. (8.13).
It can be shown that
Pm1I =

PmI 0 · · · 0
0
. . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 PmI
 , Pm2I =

−PmI 0 · · · 0
0
. . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 −PmI
 , (8.25)
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where
PmI =
[
I8 08×(n−1)
]
, (8.26)
I8 is a 8× 8 identity matrix, and 08×(n−1) ∈ R8×(n−1) is a zero matrix. The vectors
Nm1I and Nm2I are given by
Nm1I =

umaxphy (tj)− uFFphy(tj)
...
umaxphy (tj+k)− uFFphy(tj+k)
...
umaxphy (tj+nhl−1)− uFFphy(tj+nhl−1)

, (8.27)
Nm2I =

uFFphy(tj)− uminphy (tj)
...
uFFphy(tj+k)− uminphy (tj+k)
...
uFFphy(tj+nhl−1)− uminphy (tj+nhl−1)

. (8.28)
The matrices P r1I and P r2I are given by
P r1I =

Pr 0 · · · · · · 0
−Pr Pr . . . . . . ...
0 −Pr . . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . Pr 0
0 · · · 0 −Pr Pr

, P r2I =

−Pr 0 · · · · · · 0
Pr −Pr . . . . . . ...
0 Pr
. . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . −Pr 0
0 · · · 0 Pr −Pr

(8.29)
where
Pr =
[
1 01×(n+6)
]
. (8.30)
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The vectors N r1I and N r2I are given by
N r1I =

Iup,max∆t − IFFp (tj) + IFFp (tj−1) + ∆j−1Ip
Iup,max∆t − IFFp (tj+1) + IFFp (tj)
...
Iup,max∆t − IFFp (tj+k) + IFFp (tj+k−1)
...
Iup,max∆t − IFFp (tj+nhl−1) + IFFp (tj+nhl−2)

, (8.31)
N r2I =

Idp,max∆t + I
FF
p (tj)− IFFp (tj−1)−∆j−1Ip
Idp,max∆t + I
FF
p (tj+1)− IFFp (tj)
...
Idp,max∆t + I
FF
p (tj+k)− IFFp (tj+k−1)
...
Idp,max∆t + I
FF
p (tj+nhl−1)− IFFp (tj+nhl−2)

, (8.32)
where IFFp (tj−1) and ∆
j−1
Ip
are the feedforward and feedback Ip value from the pre-
vious time step respectively.
The MPC is then transformed into a linearly constrained quadratic optimization
problem as
min
XQP
1
2
XTQP Q¯XQP +MXQP , (8.33)
s.t. PXQP = N,
PIXQP ≤ NI ,
where Q¯ = diag(Q0, R0, · · · , Qnlh−1, Rnlh−1) is a block diagonal matrix, and M can
be shown as
M = −[0,∆j+1tar , · · · ,0,∆j+nhltar ]Q¯, (8.34)
8.4 Offset-free MPC
MPC cannot guarantee offset-free tracking whenever there is a mismatch between
the system model and the real plant or constant disturbances are present [94]. Two
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main approaches can be followed to tackle this problem [95–97]. One is to estimate
the disturbances by using an observer, and the other is to write the system model in
velocity form in order to incorporate integral action. In this work, the latter method
is employed. The main difference between the MPC and offset-free MPC lies in the
prediction model used. By defining d∆jZ = ∆
j
Z −∆j−1Z and d∆ju = ∆ju −∆j−1u , the
system (Eq. (8.4)) in velocity form is given as
d∆j+1Z = A1d∆
j
Z +B1d∆
j
u, (8.35)
∆j+1Z = ∆
j
Z + d∆
j+1
Z . (8.36)
Similarly, the input constraints (Eq. (8.14)) can be shown as
Hd∆j+k−1uphy +H∆
j+k−2
uphy
= ∆j+k−2u + d∆
j+k−1
u . (8.37)
We define a vector that concatenates the incremental deviation states and the in-
cremental control inputs. The augmented vector is
X1j =
[
(d∆juphy)
T , (d∆j+1Z )
T
]
∈ R1×(n+7). (8.38)
The variables for the optimization problem formulated by the offset-free MPC at
t = tj can be defined as
X1QP = [X1j ,X1j+1 , · · · ,X1j+nhl−2 ,X1j+nhl−1 ]T ∈ R(n+7)nhl×1. (8.39)
The tracking error at t = tj+k when predict from t = tj will then be
∆j+kZ −∆j+kZtar = ∆j−1Z +
j+k∑
i=j
d∆iZ −∆j+kZtar . (8.40)
We can write the discrete model from Eq. (8.35) to Eq. (8.37) as
P1X1QP = N1. (8.41)
And the inequalities (Eq. (8.5) to Eq. (8.13)) can be written as
PI1X1QP ≤ NI1 . (8.42)
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We could relate X1QP and XQP through the definition of d∆Z and d∆uphy , which
is given by
X1QP = T1 + T2XQP , (8.43)
where
T1 =

G1
...
G1
 , T2 =

In+7 0 · · · 0
... . . . . . .
...
... . . . . . . 0
In+7 · · · · · · In+7
 , (8.44)
and vector G1 is given by
G1 =
[
∆j−1uphy)
T , (∆jZ)
T
]T ∈ R(n+7)×1. (8.45)
By substituting 8.45 into Eqs. (8.18) and (8.22), we have
P1 = PT2, N1 = N − PT1, (8.46)
PI1 = PIT2, NI1 = NI − PIT1. (8.47)
The offset-free MPC problem is then transformed into the following optimization
problem
min
X1QP
1
2
XT1QPT
T Q¯TX1QP +M1TX1QP , (8.48)
s.t. P1X1QP = N1,
PI1X1QP ≤ NI1 ,
where the matrix T is used to convert d∆Z to ∆Z and is written as
T =

In+7 0 0 · · · 0
G In+7 0 · · · 0
G G In+7
. . . ...
...
... . . . . . . 0
G G · · · G In+7


nhl(n+ 7), (8.49)
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the square matrix G is expressed as
G =
[
0 0
0 In−1
]
, (8.50)
and the matrix M1 can be shown as
M1 = ([0, J1×(n−1), · · · ,0, J1×(n−1)]∆j−1Z −
[0,∆jtar, · · · ,0,∆j+hltar ])Q¯. (8.51)
J is an all-ones matrix.
8.5 Quadratic Programming
The MPC formulation is in the form of a quadratic optimization problem as can
be seen from previous sections. Therefore, to efficiently run closed-loop simulations
with the proposed MPC controller and to eventually implement the control algo-
rithm in the EAST plasma control system (PCS), we develop a dedicated solver
for MPC-formulated quadratic problems. Different methods [98–100] have been
proposed to provide a fast solution to such problems. In this work, we follow the
approach in [98], which is an active-set method.
8.5.1 Optimality Conditions
Consider a general quadratic problem defined as
min
x
1
2
xTQx+Rx, (8.52)
s.t. Aeqx = beq,
Aineqx ≤ bineq.
The Lagrangian for this problem is
L(x, λ) = 1
2
xTQx+Rx+
∑
i
λi(aix− bi), (8.53)
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where ai is the i-th row of matrix A = [ATeq, ATineq]T and bi is the i-th element of vector
b = [bTeq, b
T
ineq]
T . The Lagrangian multiplier λi for aix 6= bi is zero. By indexing the
constraint equations, the active set at an optimal point x∗ is defined by the set of
indices (i.e., the set of constraint equations) for which the equality holds, which is
A(x∗) = {i : aix∗ = bi}. (8.54)
We define the set of indices of the equality constraints Aeqx = beq as E and the set of
indices of the inequality constraints Aineqx ≤ bineq as I. The first-order optimality
conditions (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions) are
Qx∗ +RT +
∑
i∈A(x∗)
λia
T
i = 0, (8.55)
aix
∗ = bi, ∀i ∈ A(x∗) (8.56)
aix
∗ ≤ bi, ∀i /∈ A(x∗) (8.57)
λi ≥ 0. ∀i ∈ I ∩ A(x∗) (8.58)
The definiteness of Q determines the second-order optimality condition. Since Q
is positive definite for the proposed MPC, it automatically meets the second-order
optimality condition.
8.5.2 Active-set Method
The idea of the active-set method is to identify the active set by iteratively solving
Eqs. (8.55) and (8.56) and checking if the solution satisfies inequalities in (8.57),
(8.58) until no violation is found. By defining Aact = [ATeq, Aact
T
ineq ]
T and bact =
[bTeq, b
actT
ineq ]
T , where Aactineq and bactineq denote the rows of Aineq and bineq indexed by A,
we could solve Eqs. (8.55) and (8.56) for [λ,x] from
AactQ
−1ATactλ = −bact − AactQ−1RT , (8.59)
x = −Q−1(RT + ATactλ). (8.60)
Since each inequality considered has an upper bound and a lower bound, we split
Aineq into Aub and Alb, i.e., Aineq = [ATub, ATlb]T , where (·)ub denotes the inequality
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constraints related to upper bounds of different control inputs, and (·)lb denotes the
inequality constraints associated with the lower bounds of corresponding control
inputs. We split bineq into bub and blb likewise. Also, we define the set of indices of
the inequality constraints Aubx ≤ bub as Iu and the set of indices of the inequality
constraints Albx ≤ blb as Il. We have I = Iu ∪ Il.
The algorithm is given below
Step 1. Initiate the algorithm with a candidate active set Aiter. Set iter = 0.
Step 2. Solve [λ,x] from Eqs. (8.59) and (8.60) with the candidate active set Aiter.
Step 3. Check if λi < 0, ∀i ∈ Iu ∩ Aiter and aix > bi, ∀i ∈ Iu \ Aiter. Identify
the first upper bound violation that associated with the smallest index
iminu ∈ Iu.
Step 4. Check if λi < 0, ∀i ∈ Il ∩ Aiter and aix > bi, ∀i ∈ Il \ Aiter. Identify
the first lower bound violation that associated with the smallest index
iminl ∈ Il.
Step 5. If no violation found, return solution [λ∗,x∗]. Otherwise go to Step 6.
Step 6. Compare iminu with iminl , the smaller one corresponds to the first inequality
violation. Extract the index and the index set associated with the inequal-
ity type (upper bound/lower bound) of the first inequality violation.
Step 7. Apply the changes to the candidate active set with the first group of con-
secutive violations from the extracted index set in Step 6 and omit other
index changes. For example, if the extracted index set is {3, 6, 9, 12, 15}
and we need to add indices 6 and 15 to the candidate active set and at the
same time remove index 9 from it, the first group of consecutive violations
will be {6, 9}.
Step 8. Set iter = iter + 1. If iter ≥ itermax, return current [λ,x]. Otherwise go
to Step 2.
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It is worth noting that the initial candidate active set at time tj is selected as the
active set at time tj−1 if available. Also, if the algorithm terminates before founding
the optimal solution (maximum iteration reached), the outputs from the current
interation may be infeasible. The solver is coded in Matlab for simulation testing.
8.6 Simulation Test of Proposed MPCs
In this section, we provide simulation studies of two proposed MPCs with different
tuning parameters, such as horizon length and sampling time of the controllers, and
with two different quadratic programming solvers, the quadprog in Matlab and the
proposed active-set solver. Two feedforward simulations starting at t = 0.5s with
different sets of control inputs and different initial conditions are executed. The
first feedforward simulation is used to generate target q-profile and W evolutions,
while the second feedforward simulation is used to provide a trajectory for model
linearization. Closed-loop simulations are then carried out to track the target q-
profile and W evolutions. The feedback control in turned on at t = 2s and an input
disturbance ud is injected at t = 3s, where
udIp = 0.05[MA], u
d
n¯e = 0.5[10
19/m3], udPnbi1−4
= 0.5[MW ],
udPlh1−2
= 0.5[MW ], udPic = 0.5[MW ].
Below we show simulation results for three cases
Case 1. Sampling time: 50 ms, horizon length: 200 ms, solver: quadprog (Matlab),
active-set with no iteration number limit
Case 2. Sampling time: 100 ms, horizon length: 800 ms, solver: active-set with
no iteration number limit and with itermax = 15
Case 3. Sampling time: 150 ms, horizon length: 1200 ms, solver: active-set with
no iteration number limit and with itermax = 12
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8.6.1 Simulation Study with Sampling Time of 50 ms and
200 ms Prediction Horizon
We test both proposed MPCs in the closed-loop simulation with quadprog (sol 1)
which is a Matlab solver and the active-set solver (sol 2) from Section 8.5.2. The
test results are shown in Figures 8.2 to 8.4 and Figures 8.5 and 8.6. Both MPCs
are able to recover the desired q profile from a perturbed initial condition once the
controller is turned on at t = 2s. However, the common MPC starts deviating from
the target when the input disturbance is introduced at t = 3s. On the contrary,
the offset-free MPC is able to reject the disturbance and track the target. Also, the
solutions from both QP solvers are identical.
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Figure 8.2: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 1): (a) Ip(t),
(b) Pic(t), (c) Plh1(t), (d) Plh2(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3
and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.3: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 1): (a) Pnbi1(t),
(b) Pnbi2(t), (c) Pnbi3(t), (d) Pnbi4(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3
and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.4: Physical actuator trajectory from simulation testing (Case 1): n¯e(t). White
region: feedback off, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, distur-
bances on.
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Figure 8.5: Simulation testing (Case 1): (a) plasma energy comparison, (b)-(c) q profile
at t = 2, 3.5s, (d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.5. FB1 represents the MPC in
Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region:
feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.6: Simulation testing (Case 1): (a-d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.75 and 0.9.
FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in
Section 8.4. White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
on.
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8.6.2 Simulation Study with Sampling Time of 100 ms and
800 ms prediction horizon
In this section, we run the same simulation with a sampling time of 100 ms and a
horizon length of 800 ms. Also, we further test the active-set solver with a maximum
iteration number itermax = 12. Note that the maximum iteration number is selected
such that the solution for the simulation remains feasible. The test results are shown
in Figures 8.7 to 8.9 and Figures 8.10 and 8.11. First, we can see the control inputs
are different between the active-set solver with and without iteration limits. Both
settings provide an almost identical q profile and plasma stored energy evolution.
However, due to the long sampling time, the overshoot is relatively larger when
compared to Case 1.
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Figure 8.7: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 2): (a) Ip(t),
(b) Pic(t), (c) Plh1(t), (d) Plh2(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3
and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.8: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 2): (a) Pnbi1(t),
(b) Pnbi2(t), (c) Pnbi3(t), (d) Pnbi4(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3
and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.9: Physical actuator trajectory from simulation testing (Case 2): n¯e(t). White
region: feedback off, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, distur-
bances on.
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Figure 8.10: Simulation testing (Case 2): (a) plasma energy comparison, (b)-(c) q profile
at t = 2, 3.5s, (d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.5. FB1 represents the MPC in
Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region:
feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.11: Simulation testing (Case 2): (a-d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.75 and 0.9.
FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in
Section 8.4. White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
on.
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8.6.3 Simulation Study with Sampling Time of 150 ms and
1200 ms Prediction Horizon
In this section, we run the same simulation with a sampling time of 150 ms and
a horizon length of 1200 ms. Also, we test the active-set solver with a maximum
iteration number itermax = 15. The test results are shown in Figures 8.12 to 8.14
and Figures 8.15 and 8.16. Due to the long sampling time, we can see the trajectories
begin to oscillate with a small amplitude.
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Figure 8.12: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 3): (a) Ip(t),
(b) Pic(t), (c) Plh1(t), dh) Plh2(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3
and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region: feedback off,
disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray
region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.13: Physical actuator trajectories from simulation testing (Case 3): (a) Pnbi1(t),
(b) Pnbi2(t), (c) Pnbi3(t), (d) Pnbi4(t). FB1 represents the MPC in Sec-
tion 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region:
feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.14: Physical actuator trajectory from simulation testing (Case 3): n¯e(t). White
region: feedback off, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, dis-
turbances on.
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Figure 8.15: Simulation testing (Case 3): (a) plasma energy comparison, (b)-(d) q profile
at t = 2, 3.5s, (d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.5. FB1 represents the MPC in
Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in Section 8.4. White region:
feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances on.
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Figure 8.16: Simulation testing (Case 3): (a-d) q evolution at ρˆ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.75 and 0.9.
FB1 represents the MPC in Section 8.3 and FB2 is the offset-free MPC in
Section 8.4. White region: feedback off, disturbances off; light-gray region:
feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback on, disturbances
on.
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8.6.4 QP Solver Performance in Simulation Study
In this section, we briefly analyze the performance of the developed QP solver.
Figure 8.17 shows the running time of one-time simulation associated with different
cases where an empty initial active set is used. The computation is executed in
Matlab2016 with a 2.40 GHz Intel Core i7-4700MQ CPU. First of all, the solver
generally takes longer to provide a solution at the time when the controller is turned
on or a large setpoint change happens. After that, the computation time drops
significantly, which is a characteristic of the active-set method. Second, it takes
longer to solve the offset-free MPC. Also, by limiting the maximum iteration number,
we reduce the computation time when input disturbance is injected. Since the active-
set obtained at these time instants may not be optimal, which may result in a longer
time for the subsequent calculation. It is worth mentioning that the running time
is subject to many factors, ideally one should execute the same simulation for many
times and used the average time to show the effectiveness. Finally, reduced running
time is expected when implementing the active-set solver on EAST PCS with the C
programming language.
8.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present a model predictive controller design for regulating the
gradient profile of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma stored energy in EAST.
The first-principles-driven (FPD) control-oriented model based on the magnetic-flux
diffusion equation and an energy balance equation is used to deduce the prediction
model of the MPC. The control problem is rewritten into an optimization problem
with an augmented state composed of the tracking error and the feedback control
signal. An offset-free MPC is then synthesized by rewriting the prediction model
in velocity form to incorporate integral action which is suitable for disturbance
rejection and offset-free tracking. The proposed controllers are successfully tested
in simulation studies. Plasma quantities related to magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
stabilities, such as the plasma β and Greenwald density limit, could be added to the
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Figure 8.17: Computation time of simulation studies: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3.
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8.7. Conclusion
set of state constraints for the formulated optimization problem. These constraint
additions may play a critical role when testing the proposed MPC in real experiments
on the EAST tokamak. A dedicated quadratic program solver, which exploits the
structure of the inequality matrix PI , is developed and tested in simulation studies.
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Chapter 9
Control Implementation in the
EAST PCS and Experimental
Testing of the Feedback Controllers
for q-profile and βN Regulation
9.1 Introduction
A tokamak is a highly coupled nonlinear system that requires multiple multi-loop
and multivariable control systems to cope with the different subsystems, such as
magnetic coils, heating and current-drive (H&CD) systems, and various diagnostic
systems. On EAST, these control systems are implemented in the Plasma Control
System (PCS), which is a software suite developed by General Atomics, USA, in
C and IDL programming languages. The PCS provides the user the capability to
code their own control algorithms. A main system routine is called during the
experiment to decide when the available algorithms must be executed. The PCS
can also interface with a simulation code, called simserver, that computes certain
aspects of the tokamak dynamics and generate synthetic diagnostic signals to enable
the debugging of the control-algorithm implementation.
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In this chapter, we report on the first-ever integrated q-profile and βN control
experiments on EAST. First, a Profile Control category for controlling magnetic
and kinetic quantities in a tokamak plasma has been implemented in the EAST
PCS. The Profile Control category has been tested in experiments to ensure the
correctness of required input and output signals. Due to the constraints on the
minimum on/off time of neural beam injection (NBI) systems, the command of
NBI power is achieved through pulse width modulation, which is also part of the
Profile Control category. A simulation server (simserver), which provides the PCS
the simulated dynamics of the poloidal magnetic flux and the plasma beta has also
been developed. Feedforward experiments have then been carried out with direct
command of the total plasma current, 4.6 GHz lower hybrid launcher power, and
individual NBI powers from the Profile Control category to validate the prediction
of the proposed model. The PID controller proposed in Chapter 5 and the LQI
controller proposed in Chapter 6 have been implemented in the Profile Control
category. The effectiveness of these controllers has been demonstrated in several
closed-loop disturbance rejection and reference tracking experiments on EAST.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, the detail of the Profile Con-
trol category is discussed. A pulse width modulation of the NBI power is given in
Section 9.3. A simserver used to test the control algorithm in closed-loop simulations
with the PCS is briefly described in Section 9.4. Model validation through feedfor-
ward experiments is discussed in Section 9.5. Results from experimental testing of
PID and LQI controllers are provided in Section 9.6 and Section 9.7, respectively.
The conclusions are given in Section 9.8.
9.2 Profile Control Category
The Profile Control category in the EAST PCS has the capability of executing
different control algorithms for the regulation of the plasma magnetic profile and
selected plasma kinetic profiles. This category has the capability of also regulating
selected plasma scalars. Figure 9.1 shows the overall architecture of this category.
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Figure 9.1: Architecture of Profile Control Category.
The strategy used in the Profile Control category follows an approach combining
feedforward and feedback control. The feedforward signals are either from a refer-
ence shot or calculated off-line and are denoted as (·)FF . The feedback signals are
the outputs of the controller K and are denoted as (·)FB. The category allows for
simultaneous control of one magnetic profile, two kinetic profiles, and four scalars.
The coordinates of the magnetic and kinetic profiles are the normalized effective mi-
nor radius ρˆ, which is discretized evenly in space with 21 and 11 nodes, respectively.
The set of possible magnetic profiles includes the q-profile, the rotational transform
profile (ι = 2pi/q), ψ, and the gradient of ψ (θ = ∂ψ/∂ρˆ). The set of possible kinetic
profiles includes the toroidal angular velocity (Ω), Te, Ti, and ne. In this work, we
do not control any kinetic profile. The set of possible scalars includes βN , W , the
internal inductance li, the line-average electron density (n¯e), the minimum value of
the safety factor profile (qmin), the safety factor profile at the magnetic axis (q0), and
the safety factor profile at the plasma edge (q95). A sampling time of 10 milliseconds
is used for the Profile Control category in this work.
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9.2.1 Configuration of the Profile Control Algorithms
The configuration of a general control system in the Profile Control category is
illustrated in Figure 9.2. The input for the plant G can be written as
u = uFF + uFB + ud, (9.1)
where uFB denotes the feedback component provided by the selected controller K,
ud denotes the input disturbance that can be arbitrarily defined for controller testing
purposes, and uFF denotes the feedforward component, which in turn can be written
as
uFF = ur + uc, (9.2)
where ur denotes the input reference vector and uc denotes a potential feedforward
compensator.
An output disturbance yd can be added to the plant output y for controller test-
ing purposes. For a linearization purpose, an output reference yr, usually associated
with the input reference ur, can be substracted from the disturbed output y + yd,
which makes the input to the feedback controller equal to
yFB = y + yd − yr. (9.3)
Similarly, the output reference yr can be substracted from the output target yt,
which makes the target passed to feedback controller equal to
yFBt = yt − yr. (9.4)
Note that the vectors ur, ud, yr, yd, and yt can either be read from text files
which needs to be uploaded to the PCS or be defined in waveforms in the user
interface of the Profile Control category.
9.2.2 Controller Inputs
From Figure 9.2, we can see the inputs to the controllerK are the target yFBt and the
corresponding measurement yFB. Here we introduce the structure of the measured
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Figure 9.2: Control system configuration.
plant output vector y. Any output-related vector should use the same structure as
y, which is
y =

Profilemag(1) = Profilemag(ρˆ = 0.05)
Profilemag(2) = Profilemag(ρˆ = 0.1)
...
Profilemag(nm = 20) = Profilemag(ρˆ = 1)
Profilekin1(1) = Profilekin1(ρˆ = 0.1)
Profilekin1(2) = Profilekin1(ρˆ = 0.2)
...
Profilekin1(nk = 10) = Profilekin1(ρˆ = 1)
Profilekin2(1) = Profilekin2(ρˆ = 0.1)
Profilekin2(2) = Profilekin2(ρˆ = 0.2)
...
Profilekin2(nk = 10) = Profilekin2(ρˆ = 1)
Scalar1
Scalar2
Scalar3
Scalar4

∈ Rnm+2nk+4, (9.5)
where Profilemag is the to-be-controlled magnetic profile, Profilekin1 is the first to-
be-controlled kinetic profile, Profilekin2 is the second to-be-controlled kinetic profile,
and Scalar 1, · · · , 4 are the to-be-controlled scalars. In its first implementation,
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the Profile Control category successfully receives the gradient profile of the poloidal
magnetic flux (θ-profile), q-profile, the plasma stored energyW , and βN from pEFIT,
which is a real-time equilibrium solver on EAST [101,102].
9.2.3 Controller Outputs
To provide some flexibility for different algorithms, a generic method for mapping
outputs has been defined. We consider the following actuator types:
1. A demand to the ohmic coil category for any a value of the total plasma current
Ip, the loop voltage Vloop, or the surface voltage Vsurf (1 output).
2. A demand to the density control category for a value of line-averaged electron
density n¯e (1 output).
3. Demands to the NBI category for certain combinations of source powers (7
outputs), which include:
• the power of both co-current and counter-current NBI lines (1 output)
• the power of the two co-current NBI sources (1 output)
• the power of the two counter-current NBI sources (1 output)
• the power of the four individual NBI sources (4 outputs)
4. Demands to the LHW category for certain combinations of source powers (3
outputs), which include:
• the power of both 2.45 GHz and 4.6 GHz LHWs (1 output)
• the power of the 2.45 GHz LHW (1 output)
• the power of the 4.6 GHz LHW (1 output)
5. Demands to the ECRF category for certain combination of source powers (Not
available in the first implementation).
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Table 9.1: Control units
Symbol Definition Units
Ip total plasma current MA
Vloop, Vsurf loop, surface voltage V
n¯e line-averaged electron density 1019m−3
Pnbi, Plh NBI/LHW power MW
6. Demands to the ICRF category for certain combination of source powers (Not
available in the first implementation).
Thus, the number of plant inputs (number of controller outputs) for the initial
implementation of the Profile Control category is always m = 12. The structure of
the controller output vector u is given by
u =

Ip/Vloop/Vsurf demand
n¯e demand
NBI Power(1) demand
...
NBI Power(7) demand
LHW Power(1) demand
...
LHW Power(3) demand

∈ R12×1 (9.6)
The units adopted for the different controller outputs are given in Table 9.1.
Direct command of Ip, 4.6 GHz LH power, and individual NBI powers is suc-
cessfully executed by the Profile Control category in its first implementation.
9.2.4 State Feedback Controller
In this section, we provide the detail of the state feedback controller implemented in
the Profile Control category for feedback control calculation. The feedback controller
is represented in discrete-time state-space form
xk+1 =Axk +B
[
yt − yr
y + yd − yr
]
k
, (9.7)
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uFBk =Cxk +D
[
yt − yr
y + yd − yr
]
k
, (9.8)
where x is the controller state.
9.2.5 Anti-windup Compensator
The antiwindup compensator is represented in the discrete-time state-space form
xAWk+1 =AAWx
AW
k +BAW [sat(u)− u]k (9.9)
sAWk+1 =CAWx
AW
k +DAW [sat(u)− u]k (9.10)
where xAW is the anti-windup compensator state and the saturation function sat is
given in Eq. (5.8). The controller output u is then modified by the output of the
anti-windup compensator s as
u = uFF + uFB + ud + s. (9.11)
9.2.6 Data Storage
The input and output data in the Profile Control category, which includes reference
vectors, target vectors, disturbance vectors, measurements vectors, calculated feed-
back outputs, calculated anti-windup outputs, and options selected by user when
setting up the Profile Control category, is uniquely named and stored in a data
server for post-experimental study.
9.3 Pulse Width Modulation for the Command of
NBI Power
The NBI system has a preset power output Pmaxnbi during the experiments. Since
the command to the NBI system is on/off time, we need modulation to achieve
continuous power output without violating the minimum-on time, which is the time
that the NBI needs to be kept on before shuting off, and the minimum-off time,
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Figure 9.3: Algorithm for power width modulation.
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Figure 9.4: Showcase of pulse width modulation: (a) Pnbi1 , (b) Pnbi3 .
which is the time that the NBI needs to be kept off before turning on. In this work,
power width modulation is used to convert the request NBI power to on/off time.
The logic of the power width modulation is shown in Figure 9.3. We first define a
pulse width request trequestPW based on a chosen averaging time interval tav, i.e.
trequestPW = Dctav, Dc =
Pnbi
Pmaxnbi
, (9.12)
where Dc represents the duty cycle. The algorithm ensures that the constraints
on minimum-on time tminon and minimum-off time tminoff are not violated. Figure 9.4
showcases the pulse width modulation for the left source of both the co-current NBIs
(NBI1L) and counter-current NBIs (NBI2L).
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Figure 9.5: Configuration of the Simserver.
9.4 Simulation Server
Simserver is a valuable tool in two aspects. It not only aids the debugging of
the implementation of the Profile Control category but also validates the real-time
computations carried out by the implemented control algorithm before experimental
testing. The configuration of the Simserver is given in Figure 9.5. It runs closed-loop
simulations coupling the PCS and the EAST simulator when the test switch selects
the testing mode. The EAST simulator is an S-function that simulates the FPD
plasma-response model in Matlab/Simulink. The structure of the input and output
vectors of the EAST simulator is consistent with the input and output vectors of
the EAST Tokamak.
9.5 Model Validation via Feedforward Experiments
The response of the q-profile to a varying total plasma current Ip can be precisely
modeled. However, until today modeling of the q-profile response to lower hybrid
wave (LHW) actuation remains challenging as discussed in Chapter 2. The success
of a feedback controller heavily depends on the prediction quality of the model used
for control design, which should at least capture the trend of the response. For this
reason, feedforward experiments with step modulation of Plh2 during the flattop
phase were carried out to validate the q-response prediction in the plasma core
(ρˆ ∈ [0.05, 0.3]). Figure 9.6 shows both the actual response of the q-profile to LHW
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Figure 9.6: The response of q-profile to LHW in EAST shot 77643 and from FPD model
with same experimental inputs.
actuation in a typical EAST shot and the predicted response by the FPD model
with the same experimental inputs. It can be seen that for both cases, the q profile
at ρˆ = 0.1 and ρˆ = 0.3 increases as the 4.6 GHz LHW power increases at around
t = 1.5s and t = 4s and decreases as the 4.6 GHz LHW power decreases at around
t = 6.5s and t = 7.7s, which proves consistency between the prediction of the model
and the experiment data in spite of the numerical transient of the beginning of the
simulation.
9.6 Experimental Testing of PID Controller
The proposed PID controller (5.1, 5.2, 5.4) has been implemented in the EAST PCS
and tested in disturbance rejection and reference tracking experiments.
9.6.1 Disturbance Rejection Experiment for q-profile Control
Figure 9.7 shows experimental results from EAST shot 77646 where q(0.9) is con-
trolled. The feedback action is turned on at t = 2s when the target is slightly higher
than the measurement. Since q at the boundary is inversely proportional to the total
plasma current, the controller reduces the requested Ip. A negative plasma current
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Figure 9.7: Experimental test (EAST shot 77646) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Ip, (b) time trace of q(0.9). White region: feedback off, disturbances off;
light-gray region: feedback on, disturbances off; dark-gray region: feedback
on, disturbances on.
disturbance of −10KA is then applied between t = 3s and t = 5s. The controller
successfully rejects the disturbance within 0.5s.
9.6.2 Reference Tracking Experiment for q-profile Control
Several reference tracking experiments where both q(0.1) and q(0.9) are controlled
are shown in this section. In shot 77647, a negative disturbance of −0.2 is added to
the target qtarget(0.9) between t = 3s and t = 6s. The controller successfully tracks
the target q profile at ρˆ = [0.1, 0.9] as can be seen in Figure 9.8. Also, it can be
seen that there is a difference between the requested and the actual 4.6 GHz LHW
power, especially between 5s and 6s, which results in the gap between the target
and measurement in q(0.1). In shot 79913 and shot 79914, a positive disturbance
of 0.2 is applied between t = 3s and t = 5s to increase the target qtarget(0.9). The
controller successfully tracks the target q profile at ρˆ = [0.1, 0.9] in both shots as can
be seen in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10 respectively. At the same time, the requested
4.6 GHz LHW power is not perfectly delivered in any of these two shots. This
could be seen as an additional input disturbance that the controller is capable of
overcoming.
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Figure 9.8: Experimental test (EAST shot 77647) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Plh2 , (b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of Ip, (d) time trace of q(0.9).
White region: feedback off; light-grey region: feedback on.
9.6.3 Reference Tracking Experiment for Integrated q-profile
and βN Control
In this section, we report the progress towards the first attempt of integrated control
of q(0.1), q(0.9), and βN . In shot 80220, both co-current NBIs (NBI1L, NBI1R) are
used to regulate βN . First, the feedback NBI power is determined through Eq. (5.4).
The request NBI power is then evenly split between the two co-current NBI sources.
The experimental results from shot 80220 are shown in Figure 9.11. The feedback
controller successfully tracks the q(0.1) and q(0.9) target. Due to the minimum
on/off time requirement of the NBI system, the controller tracks βN only on average.
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Figure 9.9: Experimental test (EAST shot 79913) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Plh2 , (b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of Ip, (d) time trace of q(0.9).
White region: feedback off; light-grey region: feedback on.
Also, the NBI power introduces some large perturbations in q(0.1) and q(0.9) because
of a relatively low βN target compared to the available NBI power. We have tried
to reduce these perturbations in shot 80221 by using only one NBI source, which
provides a lower power. Figure 9.12 shows experimental results from EAST shot
80221 where q(0.1), q(0.9), and βN are controlled. The controller successfully tracks
the q(0.1) and q(0.9) target. However, we can see once again from the evolution of βN
that big spikes are introduced due to the power modulation constraints (minimum
on/off time requirement). Finally, we can still observe a difference between the
requested and delivered powers for the 4.6 GHz LHW source in both shots. But
once again, the controller seems capable of overcoming this input disturbance.
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Figure 9.10: Experimental test (EAST shot 79914) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Plh2 , (b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of Ip, (d) time trace of q(0.9).
White region: feedback off; light-grey region: feedback on.
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Figure 9.11: Experimental test (EAST shot 80220) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Plh2 , (b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of Ip, (d) time trace of
q(0.9), (e) time trace of Pnbi, (f) time trace of βN . White region: feedback
off; light-grey region: feedback on.
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Figure 9.12: Experimental test (EAST shot 80221) of the PID controller: (a) time trace
of Plh2 , (b) time trace of q(0.1), (c) time trace of Ip, (d) time trace of
q(0.9), (e) time trace of Pnbi, (f) time trace of βN . White region: feedback
off; light-grey region: feedback on.
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9.7 Experimental Testing of the q-profile LQI Con-
troller
We have tested the proposed LQI controller (Eq. (6.11)) in several disturbance-
rejection and reference-tracking experiments in EAST. However, oscillation in Ip has
been observed during these experiments, which led to unsatisfactory testing results.
A later study has suggested that there were some problems when computing θ from
the q profile measurement during the experiments, which could have led to this type
of behavior. Further experimental testing is planned to continue debugging and
assessing the LQI controller.
9.8 Conclusion
A Profile Control category has been implemented in the EAST PCS. The real-time q-
profile and βN measurements are passed to the category by pEFIT. Direct command
of Ip, 4.6 GHz LH power, and individual NBI powers is successfully executed by
the Profile Control category. The command of NBI power is achieved through pulse
width modulation. The modulation of the beams has been successfully tested in
experiments. However, it has been shown the NBI power is too powerful for βN
control. A simserver has been developed to test the implemented control algorithm
in the EAST PCS. Successful q-profile closed-loop control in disturbance rejection
and target tracking experiments, as well as initial integration with βN control, have
been demonstrated for the first time ever in EAST.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, first-principles-driven model-based control algorithms have been
developed for current density profile and plasma β regulation in the EAST Tokamak.
In this chapter, contributions of this research work are summarized, and directions
for possible future research work are provided.
10.1 Contributions of This Dissertation
The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
1. Following the general first-principles-driven (FPD) modeling approach devel-
oped by the Lehigh University Plasma Control Group, a control-oriented model
for the response of the current density profile and plasma β to the different
actuators was developed for EAST. The model was tailored to EAST by using
predictions from the advanced transport code for tokamak plasma TRANSP.
Non-inductive current drive and heating by lower hybrid wave (LHW) and
neutral beam injection (NBI) was studied and modeled. The plasma state
predicted with the tailored control-oriented model shows good agreement with
the predictions from TRANSP based on experimental data.
2. The Profile Control category was implemented in the EAST Plasma Control
System (PCS). This category now offers a general framework for real-time
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feedforward and feedback control of magnetic and kinetic profiles. A simu-
lation server (simserver), which is a simulation code coupled with the PCS
that emulates the dynamics of the current density profile and plasma β, was
also developed. The simserver was used for debugging the implementation
of the different control algorithms within the Profile Control category before
experimental testing. The PID controller and the LQI controller proposed in
this dissertation were tested in EAST experiments by using the implemented
Profile Control category.
3. A state observer was designed to reconstruct the poloidal magnetic-flux pro-
file evolution in EAST from limited measurements of the total plasma current
and the poloidal magnetic flux at the magnetic axis and at the plasma edge.
The Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF) theory was exploited to design the
observer. The potential of the observer was demonstrated by estimating the
poloidal magnetic-flux profile evolution from experimental data for given ar-
bitrary initial conditions.
4. The model-based optimization approach to scenario planning developed by
the Lehigh University Plasma Control Group was extrapolated to EAST by
using the tailored FPD model. The effectiveness of the optimized trajectories
was assessed through nonlinear simulations by Lehigh University’s Control
Oriented Transport SIMulator (COTSIM).
5. Successful disturbance rejection and target tracking experiments were carried
out with a Proportional-Integral-Derivate (PID) controller for q-profile and
plasma βN control on EAST for the first time. The controller was designed by
exploiting the developed FPD model integrated within COTSIM.
6. A Linear-Quadratic-Integral (LQI) optimal controller was designed based on
the developed FPD model. The LQI was not only successfully tested in
COTSIM-based simulations but also in EAST disturbance-rejection experi-
ments.
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7. An uncertainty-based modeling approach for electron temperature, plasma re-
sistivity, and non-inductive current drive by lower hybrid wave was proposed.
A robust controller that follows the mixed sensitivity H∞ control design ap-
proach was developed based on the uncertainty model. The controller was
successfully tested in COTSIM-based simulations.
8. A feedback controller that follows a model predictive control (MPC) strategy
was designed for integrated control of the q-profile and the plasma energy on
EAST. To address the problem of model mismatch and external disturbances,
integral action was introduced by rewriting the prediction model of the MPC
into velocity form. The proposed MPCs were tested in COTSIM-based simu-
lations with different prediction horizons and sampling times. The simulation
results illustrated the effectiveness of the controllers. A dedicated quadratic
programming (QP) solver was developed to aid the implementation of the
MPC algorithm in the EAST PCS in the future.
10.2 Future Work
This dissertation work has done significant contributions towards the development
of scenario control capabilities in EAST. However, extensive amount of work is still
needed to expand these capabilities and to make them routinely used in the EAST
tokamak.
The FPD model is the foundation for the development of scenario control ca-
pabilities. Unfortunately, the modeling task have been negatively impacted by the
lack of reliable data from EAST during this dissertation work. The POINT sys-
tem, which provides measurements related to the current density profile within the
plasma core, is still not routinely integrated with the equilibrium reconstruction al-
gorithm in EAST. Therefore, most of the experimental data for the current density
profile evolution is indeed not reliable and the modeling process needs to rely more
on predictions by physics-oriented codes such as TRANSP. However, the physics
understanding of the lower hybrid wave (LHW) H&CD is still limited. Therefore,
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the lack of an accurate model for the heat and non-inductive current driven into
the plasma by the LHW system makes the predictions by the physics-oriented codes
such as TRANSP also unreliable. Future work oriented to address these issues and
to further develop scenario control capabilities in EAST is detailed below:
1. Carry out TRANSP time-dependent analysis simulations for EAST using
high-fidelity physics-based H&CD sources by exploiting ongoing upgrades in
GENRAY/CQL3D, TORIC/CQL3D and NUBEAM codes (collaboration with
PPPL and MIT) for improved LHW, ECRF/ICRF, and NBI modeling and by
using POINT-constrained equilibrium reconstruction. Further refine control-
oriented FPD response model using the results of TRANSP analysis runs
based on data from dedicated actuator-modulation experiments and improved
q-profile evolution reconstruction based on the POINT measurement system.
Integrate model improvements in COTSIM.
2. By exploiting improvements in the prediction capabilities of GENRAY-CQL3D,
TORIC-CQL3D, and NUBEAM (collaboration with PPPL and MIT), start
work towards the development of neural-network-based control-level actuator
(LHW, ECRF/ICRF, NBI) models to be integrated in COTSIM.
3. Refine and extend both feedforward and feedback control algorithms developed
for EAST using refined FPD response model. Develop control algorithms that
incorporate new actuator mechanisms to increase controllability and facilitate
access to advanced scenarios.
4. Implement framework in the Plasma Control System (PCS) to enable imple-
mentation of more sophisticated control algorithms, including those requiring
real-time optimization, and to actuate in real-time a larger set of actuators.
5. Develop connection between COTSIM and the PCS to enable simserver sim-
ulations for debugging implementation of control algorithms and assessing
control performance before experimental testing.
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6. Continue testing of feedforward+feedback control solutions in dedicated exper-
iments on EAST. Evaluate needs for iterative control redesign after analyzing
experimental results. Assess achieved progress and redefine goals.
7. Implement in the PCS state estimators and forecasters, possibly using neural-
network-based actuator models. Assess performance in dedicated experiments.
8. Couple the EAST-version of COTSIM with a magnetic-equilibrium solver
based on the Grad-Shafranov equation to abandon the prescribed-equilibrium
assumption and to enable simultaneous magnetic-equilibrium and plasma-
profile control design.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Linear Model for
Optimal Control Design
In this appendix, we provide the derivation of a linearized model based on the
magnetic-flux diffusion equation together with the physics-based model of electron
density, electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and noninductive current-drive
given in Chapter 2.
First, we consider the model given in Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73) which is
∂θ
∂t
=
[
dCf1
dρˆ
θ +
(
Cf1 +
dCf2
dρˆ
)
∂θ
∂ρˆ
+ Cf2
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
]
udiff +
∑
i
dCji
dρˆ
uji+
dCjbs
dρˆ
1
θ
ujbs − Cjbs
1
θ2
∂θ
∂ρˆ
ujbs , (A.1)
i ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec}.
with boundary conditions
θ(0, t) = 0 θ(1, t) =
kIp
2
Ip(t). (A.2)
The PDE in Eq. (A.1) is an infinite dimensional system. We approximate it by
discretizing spatially on a uniform grid that is defined as
∆ρˆ =
1
n− 1 , ρˆi = (i− 1)∆ρˆ, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (A.3)
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A.1. Model Linearization
We represent the variable θ at ρˆi as θi = θ(ρˆi, t). Over the interior nodes (ρˆ2, · · · , ρˆn−1),
we approximate the spatial derivative of θ with a second order Taylor expansion to
obtain
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − θi−1
2∆ρˆ
,
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − 2θi + θi−1
(∆ρˆ)2
. (A.4)
By defining
z1 =[θ2, · · · , θn−1]T ∈ R(n−2)×1, (A.5)
uψ =[udiff , ujbs , ujnbi1 , · · · , ujnbinnbi , ujlh1 , · · · , ujlhnlh ,
ujic1 , · · · , ujicnic , ujec1 , · · · , ujecnec , Ip]
T ∈ R(nnbi+nlh+nic+nec+3)×1, (A.6)
where uji i ∈ {nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec} is given
in Eq. (2.66), ujbs is given in Eq. (2.68), and udiff is given in Eq. (2.64), and applying
Eq. (A.4) to Eq. (A.1), we could represent Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) in state space form
z˙1 = f θ(z1,uψ). (A.7)
A.1 Model Linearization
We could reduce the model by linearizing the plant f θ in Eq. (A.7) around a given
trajectory (zFF1 ,uFFψ ) satisfying z˙
FF
1 = f θ(z
FF
1 ,u
FF
ψ ). The subscript (·)FF indicates
a feedforward trajectory. By defining the physical inputs to the plant as
u = [Ip, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4 , Plh1 , Plh2 , Pic, n¯e]
T ∈ R9×1, (A.8)
which means nnbi = 4, nlh = 2, nec = 0, and nic = 1. Also, since the ion cyclotron on
EAST is configured to provide heating instead of current drive at the time of this
study, we remove ujic1 from uψ, which results in
uψ = [udiff , ujbs , ujnbi1 , ujnbi2 , ujnbi3 , ujnbi4 , ujlh1 , ujlh2 , Ip]
T ∈ R9×1. (A.9)
Neglecting higher-order terms, we are able to write
z˙1 ≈ f θ(zFF1 ,uFFψ )+
∂f θ
∂z1
∣∣∣∣
(zFF1 ,u
FF )
(z1 − zFF1 )+
∂f θ
∂u
∣∣∣∣
(zFF1 ,u
FF )
(u− uFF ). (A.10)
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A.2. Detail of Matrix A and Matrix B
By defining ∆z1 = z1 − zFF1 ,∆u = u− uFF , we can write the error model as
∆˙z1 = A∆z1 +B∆u, (A.11)
where A and B are the Jacobians ∂f θ/∂z1 and ∂f θ/∂u evaluated at (zFF1 ,uFF ).
A.2 Detail of Matrix A and Matrix B
From Eqs. (A.1) and (A.7), we have, for ρˆi, i ∈ {2, · · · , n− 1}
θ˙i =
[ dCf1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
θi − 2Cf2(ρˆi)
θi
∆ρˆ2
]
udiff +
∑
k
dCjk
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
ujk+[(
Cf1(ρˆi) +
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
) θi+1
2∆ρˆ
+ Cf2(ρˆi)
θi+1
∆ρˆ2
]
udiff+[(
− Cf1(ρˆi)−
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
) θi−1
2∆ρˆ
+ Cf2(ρˆi)
θi−1
∆ρˆ2
]
udiff+
dCjbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi
1
θi
ujbs − Cjbs(ρˆi)
1
θ2i
θi+1 − θi−1
2∆ρˆ
ujbs . (A.12)
k ∈{nbi1, · · · , nbinnbi , lh1, · · · , lhnlh , ic1, · · · , icnic , ec1, · · · , ecnec}
Thus, matrix A can be shown as
for i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 2}
A(i, i) =
( dCf1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
− 2Cf2(ρˆi+1)
∆ρˆ2
)
uFFdiff+(
− dCjbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
1
θFF
2
i+1
+ 2Cjbs(ρˆi+1)
1
θFF
3
i+1
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣FF
ρˆi+1
)
uFFjbs , (A.13)
for i ∈ {2, · · · , n− 2}
A(i, i− 1) =
[(
− Cf1(ρˆi+1)−
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+ Cf2(ρˆi+1)
1
∆ρˆ2
]
uFFdiff+
Cjbs(ρˆi+1)
1
2∆ρˆθFF
2
i+1
uFFjbs , (A.14)
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A.2. Detail of Matrix A and Matrix B
for i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 3}
A(i, i+ 1) =
[(
Cf1(ρˆi+1) +
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+ Cf2(ρˆi+1)
1
∆ρˆ2
]
uFFdiff−
Cjbs(ρˆi+1)
1
2∆ρˆθFF
2
i+1
uFFjbs . (A.15)
For matrix B, it is possible to show B = BnTu with chain rule, where Bn =
∂f θ
∂uψ
and Tu =
∂uψ
∂u
, and we have
for i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 2}
Bn(i, 1) =
dCf1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
θFFi+1 +
(
Cf1(ρˆi+1) +
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
)
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣FF
ρˆi+1
+
Cf2(ρˆi+1)
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣FF
ρˆi+1
, (A.16)
Bn(i, 2) =
dCjbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
1
θFFi+1
− Cjbs(ρˆi+1)
1
θFF
2
i+1
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣FF
ρˆi+1
, (A.17)
Bn(i, 3) =
dCjnbi1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, Bn(i, 4) =
dCjnbi2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (A.18)
Bn(i, 5) =
dCjnbi3
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, Bn(i, 6) =
dCjnbi4
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (A.19)
Bn(i, 7) =
dCjlh1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, Bn(i, 8) =
dCjlh2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
. (A.20)
By substituting θn =
kIp
2
Ip(t) from Eq. (A.2) into Eq. (A.12) for i = n− 2, we have
Bn(n− 2, 9) =
{[(
Cf1(ρˆn−1) +
dCf2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn−1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+ Cf2(ρˆn−1)
1
∆ρˆ2
]
uFFdiff−
Cjbs(ρˆn−1)
1
2∆ρˆθFF
2
n−1
uFFjbs
}kIp
2
. (A.21)
Finally, by applying chain rule, we have
Tu =
∂uψ
∂Ptot
∂Ptot
∂u
+
∂uψ
∂Ip
+
∂uψ
∂n¯e
+
∑
i
∂uψ
∂Pi
, (A.22)
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A.2. Detail of Matrix A and Matrix B
i ∈{nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, nbi4, lh1, lh2},
where
∂udiff
∂Ptot
=(−3ε/2)IFF−3γ/2p P FF
−3ε/2−1
tot n¯
FF−3ζ/2
e , (A.23)
∂udiff
∂Ip
=(−3γ/2)IFF−3γ/2−1p P FF
−3ε/2
tot n¯
FF−3ζ/2
e , (A.24)
∂udiff
∂n¯e
=(−3ζ/2)IFF−3γ/2p P FF
−3ε/2
tot n¯
FF−3ζ/2−1
e , (A.25)
∂ujbs
∂Ptot
=(−0.5ε)IFF−0.5γp P FF
−0.5ε−1
tot n¯
FF 1−0.5ζ
e , (A.26)
∂ujbs
∂Ip
=(−0.5γ)IFF−0.5γ−1p P FF
−0.5ε
tot n¯
FF 1−0.5ζ
e , (A.27)
∂ujbs
∂n¯e
=(1− 0.5ζ)IFF−0.5γp P FF
−0.5ε
tot n¯
FF−0.5ζ
e , (A.28)
for i ∈ {nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, nbi4, lh1, lh2}, (A.29)
∂uji
∂Ptot
=ε(δ − 1.5)IFF γ(δ−1.5)p P FF
ε(δ−1.5)−1
tot n¯
FF ζ(δ−1.5)−1
e P
FF
i , (A.30)
∂uji
∂Ip
=γ(δ − 1.5)IFF γ(δ−1.5)−1p P FF
ε(δ−1.5)
tot n¯
FF ζ(δ−1.5)−1
e P
FF
i , (A.31)
∂uji
∂n¯e
=(ζ(δ − 1.5)− 1)IFF γ(δ−1.5)p P FF
ε(δ−1.5)
tot n¯
FF ζ(δ−1.5)−2
e P
FF
i , (A.32)
∂uji
∂Pi
=IFF
γ(δ−1.5)
p P
FF ε(δ−1.5)
tot n¯
FF ζ(δ−1.5)−1
e . (A.33)
By exploiting Eq. (2.42), we could write i ∈ {nbi1, nbi2, nbi3, nbi4, lh1, lh2},
∂Ptot
∂Pi
=ηi
(
1+1.5εCohmI
2−1.5γ
p P
−1.5ε−1
tot n¯
−1.5ζ
e +0.5εCradI
0.5γ
p P
0.5ε−1
tot n¯
2+0.5ζ
e
)
−1, (A.34)
∂Ptot
∂Ip
=
(
(2−1.5γ)CohmI1−1.5γp P−1.5εtot n¯−1.5ζe −0.5γCradI0.5γ−1p P 0.5εtot n¯2+0.5ζe
)(
1
+ 1.5εCohmI
2−1.5γ
p P
−1.5ε−1
tot n¯
−1.5ζ
e + 0.5εCradI
0.5γ
p P
0.5ε−1
tot n¯
2+0.5ζ
e
)−1
, (A.35)
∂Ptot
∂n¯e
=
(
−1.5ζCohmI2−1.5γp P−1.5εtot n¯−1.5ζ−1e −(2+0.5ζ)CradI0.5γ−1p P 0.5εtot n¯1+0.5ζe
)(
1
+ 1.5εCohmI
2−1.5γ
p P
−1.5ε−1
tot n¯
−1.5ζ
e + 0.5εCradI
0.5γ
p P
0.5ε−1
tot n¯
2+0.5ζ
e
)−1
. (A.36)
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Appendix B
Derivation of Linear Model for
Robust Control Design
In this appendix, we provide the derivation of a linearized model based on the
magnetic-flux diffusion equation together with the uncertainty-based models for the
electron temperature, plasma resistivity, and non-inductive current drives given in
Chapter 7.
From Eq. (2.17), the magnetic-flux diffusion equation is
∂ψ
∂t
=
η
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
1
ρˆ
∂
∂ρˆ
(
ρˆDψ
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)
+R0Hˆη
〈JNI ·B〉
Bφ,0
, (B.1)
with boundary conditions given by
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=0
= 0
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆ=1
=
kIp
2
Ip(t), (B.2)
where kIp = −
µ0
pi
R0
Gˆ(1)Hˆ(1)
.
The uncertainty-based electron temperature model (Eq. (7.2)) is
Te(ρˆ, t) = T
ref
e (ρˆ)uTe(t), (B.3)
uTe(t) = Ip(t)
γPtot(t)
εn¯e(t)
ζ . (B.4)
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The uncertainty-based plasma resistivity model (Eq. (7.6)) is
η(ρˆ, t) = ηref (ρˆ)udiff (t), (B.5)
udiff (t) = u
−1.5
Te
. (B.6)
The uncertainty-based auxiliary current drives j¯i(ρˆ, t) ,
〈ji ·B〉
Bφ,0
(ρˆ, t) are modeled
as
j¯i(ρˆ, t) =j¯
ref
i (ρˆ)uji(t), (B.7)
uji(t) = (Ip(t)
γPtot(t)
ε)(δ−1.5) n¯e(t)(ζ(δ−1.5)−1)Pi(t), i ∈ [nbi1, · · · , nbi4, lh2]. (B.8)
The bootstrap current model (Eq. (2.59)) is
〈jbs ·B〉
Bφ,0
(ρˆ, t) =
R0
Fˆ (ρˆ)
(
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)−1 [
L1(ρˆ)Te∂ne
∂ρˆ
+ L2(ρˆ)ne∂Te
∂ρˆ
]
, (B.9)
L1(ρˆ) =2L31(ρˆ), (B.10)
L2(ρˆ) =2L31(ρˆ) + L32(ρˆ) + α(ρˆ)L34(ρˆ). (B.11)
By substituting Eq. (B.3) into Eq. (B.9) and substituting the resulting equation
together with Eqs. (2.68), (B.5) and (B.7) into Eq. (B.1), we can write
∂ψ
∂t
=
(
Cg1
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
+ Cg2
∂2ψ
∂ρˆ2
)
udiff +
∑
i
CJiuji + CJbs
(
∂ψ
∂ρˆ
)−1
ujbs , (B.12)
where
Cg1(ρˆ) =C
nom
g1
(ρˆ) + Cunc1g1 (ρˆ)δTe , (B.13)
Cg2(ρˆ) =C
nom
g2
(ρˆ) + Cunc1g2 (ρˆ)δTe , (B.14)
CJlh2 (ρˆ) =C
nom
Jlh2
(ρˆ) + Cunc1Jlh2
(ρˆ)δTe + C
unc2
Jlh2
(ρˆ)δjlh2 , (B.15)
CJi(ρˆ) =C
nom
Ji
(ρˆ) + Cunc1Ji (ρˆ)δTe , i ∈ [nbi1, · · · , nbi4] (B.16)
CJbs(ρˆ) =C
nom
Jbs
(ρˆ) + Cunc1Jbs (ρˆ)δTe . (B.17)
We can also write
Cnomg1 (ρˆ) =
ηnom(ρˆ)
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
(
Dψ
ρˆ
+
dDψ
dρˆ
)
, Cunc1g1 (ρˆ) =
ηunc(ρˆ)
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
(
Dψ
ρˆ
+
dDψ
dρˆ
)
, (B.18)
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Cnomg2 (ρˆ) =
ηnom(ρˆ)
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
Dψ, C
unc1
g2
(ρˆ) =
ηunc(ρˆ)
µ0ρ2bFˆ
2
Dψ, (B.19)
CnomJlh2
(ρˆ) =R0Hˆη
nom(ρˆ)j¯nomi (ρˆ), C
unc1
Jlh2
(ρˆ) = R0Hˆη
unc(ρˆ)j¯nomi (ρˆ), (B.20)
Cunc2Jlh2
(ρˆ) =R0Hˆη
nom(ρˆ)j¯unci (ρˆ), (B.21)
CnomJi (ρˆ) =R0Hˆη
nom(ρˆ)j¯nomi (ρˆ), C
unc1
Ji
(ρˆ) = R0Hˆη
unc(ρˆ)j¯nomi (ρˆ), (B.22)
i ∈[nbi1, · · · , nbi4]
CnomJbs (ρˆ) =
R20Hˆ
(ηnom(ρˆ))−1Fˆ
[
L1(ρˆ)T nome (ρˆ)
dnprofe (ρˆ)
dρˆ
+L2(ρˆ)nprofe (ρˆ)
dT nome (ρˆ)
dρˆ
]
(B.23)
Cunc1Jbs (ρˆ) =
R20Hˆ
Fˆ
[
ηnom(ρˆ)
(
L1(ρˆ)T unce (ρˆ)
dnprofe (ρˆ)
dρˆ
+ L2(ρˆ)nprofe (ρˆ)
dT unce (ρˆ)
dρˆ
)
+ ηunc(ρˆ)
(
L1(ρˆ)T nome (ρˆ)
dnprofe (ρˆ)
dρˆ
+ L2(ρˆ)nprofe (ρˆ)
dT nome (ρˆ)
dρˆ
)]
(B.24)
By differentiating both sides of Eq. (B.12) with respect to ρˆ, we have
∂θ
∂t
=
[
dCg1
dρˆ
θ +
(
Cg1 +
dCg2
dρˆ
)
∂θ
∂ρˆ
+ Cg2
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
]
udiff +
∑
i
dCJi
dρˆ
uji+
dCJbs
dρˆ
1
θ
ujbs − CJbs
1
θ2
∂θ
∂ρˆ
ujbs , g, i ∈ [nbi1, · · · , nbi4, lh2]. (B.25)
B.1 Model Linearization
By defining u1 = [udiff , ujbs , ujnbi1 , · · · , ujnbi4 , ujlh2 , Ip, uW , Ptot]T , and linearizing
Eq. (B.25) around a given trajectory denoted as (·)FF which satisfies θ˙FF = g(θFF ,
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
,
∂2θFF
∂ρˆ2
,uFF1 , δ), where δ = [δTe , δjlh2 ], and defining θ
FB = θ − θFF , uFB1 =
u1 − uFF1 , we can write
∂θFB
∂t
=
(dCg1
dρˆ
uFFdiff −
dCJbs
dρˆ
uFFjbs
θFF 2
+ 2CJbs
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
uFFjbs
θFF 3
)
θFB+(
Cg1u
FF
diff +
dCg2
dρˆ
uFFdiff − CJbs
uFFjbs
θFF 2
)∂θFB
∂ρˆ
+ Cg2u
FF
diff
∂2θFB
∂ρˆ2
+(dCg1
dρˆ
θFF + Cg1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
+
dCg2
dρˆ
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
+ Cg2
∂2θFF
∂ρˆ2
)
uFBdiff+
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∑
i
dCJi
dρˆ
uFBji +
(dCJbs
dρˆ
1
θFF
− CJbs
1
θFF 2
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
)
uFBjbs , (B.26)
i ∈[nbi1, · · · , nbi4, lh2].
Similarly, the energy balance equation Eq. (2.70) can be linearized to obtain
dW FB
dt
= CWu
FF
W W
FB + CWW
FFuFBW + P
FB
tot , (B.27)
where uW is defined in Eq. (2.71), and Ptot is the total power injected into the
plasma.
Then we discrete Eq. (B.26) on a uniform grid that is defined as
∆ρˆ =
1
n− 1 , ρˆi = (i− 1)∆ρˆ, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. (B.28)
we approximate the spatial derivative of θ with a second order Taylor expansion to
obtain
∂θ
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − θi−1
2∆ρˆ
,
∂2θ
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
i
≈ θi+1 − 2θi + θi−1
(∆ρˆ)2
. (B.29)
By applying Eq. (B.29) to Eq. (B.25), and defining Z = [θ(ρˆi, t),W ], i = [2, · · · , n−
1], we can write
Z˙ = G(Z,u1, δ). (B.30)
B.2 Detail of Matrix A and Matrix B
The physical actuators u considered in Chapter 7 are
u = [Ip, n¯e, Pnbi1 , Pnbi2 , Pnbi3 , Pnbi4 , Plh2 , Pic]
T . (B.31)
We linearize Eq. (B.30) around a given trajectory (ZFF ,uFF1 ) satisfying Z˙
FF
=
G(ZFF ,uFF1 ,0). By neglecting higher-order terms, we are able to write
Z˙ ≈G(ZFF ,uFF1 ,0) +
∂G
∂Z
∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF ,0)
(Z −ZFF )+
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∂G
∂u
∣∣∣∣
(ZFF ,uFF ,0)
(u− uFF ) +G(ZFF ,uFF1 , δ)−G(ZFF ,uFF1 ,0). (B.32)
By defining Z˜ = Z −ZFF ,uFB = u− uFF , we can write
˙˜Z = AZ˜ +BuFB + d, (B.33)
d = G(ZFF ,uFF1 , δ)−G(ZFF ,uFF1 ,0), (B.34)
where A and B are the Jacobians ∂G/∂Z and ∂G/∂u evaluated at (ZFF ,uFF ,0).
By substituting Eq. (B.29) into Eq. (B.26), we can express matrix A as
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
A(i, i) =
(
− dCJbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
+ 2CJbs(ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
3
i+1
)
+
dCg1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff − 2Cg2(ρˆi+1)
uFFdiff
∆ρˆ2
, (B.35)
for i ∈ [2, · · · , n− 2]
A(i, i− 1) =
(
Cg1(ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff +
dCg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff − CJbs(ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) −1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cg2(ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
, (B.36)
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 3]
A(i, i+ 1) =
(
Cg1(ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff +
dCg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff − CJbs(ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cg2(ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
. (B.37)
From Eq. (B.27), we have
A(n− 1, n− 1) = CWuFFW . (B.38)
By substituting Eqs. (B.13), (B.14) and (B.17) into Eqs. (B.35) to (B.37), we
have
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for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
A0(i, i) =
(
− dC
nom
Jbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
+ 2CnomJbs (ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
3
i+1
)
+
dCnomg1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff − 2Cnomg2 (ρˆi+1)
uFFdiff
∆ρˆ2
, (B.39)
for i ∈ [2, · · · , n− 2]
A0(i, i− 1) =
(
Cnomg1 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff+
dCnomg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff−CnomJbs (ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) −1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cnomg2 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
, (B.40)
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 3]
A0(i, i+ 1) =
(
Cnomg1 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff+
dCnomg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff−CnomJbs (ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cnomg2 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
, (B.41)
A0(n− 1, n− 1) = CWuFFW . (B.42)
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
A1(i, i) =
(
− dC
unc1
Jbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
+ 2Cunc1Jbs (ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFjbs
θFF
3
i+1
)
+
dCunc1g1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff − 2Cunc1g2 (ρˆi+1)
uFFdiff
∆ρˆ2
, (B.43)
for i ∈ [2, · · · , n− 2]
A1(i, i− 1) =
(
Cunc1g1 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff+
dCunc1g2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff−Cunc1Jbs (ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) −1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cunc1g2 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
, (B.44)
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 3]
A1(i, i+ 1) =
(
Cunc1g1 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff+
dCunc1g2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
uFFdiff−Cunc1Jbs (ρˆi+1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
i+1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
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Cunc1g2 (ρˆi+1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
, (B.45)
A1(n− 1, n− 1) = 0, (B.46)
and A2 = 0.
For matrix B, we can show B = Bn1Tu1 , where Bn1 = ∂G/∂u1, and Tu1 = ∂u1/∂u.
Note Tu1 can be obtained the same way as Tu in Appendix A. Here we only provide
the detail of Bn1 .
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
Bn1(i, 1) =
dCg1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
θFFi+1 + Cg1(ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+
dCg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+ Cg2(ρˆi+1)
∂2θFF
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.47)
Bn1(i, 2) =
dCJbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
1
θFFi+1
− CJbs(ρˆi+1)
1
θFF
2
i+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.48)
Bn1(i, 3) =
dCJnbi1
dρˆ
, (B.49)
Bn1(i, 4) =
dCJnbi2
dρˆ
, (B.50)
Bn1(i, 5) =
dCJnbi3
dρˆ
, (B.51)
Bn1(i, 6) =
dCJnbi4
dρˆ
, (B.52)
Bn1(i, 7) =
dCJlh2
dρˆ
. (B.53)
By substituting θn =
kIp
2
Ip(t) from Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.37) for i = n − 2, we
have
Bn1(n− 2, 8) =
[(
Cg1(ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff +
dCg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn−1
uFFdiff − CJbs(ρˆn−1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
n−1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cg2(ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
]kIp
2
. (B.54)
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Finally, from Eq. (B.27), we have
Bn1(n− 1, 9) =CWW FF , (B.55)
Bn1(n− 1, 10) =1. (B.56)
By substituting Eqs. (B.13) to (B.17) into Bn1 , we can write Bnomn1 ∈ R(n−1)×10
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
Bnomn1 (i, 1) =
dCnomg1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
θFFi+1 + C
nom
g1
(ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+
dCnomg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+ Cnomg2 (ρˆi+1)
∂2θFF
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.57)
Bnomn1 (i, 2) =
dCnomJbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
1
θFFi+1
− CnomJbs (ρˆi+1)
1
θFF
2
i+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.58)
Bnomn1 (i, 3) =
dCnomJnbi1
dρˆ
, (B.59)
Bnomn1 (i, 4) =
dCnomJnbi2
dρˆ
, (B.60)
Bnomn1 (i, 5) =
dCnomJnbi3
dρˆ
, (B.61)
Bnomn1 (i, 6) =
dCnomJnbi4
dρˆ
, (B.62)
Bnomn1 (i, 7) =
dCnomJlh2
dρˆ
, (B.63)
Bnomn1 (n− 2, 8) =
[(
Cnomg1 (ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff+
dCnomg2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn−1
uFFdiff−CnomJbs (ρˆn−1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
n−1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cnomg2 (ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
]kIp
2
, (B.64)
Bnomn1 (n− 1, 9) =CWW FF , (B.65)
Bnomn1 (n− 1, 10) =1. (B.66)
Similarly, we define Bunc1n1 ∈ R(n−1)×10 as
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for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
Bunc1n1 (i, 1) =
dCunc1g1
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
θFFi+1 + C
unc1
g1
(ρˆi+1)
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+
dCunc1g2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
+ Cunc1g2 (ρˆi+1)
∂2θFF
∂ρˆ2
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.67)
Bunc1n1 (i, 2) =
dCunc1Jbs
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
1
θFFi+1
− Cunc1Jbs (ρˆi+1)
1
θFF
2
i+1
∂θFF
∂ρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆi+1
, (B.68)
Bunc1n1 (i, 3) =
dCunc1Jnbi1
dρˆ
, (B.69)
Bunc1n1 (i, 4) =
dCunc1Jnbi2
dρˆ
, (B.70)
Bunc1n1 (i, 5) =
dCunc1Jnbi3
dρˆ
, (B.71)
Bunc1n1 (i, 6) =
dCunc1Jnbi4
dρˆ
, (B.72)
Bunc1n1 (i, 7) =
dCunc1Jlh2
dρˆ
, (B.73)
Bunc1n1 (n− 2, 8) =
[(
Cunc1g1 (ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff+
dCunc1g2
dρˆ
∣∣∣∣
ρˆn−1
uFFdiff−Cunc1Jbs (ρˆn−1)
uFFjbs
θFF
2
n−1
) 1
2∆ρˆ
+
Cunc1g2 (ρˆn−1)u
FF
diff
1
∆ρˆ2
]kIp
2
, (B.74)
Bunc1n1 (n− 1, 9) =0, (B.75)
Bunc1n1 (n− 1, 10) =0. (B.76)
Also, Bunc2n1 ∈ R(n−1)×10 is given as
for i ∈ [1, · · · , n− 2]
Bunc2n1 (i, 1) =0, (B.77)
Bunc2n1 (i, 2) =0, (B.78)
Bunc2n1 (i, 3) =0, (B.79)
Bunc2n1 (i, 4) =0, (B.80)
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Bunc2n1 (i, 5) =0, (B.81)
Bunc2n1 (i, 6) =0, (B.82)
Bunc2n1 (i, 7) =
dCunc2Jlh2
dρˆ
, (B.83)
Bunc2n1 (i, 8) =0, (B.84)
Bunc2n1 (i, 9) =0, (B.85)
Bunc2n1 (i, 10) =0. (B.86)
Finally, We can write
B0 =B
nom
n1
Tu1 , (B.87)
B1 =B
unc1
n1
Tu1 , (B.88)
B2 =B
unc2
n1
Tu1 . (B.89)
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